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Abstract 

The cost and time efficiency of computational wear simulations may enable the 

optimization of total knee replacements for the reduction of polyethylene wear, thereby 

potentially improving the long term success of total knee replacements. However, 

previously existing computational wear models have only demonstrated weak 

correlations (R2<0.65) in comparison to knee simulator wear tests. This thesis presents 

the development and verification of new computational models for the simulation of 

polyethylene wear in total knee replacements. Finite element and multibody dynamic 

simulation models were implemented for the prediction of total knee replacement contact 

mechanics. A new wear model was developed, based on a time dependent cross shear and 

energy dissipation approach, and was evaluated for the prediction of total knee 

replacement wear. The effects of contact pressure on polyethylene wear were investigated 

through both computational and in vitro experiments. This verified computational wear 

model was further advanced through the development and addition of a lubrication 

model, which provided consideration for the colloidal protein mediated boundary 

lubrication of total knee replacements. Finally, the predictability of the newly developed 

computational model was evaluated through the prediction of a broad range of pin-on-

disk and knee simulator wear test experiments. The time dependent – energy dissipation – 

colloidal boundary lubrication model developed in this thesis resulted in greatly 
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improved correlation strength for the prediction of pin-on-disk (R2=0.85) and knee 

simulator wear test (R2=0.96) results compared with previously published wear models 

such as Archard’s wear law (R2=0.12), time independent cross shear wear models 

(R2=0.60) and other time dependent wear models (R2=0.65). The computational wear 

simulation models developed in this thesis have demonstrated sufficient predictive 

accuracy (Validation Metric: 0.85) to enable the optimization of total knee replacements 

for the reduction of wear, which may improve the long term success of these necessary 

clinical devices. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Total Knee Replacements 

Total knee replacements (TKRs) are used to replace the articulating surfaces of the 

human knee (Figure 1), which may have become damaged as a result of trauma, disorders 

or diseases such as arthritis. Damaged articular cartilage may cause pain and limit the 

mobility of the individual. Therefore, a TKR may be implemented to alleviate pain and 

restore mobility to the patient. In 2005 there were approximately 450,000 primary TKR 

surgeries performed within the United States [1] and over 60,000 performed in Canada 

[2]. The number of primary TKR procedures has been projected to increase greatly over 

the following years and exceed 4 million per a year within the United States by 2030 [1], 

with a similarly proportional increase being expected in Canada. The combination of an 

aging population, as well as increased acceptance of TKRs, are both expected to have 

contributed to the trend of the greatly increasing implementation of TKRs [1].   
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Figure 1: The human knee: including the femur, tibia, fibula, patella, cartilage and 

ligaments. 

 

Figure 2: Modular fixed bearing total knee replacement (Anatomical Modular Knee ®, 

DePuy-Synthes Inc., Warsaw, IN). 
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Different types of knee replacement systems exist, each of which has exhibited 

different advantages and disadvantages. The range of available knee replacement systems 

includes modular and non-modular designs, fixed bearing and mobile bearing, cruciate 

retaining and posterior stabilized, partial and total [3]. Of the available knee replacement 

types, the modular fixed bearing TKR has been the most commonly and widely 

implemented type of knee replacement system [3].  

Modular TKRs include a femoral component, tibial insert, tibial tray and may also 

include a patella resurfacing component (Figure 2). The femoral component is used to 

resurface the articular surface of the human femur and is typically comprised of a cobalt 

chromium molybdenum alloy (CoCr, ASTM-F75) [3]. Alternatively, other materials such 

as Oxinium (oxidized zirconium) may be used for the femoral component [4]. The tibial 

insert is comprised of either conventional non-crosslinked or crosslinked ultra high 

molecular weight polyethylene (PE) [3]. Modular fixed bearing tibial inserts are attached 

to the tibial tray by means of a mechanical locking mechanism. The tibial tray is used to 

resurface the tibia and is typically comprised of either CoCr alloy or a titanium alloy (Ti, 

Ti6Al4V) [3]. The patella resurfacing component is typically comprised of PE and 

articulates along the patellar groove of the femoral component.  

The components may be attached to the bone by using bone cement, or by including 

porous surfaces to encourage bone ingrowth (cementless fixation) [5]. Cemented fixation 

has been the most commonly implemented approach, with 78% of all knee replacement 

surgeries in Canada from 2013 to 2014 having been implanted using bone cement [6]. 
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Non-modular TKRs typically consist of the same components as modular systems 

with the exception that the functions of the tibial insert and tibial tray are fulfilled by a 

single component. Examples of non-modular tibial components include both metal 

backed PE, as well as all PE tibial components [3].  Non-modular TKRs eliminate the 

issue of wear at the tibial insert – tibial tray interface (backside wear) [7-11]. However, 

modular TKRs offer the advantage of enabling the easy replacement of the tibial insert 

during revision surgery, while leaving a well fixed tibial tray attached to the patients tibia 

[3].  In comparison, non-modular TKRs would require the full detachment of the tibial 

component from the patient’s tibia. Hinge joints also exist, which utilize a simple hinge 

to provide the flexion/extension motion of the knee [3].  However, the natural human 

knee is subject to complex kinematics, including flexion, anterior-posterior translation, 

medial-lateral translation, internal-external rotation, and abduction-adduction (Figure 2) 

[3]. The hinge joint is unable to replicate the complex kinematics of the knee and 

therefore its implementation is typically only utilized for the treatment of severe bone or 

tissue loss [12]. 

Mobile bearing knee replacements differ from fixed bearings by permitting 

movement between the tibial insert and tibial tray [13-15]. This relative movement is 

typically either internal-external rotation, anterior-posterior translation or both [3]. 

Internal-external rotation of the tibial insert, relative to the tibial tray, may result in 

unidirectional sliding and reduced wear [16] (unidirectional sliding will be discussed 

further in Section 2.3.1). 

Another knee replacement design variation involves the decision to preserve or resect 

the posterior cruciate ligament (Figure 1). Designs which preserve the posterior cruciate 
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ligament are referred to as cruciate retaining, and designs which require the removal of 

the posterior cruciate ligament are referred to as posterior stabilized [3].  Maintaining the 

posterior cruciate ligament by using a cruciate retaining design retains the anatomical 

conditions of the human knee to a greater extent in comparison to the posterior stabilized 

design [3, 17, 18]. As a result, well functioning cruciate ligaments can provide additional 

constraint and may result in more natural kinematics [3, 17, 18]. However, cruciate 

ligaments are not always functional in elderly patients, or due to previous trauma, and as 

a result the posterior stabilized design may provide improved kinematics over the cruciate 

retaining design [3]. 

 Partial knee replacements include unicondylar, hemiarthroplasty and partial-

hemiarthroplasty. Unicondylar knee replacements can be used to replace only one 

condyle of the knee and may be used for patients which have damage to only one condyle 

[19, 20]. Hemiarthroplasty involves resurfacing only one side of the articulation [3]. For 

instance femoral components have been implemented to replace damaged femoral 

condyles, while leaving the tibial side of the joint unaltered. Meanwhile, partial-

hemiarthroplasty is even more anatomically sparing and may be used to replace only part 

of the area that would be resurfaced by a hemiarthroplasty component [3]. Partial knees 

have the advantage of preserving a greater portion of patient anatomy in comparison to 

TKRs. However, since most patients typically experience damage to more than one area 

of the knee, either immediately or in the long term, TKRs are far more common than 

partial knee replacements [3]. Of the knee replacement surgeries performed in Canada 

from 2013 to 2014, only 0.6% were partial knees [6].  
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Although there are many different types of knee replacement systems, the modular 

fixed bearing TKR is by far the most common [3, 6]. Therefore, the research of this thesis 

is primarily focused on the modular fixed bearing TKR. However, the research of this 

thesis may also be equally applicable to the other knee replacement systems (apart from 

hinged, hemiarthroplasty and partial-hemiarthroplasty as they do not consist of a CoCr-

on-PE articulation).  
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1.2 Polyethylene Wear 

The relative sliding between TKR components results in wear. Tibial insert wear 

occurs at the articular (topside) surface [3, 17], the distal (backside) surface of modular 

designs [7, 21-25], the post of posterior stabilized designs [26] and at the articular surface 

of patella resurfacing components [3]. PE wear particles, released from the tibial insert 

and the patella resurfacing components, can initiate a cascade of adverse tissue responses 

leading to osteolysis [27]. Osteolysis, caused by the immunological response to the PE 

wear particles, can cause the resorption of bone by osteoclasts leading to the loosening of 

the TKR components [27]. The loosening or disassociation of the TKR components from 

the patient’s bone requires revision surgery to replace the TKR components [24, 25, 28-

31]. TKR failures due to wear not only necessitate costly revision surgeries, but also 

expose patients to additional risk of infection and pain. Furthermore, morbidity increases 

when revision surgery is necessary for patients of increased age [3]. 

According to the Canadian Joint Replacement Registry [6] up to 30% of all revisions 

during the 2013-2014 period may have been caused by PE wear related issues (aseptic 

loosening, wear and osteolysis). Recently, new bearing materials have been developed in 

order to reduce the risk of PE wear particle induced osteolysis (bone resorption). The 

introduction of crosslinked PE (XPE) to TKRs, as well as new sterilization methods and 

changes to reduce the oxidization potential of PE components has led to a reduction in PE 

wear particle generation and improved in vivo wear performance [32-34]. However, 

TKRs are also becoming increasingly prevalent among younger, heavier and more active 

patients [1], resulting in increased tribological demand. Additionally, with the objective 
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of longer implantation periods, PE wear may continue to limit the long term success of 

TKRs.  

Although the greatest volume of PE wear particles are released from the articular 

surface of the PE tibial insert (as well as from the post of posterior stabilized designs), the 

distal surface of the modular PE tibial insert is also a very important source of clinically 

relevant PE wear particles as they may be smaller and may have increased osteolytic 

potential [7, 11, 21-25, 31, 35, 36]. Therefore, it is very important to consider both 

articular and backside wear in the design and evaluation of TKRs.  

The design of TKRs with improved wear resistance may greatly improve the long 

term success of TKRs. TKRs with improved wear resistance may reduce the number of 

required revision surgeries, thereby reducing health care costs and improving patient care 

[3, 6, 37]. However, the limitations of the current methods for TKR design may prevent 

the optimization of TKRs for the reduction of wear. Currently, wear is evaluated by 

producing prototypes of a design and testing the prototypes using in vitro knee simulators 

[38]. Unfortunately, due to the high cost and time requirements of performing knee 

simulator wear tests [3, 38], it may only be possible to test a small number of design 

variables, across a small range of conditions. Therefore, there is great need for an 

efficient wear assessment method which could be used to analyze a broad range of design 

variables, in addition to a broad range of test conditions [38].  

Computational wear simulations have demonstrated greatly increased time and cost 

efficiency over the use of knee simulator wear tests [38]. Additionally, computational 

wear simulations can be easily adapted to include consideration for additional objectives 

such as kinematics. Therefore, the ideal TKR development process may include 
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computational simulations to optimize a design based on specific objectives and 

conditions, followed by knee simulator wear tests of the final design for the precise 

verification of the computational results. However, despite the attractive efficiency of 

computational wear simulations [38], the level of accuracy of currently available 

computational wear simulation models has been insufficient to enable the optimization of 

TKRs for the reduction of wear [39, 40]. Previously existing computational wear models 

have typically provided coefficient of determination (R2) values of 0.65 or less when 

utilized to predict multiple knee simulator wear test results [39, 40]. The unsatisfactory 

predictive accuracy of previously available computational wear models may be attributed 

to greatly over-simplified representations of wear within their formulas, as well as the 

complete omission of consideration for the lubrication of TKRs. 
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1.3 Thesis Objectives 

The development of efficient and accurate computational models for TKR wear 

simulations could enable a broader range of TKR designs to be evaluated and across a 

wider range of operating conditions. Therefore, the development of accurate 

computational wear simulation models may enable the design optimization of TKRs for 

the reduction of wear. However, previously existing computational wear simulations have 

demonstrated insufficient accuracy to enable the design optimization of TKRs for the 

reduction of wear [39, 40]. 

The overall objective of this thesis research was to develop computational models for 

the prediction of wear which would be highly correlated with knee simulator wear test 

experiments (R2>0.85), to enable the wear optimization of TKR designs. Six supporting 

research objectives contributed towards the overall objective of this research. The first 

supporting research objective was to develop models for the accurate prediction of TKR 

contact mechanics (Section 3.2). This first research objective was essential, as the 

evaluation of TKR contact mechanics would be required for the prediction of wear. The 

second research objective was to implement an existing computational wear model, along 

with the contact mechanics prediction from the first research objective, for the prediction 

of TKR wear (Section 3.3). However, the limited accuracy of previously existing 

computational wear models required the development of a new computational wear 

model in order to enable the improved prediction of TKR wear. Therefore, the third 

research objective was to develop an entirely new computational wear model with 

improved relevance to PE and XPE wear theory which would lead to the improved 
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predictability of TKR wear (Section 3.4). Since the effects of contact pressure on PE and 

XPE wear in TKRs was not well understood and widely debated in the literature, it was 

necessary to further investigate this variable and evaluate whether the newly developed 

computational wear model could accurately predict its effects. Knee simulator wear 

testing and computational wear simulations, incorporating the contact mechanics models 

and the new computational wear model, were conducted for the fourth research objective 

of investigating the effects of contact pressure on wear (Section 3.5). The fifth research 

objective was to include consideration for the effects of the lubricant on TKR wear and 

included the development of a new colloid boundary lubrication model (Section 3.6). 

Finally, the last research objective was to evaluate the predictability of the newly 

developed models and consider their suitability for the wear optimization of TKR designs 

(Section 3.7).  
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introductory Remarks 

The research of this thesis is concerned with the development of computational 

models for the accurate prediction of TKR wear. Therefore, the present chapter provides 

a review of the relevant literature to both general and TKR tribology. First a brief review 

of general tribology is presented. The characterization and interactions of surfaces is 

discussed, as understanding surface interactions is essential to understanding the 

mechanisms of wear (Section 2.2.1). These surface interactions are responsible for the 

force of friction and the dissipation of energy between articulating interfaces (Section 

2.2.2), as well as being responsible for wear (Section 2.2.3). General lubrication is 

discussed, with a particular focus on boundary lubrication (Section 2.2.4). The general 

computational simulation of wear is also reviewed (Section 2.2.5). Secondly, the 

tribology of TKRs specifically is considered, which builds upon the review of general 

tribology. The variables affecting PE wear are reviewed, TKR lubrication is discussed 
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and several design and clinical implementation variables of TKRs are discussed (Section 

2.3). Lastly, the available methods for evaluating TKR wear are considered, including in 

vivo, in vitro and in silico wear evaluation methods (Section 2.4). This chapter provides 

the foundation of knowledge necessary for the research of this thesis, as well as identifies 

the areas in need of further research.   
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2.2 General Tribology 

Tribology is concerned with the study of interacting surfaces in relative motion 

(under dry or lubricated conditions) [41]. The term tribology was first introduced in a 

report by Jost for the British Department of Education and Science in 1966 [42]. The 

term was derived from the Greek word tribos, meaning to rub [41]. Although the term 

tribology has been somewhat recently introduced, the study of interacting surfaces in 

relative motion does appear to predate recorded history [43, 44]. Many great researchers 

have contributed to the field of tribology throughout history [43, 45-48]. Interest in 

tribology research has grown over time, as recognition of the importance of relative 

motion in machines, as well as in the natural world, has increased. 

 

2.2.1 Surface Interactions 

An understanding of the interacting surfaces is essential to tribology. Solid surfaces 

consist of several zones (Figure 3) which each have different physico-chemical properties 

[49-51]. Surfaces may generally include a physisorbed layer on the order of 0.3-3nm in 

thickness, a chemisorbed layer of approximately 0.3 nm, a chemically reacted layer of 

10-100nm, a heavily deformed layer of 1-10um, a lightly deformed layer of 10-100um 

and finally the base material [52]. 
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 A deformed (or work hardened) layer may be formed on a metal, alloy, ceramic, or 

polymer as a result of the manufacturing processes used in the production of the part [53-

55]. Additionally, a deformed layer may be formed during any tribological process, 

including during the parts intended use, through contact with other surfaces [56]. The 

amount of energy utilized for the deformation process and the nature of the material both 

affect the size of the deformed layer, as well as the extent of material changes of the 

deformed layer relative to the bulk material [44, 51].  

Chemically reacted layers may be formed due to the interaction of the material with 

its environment. A common example, would be the formation of oxide layers on a metal 

or alloy by reacting with oxygen when exposed to air [57].  

A chemisorbed layer may also be formed due to the interaction of a surface with its 

environment. Chemisorption involves the sharing or interchange of electrons through 

covalent bonding and consequently more energy is required for the removal of a 

chemisorbed layer compared to a physisorbed layer [58]. Chemisorbed layers are 

monomolecular layers, unlike chemically reacted layers [58]. Once a chemisorbed 

Base Material 

Lightly Deformed Layer (10-100 μm) 

Highly Deformed Layer (1-10 μm) 

Chemically Reacted Layer (10-100 nm) 

Chemisorbed Layer (0.3 nm) 

Physisorbed Layer (0.3-3 nm) 

Figure 3: Typical surface layers or zones. 
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monolayer has been formed and remains in place, chemisorption ceases and any 

subsequent layer formation can only occur through physisorption or chemical reaction.  

A physisorbed layer may be formed due to the interaction of a material with its 

environment. Absorbate layers formed from molecules of water, oxygen and 

hydrocarbons are some common examples [50]. Physisorption does not involve the 

exchange of electrons between the adsorbate and adsorbent, instead the process typically 

involves van der Waals forces [50]. Therefore, the physisorbed layer can generally be 

removed with very little energy. The physisorbed layer can be either a monomolecular or 

polymolecular.  

Surface layers may greatly influence the surface interactions and wear of materials 

[52] and are highly relevant to TKRs. Deformed layers are present in CoCr alloy femoral 

components, as well as the CoCr alloy or Ti64Al4v alloy tibial tray components [3]. 

These deformed layers are largely due to the manufacturing processes by which the 

components were produced [52]. PE components also develop deformed layers during 

manufacturing and the deformed layers continue to be altered through the articulation of 

the PE components with the femoral and tibial tray components [59-61]. PE may also 

oxidize over time and develop chemically reacted oxidized layers [62, 63]. CoCr alloy 

and Ti6Al4v alloy components may corrode to similarly form chemically reacted layers 

[64-68]. Lastly, all of the TKR components may also form chemisorbed and physisorbed 

layers through the adsorption of the constituents of the synovial fluid [32, 33, 69-73]. 

These aspects of TKR surfaces will be further discussed in Section 2.3. 

Surface texture is another important characteristic of a surface which has great 

influence on its tribological properties. Surface roughness, waviness, lay and flaws are all 
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a part of surface texture [52]. Roughness refers to the surface fluctuations of a short 

wavelength and is characterized by local maixma (asperities) and local minima (valleys) 

of varying amplitudes and spacing (Figure 4). Various metrics for surface roughness have 

been specified by organization such as the International Standardization Organization 

(ISO) [74] and the American Society Mechanical Engineers Standards (ASME) [75]. 

Waviness is the surface irregularity of longer wavelengths, relative to roughness, and 

may result from causes such as workpiece vibration and deflection during machining. 

Lay refers to the direction of the predominant surface pattern and may be caused by the 

manufacturing processes used to create the surface. Flaws refer to non-deliberate 

interruptions in the surface texture. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Two dimensional representation of a surface roughness profile. 
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mean line 

surface 
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As a result of surface texture, the true contact area between two interacting surfaces is 

much less than the apparent (nominal) area of contact (Figure 5). This is because contact 

would occur at discrete locations as a result of the local maxima (asperities). The true 

contact area is dependent on the surface texture, material properties and loading 

conditions. As the load is increased between two surfaces in contact, additional material 

deformation may occur, leading to contact between additional asperities and an increase 

in true contact area [76, 77]. 

 

 

Figure 5: Two dimensional representation of the contacting asperities of two opposing 

surfaces. 

 

Adhesion can occur between two solid surfaces when they are brought into contact. 

As a result, a force (adhesive force) would exist between the two surfaces. Adhesion can 

occur for dissimilar or identical materials, and can occur even in the presence of an 

interposed fluid. When two surfaces in contact undergo relative sliding, there is typically 

Upper Solid 

Lower Solid 

Lower Surface 

Upper Surface 

Asperities 

Interstitial 

Fluid 
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an increase in the true area in contact due to plastic deformation, as well as an increase in 

the adhesive force [78, 79]. Adhesion can occur through the formation of covalent bonds 

[52], ionic [80, 81] or electrostatic bonds [82-86], metallic bonds [80, 81, 87], hydrogen 

bonds [54, 88], and van der Waals bonds [89-91]. In addition to the adhesion between 

contacting asperities, the relative contact also results in the elastic and possibly plastic 

deformation of the asperities. Interactions between contacting asperities are further 

discussed in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 

 

2.2.2 Friction Force and Energy Dissipation 

Friction force is the resistance to motion which can be observed when two contacting 

solid surfaces undergo relative motion or sliding (under dry or lubricated conditions). 

Guillaume Amontons [45], was the first researcher to publish the observation that friction 

force (F) may be directly dependent on the nominal load (L) [45]: 

 

F=μL               (1) 

 

where μ is the coefficient of friction. Amontons also reported that the friction force was 

independent of apparent area of contact between the contacting surfaces [45]. These two 

observations became known as Amontons Equations, Amontons Rules or Amontons 

Laws [52]. Later, Charles Coulomb [46], confirmed these findings and also reported the 

kinetic coefficient of friction to be independent of sliding velocity once the motion starts. 

It was also recognized that prior to the start of the sliding motion a higher coefficient of 
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friction was observed, referred to as the static coefficient of friction. The observation of 

the independence of the kinetic coefficient of friction on sliding velocity became known 

as Coulombs Rule or Coulombs Law [52].  

These three rules can be demonstrated to be generally true for many systems, 

however it should be noted that these rules are entirely empirical observations. These 

rules are not based in theory and many physical experiments have demonstrated results 

which contradict these three rules. Experiments have demonstrated increasing load to 

have the effect of increasing the coefficient of friction in some cases [52, 92, 93], and 

decreasing the coefficient of friction in other systems [93, 94]. Furthermore, in some 

cases the force of friction has been observed to be proportional to the apparent area of 

contact, particularly in the case of polymers [52]. The kinetic coefficient of friction has 

also been demonstrated to depend on sliding velocity in many systems [95, 96]. 

Additionally, since sliding velocity would result in changes to the shear rate, the 

mechanical properties of the materials in contact may be altered at high sliding velocities 

[97, 98]. Although the rules of Amontons and Coulomb can be true under some specific 

circumstances, the interactions between surfaces in dry and lubricated contact are far 

more complex than what is represented by these rules and the equation above. Therefore 

in order to accurately predict the force of friction, a more sophisticated representation of 

the mechanisms responsible must be considered.  

Coulomb proposed the mechanism of friction to be due to the action of wedge shaped 

asperities causing the surfaces to move apart and together again as wedge shaped 

asperities pass over each other [46]. The process of moving the surfaces apart as the 

wedges pass over each other was believed to result in potential energy, thereby 
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explaining the necessity of adding energy to a system to cause one surface to slide against 

another compared to what would occur in the absence of friction [52]. However, the 

explanation of potential energy is not fitting, as the potential energy would be recovered 

once the tips of the wedge shaped asperities of each surface had passed each other and the 

surfaces began to move closer together once more. This mechanical interaction theory 

was later abandoned, as friction had been shown to be a dissipative process and the 

mechanical interaction theory did not represent an energy dissipation mechanism [52]. 

Alternatively, Bowden and Tabor  [96, 99, 100] proposed that the mechanism of friction 

was due to the interfacial adhesion between asperities and the energy required to cause 

the microscale deformation of the asperities during relative motion. As a result, the force 

of friction for an unlubricated contact interaction could be written as [96]:  

 

F = Fa + Fd             (2) 

 

where Fa is the force required to shear adheared junctions and Fd is the force required to 

supply the energy to deform asperities. Today this model is still widely accepted and 

applied [52]. It is important to note that the force Fa may relate to the adhesive force 

between asperities in contact (leading to the breaking of adhesive bonds), or it may refer 

to the cohesive force required to separate an asperity from the solid material (resulting in 

wear). The force Fd includes the forces used to elastically deform asperities, as well as 

the forces used to plastically deform asperities and fracture asperities (resulting in wear). 

The plastic deformation of asperities, including ultimate fracture, has been indicated as a 

dominant mechanism of energy dissipation for metals, with elastic deformation 
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accounting for a much smaller fraction of the energy dissipation [101]. For increasingly 

rigid and brittle materials, such as ceramic materials, the energy dissipated through the 

ultimate fracture of contacting asperities may become far more substantial than any 

energy dissipated through elastic deformation. Meanwhile, energy dissipation due to 

elastic deformation can account for a large portion of energy dissipation in viscoelastic 

materials as a result of elastic hysteresis losses [102-104].  

 As a result of the interactions between surface asperities, such as plastic deformation 

and hysteresis losses due to elastic deformation, the temperature at asperity contacts can 

become much higher than the bulk temperature of the system [105]. This localized 

increase in temperatures can be very significant, since many of the surface effects are 

temperature dependent, such as material properties and chemical reactions. Polymers 

generally result in relatively high interface temperatures due to their low thermal 

conductivity. Under some conditions, interface temperatures may generally be 

proportional to the pressure and velocity of the articulation [106, 107]. Hip simulator 

wear tests have demonstrated localized interface temperatures as high as 60oC and 100oC 

for PE articulating against CoCr alloy and ceramic femoral heads, respectively [108]. 

Although similar experiments have not been reported for knee simulator wear tests, high 

localized interfacial temperatures are also expected to occur for TKRs [108]. These 

increased temperatures may affect the surface interactions and wear of TKR components, 

as will be discussed further in Section 2.3.2. The mechanism of friction proposed by 

Bowden and Tabor  [96, 99, 100] may also be expanded to explain the wear of materials, 

as will be discussed in the following section (Section 2.2.3), as well as Section 2.3.1. 
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2.2.3 Wear 

Generally, wear refers to the removal of material from a solid surface in either dry or 

lubricated conditions. The wear of a single solid surface may occur through material 

transfer to the opposing surface, or through the release of wear particles. Wear is not a 

material property; it is a system response and is highly dependent on the operating 

conditions of the system. Although it has been sometimes assumed that high friction 

systems will result in high wear, this is an inaccurate assumption. For example, 

polytetrafluoroethylene can exhibit very low friction and relatively high wear, meanwhile 

ceramics may exhibit moderate friction and extremely low wear [52]. Wear may occur 

through six main distinct mechanisms: adhesive, abrasive, fatigue, impact, chemical and 

electrical [52]. In addition to these distinct wear mechanisms, in many cases wear may 

proceed through the combination of multiple mechanisms. Adhesive and abrasive wear 

mechanisms have been estimated to be responsible for two-thirds of all wear encountered 

in industrial situations [52]. Additionally, adhesive and abrasive wear are also the 

dominant wear mechanisms for the PE and XPE tibial inserts of modern TKRs [3, 15, 

109, 110]. 

 

2.2.3.1. Adhesive Wear 

Adhesive wear occurs due to the adhesive bonding between the contacting asperities 

of surfaces, as previously discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Relative sliding between 

the asperities of two surfaces requires that either the adhesive bonds between the 
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asperities must be broken, or the cohesive bonds of either solid material must be broken 

so that an asperity is released from the solid material, resulting in wear to that surface 

[111]. A released asperity may then remain attached to the opposing solid and contribute 

to the forming of a transfer film, the released asperity may later be transfer back to the 

initial surface from which it separated, or separate from both surfaces and be released as a 

wear particle. In the articulation of dissimilar material combinations, more wear particles 

of the softer material are generally formed. However, wear particles of the harder 

material may also be formed because local regions of low strength exist due to defects 

and cracks within the harder material that may come into contact with local regions of 

high strength of the softer material [52].  

 

2.2.3.2. Abrasive Wear 

Abrasive wear occurs as a result of plastic deformation or fracture. This wear may be 

due to contact between two solid bodies in relative motion (referred to as two-body 

abrasion), or may result from contact with particles trapped between the two surfaces 

(referred to as third body abrasion) [112, 113]. Frequently, abrasive wear may be 

recognized by the appearance of a series of grooves running parallel to the direction of 

sliding. Abrasion can cause the plastic flow of a material, where material is displaced to 

form a groove by moving material to the edges of the groove to create ridges [112]. This 

mode of abrasion may or may not involve material removal and may only involve 

material displacement. However, with repeated cycles the deformed material may 

fracture through the low cycle fatigue mechanism [114]. The plastic deformation may 
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also contribute to subsurface plastic deformation and the formation of subsurface cracks 

[107]. Through fatigue mechanisms these subsurface cracks may propagate parallel to the 

surface and lead to the delamination of the material and the release of thin wear platelets. 

Instead of displacing all material to the sides of the groove, the abrasion may lead to the 

formation of a wedge ahead of the contact, or the release of ribbon like wear particles 

[107]. 

Under certain conditions for pure metals, two body abrasion may be generally 

proportional to the normal load, sliding distance and inversely proportional to the 

hardness of the material subjected to abrasion [115-119]. However, for many other 

materials, such as alloys, these general observations between abrasive wear, load, sliding 

and hardness are not observed [115, 116]. The abrasive medium must also generally be 

harder than the abraded material in order for abrasive wear to occur [120-123]. In 

general, abrasive wear requires the ultimate failure of the material through plastic 

deformation, or in some cases abrasion results in the plastic deformation of material 

which does not immediately disassociate from the bulk solid, but is more easily removed 

later as a result of its altered material properties and geometry [107].  

 

2.2.3.3. Fatigue Wear 

Both repeated rolling and sliding have been observed to result in fatigue wear [107]. 

Commonly observed damage due to fatigue wear includes pitting and delamination. The 

cyclic loading, resulting from the contact between surfaces, can cause the propagation of 

subsurface or surface cracks [107]. Unlike wear resulting from other mechanisms, fatigue 
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wear does not occur through the gradual release of wear particles over time, but occurs 

through the accumulation of damage over time, followed by a rapid release of wear 

particles. As a result of the rapid nature with which fatigue wear progresses after having 

exceeded a threshold, fatigue wear is usually not quantified based on the volume of 

material lost, but the number of cycles which can be completed prior to the initiation of 

the release of particles through fatigue wear [107, 124-131]. In addition to the mechanical 

causes of fatigue wear, chemical reactions can also lead to the fatigue wear of solids 

[132]. 

 

2.2.3.4. Additional Wear Mechanisms 

In addition to adhesive, abrasive and fatigue, wear may also occur due to impact. 

Impact wear may be caused by erosion due to the impingement of solid particles [133], or 

from the impact of a liquid [134], or due to the cavitation of a liquid at the surface of the 

solid material [135, 136]. Impact wear may also be caused by percussion as a result of 

repetitive solid body impact [137]. Chemical wear (also referred to as tribochemical 

wear) is another main wear mechanism, in which wear may proceed as a result of 

chemical reactions, such as the corrosion of interacting surfaces in relative motion [138, 

139]. Electrical-arc-induced wear is caused by the arcing of electrical current between 

surfaces [140].  

Various combinations of the above main wear mechanisms also exist. For example 

tribocorrosion is an important area of study which investigates the progression of wear 

through both relative sliding as well as corrosion chemical reactions [139]. Fretting 
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occurs when the relative sliding between two contacting surfaces is of a very low 

amplitude, generally less than a few tens of microns [107, 141]. Fretting is primarily a 

form of adhesive and abrasive wear occurring over small sliding distances [107].  

Adhesive and abrasive wear have been demonstrated to be the dominant wear 

mechanisms of the PE and XPE tibial inserts of modern TKR bearing materials [3, 15, 

109, 110]. In the past, the oxidization potential of XPE tibial inserts also led to significant 

fatigue and tribochemical wear [3, 142]. However, as a result of recent changes to XPE 

tibial insert manufacturing and sterilization processes, the fatigue and tribochemical wear 

of XPE tibial inserts is no longer a major concern [3]. The adhesive and abrasive wear of 

PE and XPE tibial inserts, specifically, will therefore be discussed further in Section 

2.3.1. 

In summary, wear is the removal of material from a solid surface. Wear is not a 

material property but depends on the operating conditions which make up the tribological 

system. The presence of a solid or liquid lubricant can have a great effect on the contact 

interaction, friction and wear, and will be discussed in the following section (Section 

2.2.4). 

 

2.2.4 Lubrication 

Lubricants can reduce friction and wear in a tribological system. Both solids and 

fluids have been utilized for lubrication in the past, however, this section will focus on 

fluid lubrication. The various regimes of lubrication can be observed through the Stribeck 
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curve [143] (Figure 6), which investigates the effect of lubricant viscosity, velocity and 

load on the coefficient of friction.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Relationship between the kinetic coefficient of friction and the Sommerfeld 

Number. 

 

In a lubricated interaction between two surfaces, it can be observed that increasing the 

Sommerfeld Number [144] will result in vastly different kinetic coefficient of friction 

values (Figure 6). Each region corresponds to a different regime of lubrication. Under 

high Sommerfeld Numbers for highly conforming surfaces, the lubricating fluid is drawn 

between the two surfaces as a result of viscous entrainment. The fluid is then compressed 

between the two surfaces and fully supports the load applied between the two surfaces 

with no direct contact of solid asperities to provide what is known as fluid film 

lubrication [145-155]. Therefore, fluid film lubrication is considered ideal in many 

applications requiring low friction and low wear, since the lack of contact between the 
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two solids greatly reduces the potential for wear as well as reduces the friction losses. 

The trend of slightly increasing kinetic coefficient of friction with increasing Sommerfeld 

Number in the fluid film range is due to the viscous drag. It should also be noted that for 

bearings designed to operate in the fluid film lubrication regime, solid-solid contact will 

still occur during start-stop operations when the velocity is below the required value for 

the given combination of lubricant viscosity and load. 

For low Sommerfeld Numbers (Figure 6), the regime of boundary lubrication may be 

experienced in which the load is supported through interactions between the 

monomolecular or multimolecular films of lubricants adsorbed to the surfaces, as well as 

through the contact of solid asperities [99, 148, 155-159]. For boundary lubrication no 

portion of the load between the surfaces is supported by the bulk fluid, as occurs fully in 

fluid film lubrication. Therefore, the viscosity of the lubricant is relatively unimportant in 

the boundary lubrication regime [52]. The boundary lubrication film may be formed 

through physical adsorption, chemical adsorption and or chemical reaction, 

corresponding to the physisorbed, chemisorbed and chemically reacted layers discussed 

previously (Figure 3). The stability and durability of boundary lubrication films generally 

increases in the order of physisorbed, chemisorbed and chemical reaction films [52]. 

Increased stability and durability of the boundary lubrication film will improve the films 

ability to prevent adhesion during the contact interactions of asperities. The adsorbed 

molecules can greatly reduce wear through preventing direct contact between the 

asperities of opposing surfaces. However, as a result of the limited strength of the bonds 

between the adsorbed molecules and the surface, adsorbed molecules may be continually 

being removed and replaced during relative sliding between opposing surfaces [52].  
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Lastly, between the regimes of fluid film and boundary lubrication, the region of 

mixed lubrication exists (Figure 6). The mixed lubrication regime exists as a combination 

of boundary and fluid film lubrication where a portion of the load is supported by the 

fluid film, while some load is also supported through asperity contact. Based on the 

Stribeck curve [143] (Figure 6) it can be observed that increasing the velocity of the 

surfaces, increasing the viscosity of the lubricant or decreasing the load would all lead to 

an increased Sommerfeld Number, thereby moving towards the fluid film lubrication 

regime. Additionally, it should be noted that in some industrial applications, hydrostatic 

lubrication is implemented in which an external pressure source such as a pump is used to 

pressurize the fluid, rather than relying on the relative velocity of the moving surfaces to 

draw the lubricant between the surfaces.  

 

2.2.4.1. Colloidal Boundary Lubrication 

Further attention must also be given to the case of colloid mediated boundary 

lubrication [160-163], as it has been deemed highly relevant to the lubrication of TKRs 

[164]. Colloidal suspensions are homogeneous mixtures which consist of two phases, 

evenly dispersed insoluble particles and a continuous solvent [165]. Colloidal 

suspensions can be distinguished from solutions through the existence of more than one 

phase, since unlike colloidal suspensions, solutions consist of a solute and solvent of only 

one phase. Synovial fluid may be considered a colloidal suspension [164, 166], and 

therefore the boundary lubrication of surfaces by a colloidal lubricant is particularly 

relevant. 
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Using a surface force apparatus, Georges et al. [160, 163] observed a heterogeneous 

layer of colloidal particles (calcium carbonate) to have adsorbed onto the solid surfaces 

and to influence the interaction of the surfaces. Both contact pressure and the materials 

used for the sphere-on-disk articulation pair were found to affect the force required for 

the movement of the sphere relative to the disk in the presence of calcium carbonate 

colloids [161]. Increasing the normal load between the sphere and disk was found to 

require increased tangential force for the movement of the sphere relative to the plate and 

it was suggested that this phenomenon may occur due to molecular entanglement [161]. 

Polyisoprene colloids were also found to adsorb to many different solid surfaces such as 

mica, cobalt, gold, platinum and steel [167]. The structure and size of the adsorbed film 

was found to depend on the structure of the adsorbed colloids and be independent of the 

roughness of the solid [167].  

The influence of adsorbed polybutadiene on the contact interaction of a sphere-on-

disk articulation was clearly demonstrated through the investigation of the reaction forces 

during axial oscillations. As the distance between the sphere and disk was reduced, the 

reaction forces were initially found to be proportional to the viscous flow of the bulk 

lubricant as it was squeezed out of the articulation [167, 168]. However, as the separation 

distances were reduced to less than the combined thickness of the adsorbed films, 

repulsive forces between the surfaces were observed with behaviour that was distinctly 

different from the viscous behaviour of the bulk lubricant [168-170]. This confirms the 

presence of adsorbed films which do not flow out of the articulation with the bulk 

lubricant but remain in the articulation (Figure 7) [168]. Once the separation distances 

were reduced to less than the combined thickness of the adsorbed films, a sharp transition 
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i h 

in the reaction forces between the surfaces was observed (Figure 8), with repulsion forces 

based on the structure of the adsorbed colloids [168]. The adsorbed film of colloidal 

particles was found to behave as a viscoelastic solid, and the concentration of the colloid 

particles in the colloidal suspension was found to affect the compression modulus of the 

adsorbed film [168]. In contrast to the repulsive forces observed during the compression 

of the adsorbed films, attractive forces were observed during the separation of the 

surfaces and were suggested to be due to bridging effects resulting from the penetration 

of the adsorbed polymer chains through the adsorbed film of the other surface, as well as 

possibly through polymer entanglement [168].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Schematic representation of polymer chains adsorbed to each articular surface, 

with the adsorbed film thickness i and the surface separation distance h. 
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Figure 8: Simplified representation of the reaction force between two surfaces with 

adsorbed films as the separation distance (h) is decreased. Initially (h>2i), a small 

reaction force is observed due to the viscous forces of the bulk lubricant as it is forced 

from the articulation area, followed by a sharp increase in reaction force as the absorbed 

films come into contact (2i>h>0) and finally a second sharp increase in reaction force as 

the solid bodies come into contact. 

 

Similarly, the colloidal proteins within synovial fluid and calf serum may adsorb to 

the surfaces of TKR components and alter the contact interaction between the TKR 

components. This colloidal boundary lubrication may affect the friction and wear of the 

TKR surfaces and will be discussed further in Section 2.3.2. 

 

2.2.5 Computational Wear Simulation 

Computational wear simulations can be used to predict the wear of a tribosystem. 

Computational wear simulations generally exhibit improved time and cost efficiency over 
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physical experiments [38]. Therefore, computational wear simulations have great 

potential to aid in the design and optimization of tribosystems for the reduction of wear. 

In addition to the implementation of computational wear simulations for the analysis of 

TKR wear, computational wear simulations have generally found the greatest 

implementation into the simulation of wear for drivetrains [171-175], linkage systems 

[176], and manufacturing processes [177, 178]. These computational wear simulations 

have generally involved the prediction of contact mechanics through a method such as 

finite element (FE) simulation, followed by the prediction of wear through the 

implementation of a wear model. The following sections provide an overview of 

computational wear simulations in general, computational wear simulations specific to 

the TKR will be discussed in Section 2.4.3. 

 

2.2.5.1. Contact Mechanics Prediction 

The computational prediction of wear requires the accurate prediction of contact 

mechanics such as contact pressure and sliding displacement vectors. Computational 

wear simulations in the past have generally predicted the contact mechanics of the 

tribological system through FE simulation [171-178]. In some cases multibody dynamic 

(MBD) simulations have also been implemented [179, 180]. Implementations of each of 

these methods for the evaluation of TKR contact mechanics will be discussed further in 

Section 2.3.3. Following the prediction of contact mechanics, the results are implemented 

in a wear model for the prediction of wear. It is important that the contact mechanics be 

predicted at regular intervals throughout the wear simulation, since wear will cause 
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changes to the geometry of the articulating surfaces which will affect the contact 

mechanics. 

 

2.2.5.2. Wear Models 

To enable the design of components with improved wear resistance, a mathematical 

formulation for predicting wear is of great interest. The wear of modern TKRs may occur 

dominantly through adhesive and abrasive wear [3] and therefore only adhesive and 

abrasive wear models will be considered. One of the earliest mathematical models for 

wear prediction was that presented by Holm [181]: 

 

Vwear = kLS/H              (3) 

 

where Vwear is the wear volume, k is a wear factor which is dependent on the materials in 

contact, L is the applied load, S is the sliding distance and H is the hardness of the surface 

which is subject to wear. Later, Archard [111] presented theoretical justification for this 

equation and it became known as Archard’s wear law. Other variants of this equation also 

exist and one common representation is [111]: 

 

Vwear = kLS                  (4) 

 

since material hardness could be accommodated within the wear factor k, and also 

because there is generally a poor correlation between material hardness and the wear rate 
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of a tribological system [107, 182]. Many variants of Archard’s wear law have been 

developed [183]. Some variants have specified wear to be proportional to time in service 

rather than sliding distance [184, 185]. Other variants have attempted to add mechanisms 

to account for break-in behavior, generally by modifying the sliding distance 

representation in Archard’s wear law [186, 187]. Yet in other variants, a nonlinear 

relationship for load has been specified, which is generally accomplished by specifying 

an empirically determined exponent value for the load term L [188-194]. Exponents have 

also been specified for other parameters of Archard’s wear law based on empirical 

observations [185]. Additional variations of Archard’s wear law have been developed 

specifically for the field of orthopaedics and will be discussed further in Section 2.4.3.2.  

Archard’s wear law, as well as most of the variants of Archard’s wear law, are highly 

analogous to Amontons’ rules of friction [45], where wear is assumed to be independent 

of the apparent area of contact and directly proportional to the applied load. Furthermore, 

Archard’s wear law assumes wear to be independent of sliding velocity, similar to 

Coulombs friction rule [46]. As previously discussed, although the three friction rules 

may be true in some cases, many cases exist where these empirically observed trends are 

not true. Therefore, wear models based on these friction rules are unlikely to be sufficient 

for a unified wear model which can be used to predict wear if a change to the tribological 

system were to occur. 

As previously discussed, Bowden and Tabor [99] proposed that the energy being 

dissipated through friction was caused by the combination of two mechanisms, the 

adhesion between asperities and the deformation of asperities. Each of these mechanisms 

of friction does not fully result in wear, but partially contributes towards the generation of 
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wear particles. Based on the theory that a portion of the frictional work is used to produce 

wear particles, Fleischer  [195] specified a wear model in which the wear volume was 

equal to the product of frictional work and a proportionality factor (I), where the 

frictional work is the product of  the normal force (FN), the coefficient of friction (μ) and 

the sliding distance (S) [195]. 

 

Vwear = I ∙ (FN ∙ μ ∙ S)           (5) 

 

This model has since been implemented in the literature to predict wear [196]. Other 

models have also been developed based on work or energy, such as the frictional power 

intensity approach [197], energy pulse [198], and cumulative dissipated energy [199-

202]. Compared to Archard’s wear law, these energy or work models added consideration 

for the coefficient of friction, which may be effective in providing some additional 

representation of the contact conditions beyond Archard’s wear law, such as lubrication 

conditions. However, the inclusion of the coefficient of friction adds the additional 

requirement that the coefficient of friction of the system must be known in order to 

implement an energy or work model to predict wear. Another challenge with this 

approach is the specification of a static proportionality factor. The intention of the 

proportionality factor is to represent the proportion of dissipated energy which 

contributes to producing wear. However, since this factor is static it may be considered 

analogous to the wear coefficient of Archard’s wear model, since a change in the 

tribological system (such as a change in material properties) will require a new 

proportionality constant to be determined.  
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Of the available wear models, Archard’s wear law [111] and its closely related 

variants have been by far the most widely implemented models for the prediction of wear 

in the literature [171-178]. Archard’s wear law has been applied to drivetrains such as 

gears [171-174] and clutches [175], linkage components such as pin joints [176], and 

manufacturing processes such as warm forging dies [177, 178].  

Although it would be convenient to be able to select a wear coefficient for a given 

material to calculate wear, as is done for Archard’s wear law, this would only be valid if 

wear were a material property rather than a system response. Wear has been 

demonstrated to be a system response which is dependent on a far greater range of 

variables than those specified by any of the models currently available in the literature 

[52, 183]. Therefore, further research must be done to provide consideration for 

additional variables which influence wear, in order to develop wear models which are 

more generally applicable beyond a narrow range of conditions for which a wear 

coefficient has been determined. The complex lubricated interactions between TKR 

components, as well as the complex material behavior of PE and XPE greatly increases 

the complexity of TKR wear prediction. The contact interaction between TKR 

components and the variables affecting TKR wear will be discussed further in Section 

2.3. Computational wear models which have previously been investigated for the 

prediction of TKR wear will be discussed in Section 2.4.3.2.   
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2.2.5.3. Lubrication Prediction 

Since lubrication can greatly influence wear [52], it is also necessary to predict the 

lubrication conditions as part of computational wear simulations. To the author’s best 

knowledge, previous computational TKR wear simulations have not simulated the 

lubrication conditions of the TKR. However, the computational simulation of the 

lubrication conditions has previously been undertaken for other applications. A wide 

variety of methods [52, 203, 204] have been developed for the prediction of fluid film 

lubrication for both hydrodynamic and elastohydrodynamic conditions. However, 

research into the development of predictive methods to analyze boundary lubrication and 

its effects on wear are underdeveloped in comparison to the methods available for fluid 

film lubrication [52]. Since TKR lubrication has been shown to occur mainly in the 

boundary lubrication regime [70], methods for boundary lubrication prediction and 

analysis are particularly relevant. Aspects of boundary lubrication have previously been 

investigated through the utilization of molecular dynamics simulations [205-208], which 

can be used to study the physical and chemical interactions of a small number of 

boundary lubricating molecules and the surface. Further research is needed to expand the 

applicability of boundary lubrication simulations in general, especially with regard to 

analyzing the effect of adsorbed molecules on preventing the release of wear particles 

[52]. 
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2.3 Total Knee Replacement Tribology 

The tibial insert and patella resurfacing components of TKRs are comprised of PE. 

PE is a unique polymer with physical and chemical properties which make it well suited 

for use in TKRs [3]. PE is a linear homopolymer consisting of a long backbone of 

covalently linked carbon atoms with a pair of hydrogen atoms attached to each carbon 

atom (Figure 9) [209]. The chain ends of PE are typically terminated by methyl groups 

[209]. Ultra high molecular weight polyethylene is required to have a molecular weight 

exceeding 1 x 106 g/mol, which distinguishes it from low density and high density 

polyethylene [3]. PE is a partial crystalline polymer. The molecular chain of PE forms 

regions of both crystalline and amorphous structures (Figure 10). PE crystalline lamellae 

are formed through the rotation of the molecular chain about C-C bonds. Through the 

mobility of the molecular chain, PE is subject to directional strain hardening (Figure 10) 

[3]. Based on the loading conditions imposed upon the PE material, the molecular 

orientation of the crystalline lamellae may reorientate itself. The directional strain 

hardening of PE results in the increased resistance to wear in the direction of the 

molecular orientation, but reduced wear resistance (due to orientation softening) in the 

perpendicular direction to the molecular orientation [210]. The angle between the 

molecular orientation and the direction of relative sliding displacement is typically 

referred to as cross shear. Therefore, larger cross shear angles result in greater wear 

volume.   
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Figure 9: Chemical structure of polyethylene (n denotes repetition of structure). 

 

 

Figure 10: Polyethylene morphological features. 

 

Over the past two decades, new bearing materials have been developed in order to 

reduce the risk of PE wear particle induced osteolysis [32-34, 211]. PE irradiation can be 

performed to crosslink PE (to form XPE), which increases the density of the C-C bonds 

between adjacent molecular chains. PE irradiation has been shown to improve wear 

resistance, but also to be accompanied by a reduction in material properties, including 

fatigue crack propagation resistance [212-215]. Additionally, it is of great importance 

that the irradiation occurs in an oxygen free, or oxygen reduced environment in order to 

reduce the likelihood of oxidative chain scission and the subsequent degradation of the 
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material both during storage, as well as in the body [3].  The introduction of moderately 

and highly crosslinked XPE to TKRs, as well as new sterilization methods and changes to 

reduce the oxidation potential of the XPE components, has led to a significant reduction 

in wear particle generation and increased implant longevity [32-34, 211]. However, 

despite the recent advancements in TKR bearing materials, the tribological demand 

placed upon TKRs is expected to increase as TKRs are implemented in younger, heavier 

and more active patients [1]. Thus, the development of methods which would enable the 

optimization of TKR designs for the reduction of wear are still of great interest, as they 

may enable the long term success of TKRs to be improved. 

 

2.3.1 Polyethylene Wear 

This section expands upon the general tribology theory presented in Section 2.2, but 

with the specific focus on PE and XPE wear in TKRs. For modern PE and XPE bearing 

materials with minimal oxidization potential, wear has been demonstrated to occur 

mainly through adhesive and abrasive wear mechanisms  [3, 15, 109, 110] (Figure 11). 

Previously, XPE wear also occurred through fatigue and tribochemical wear due to the 

irradiation and storage or implementation of XPE in an oxygen rich environment [3, 

142]. However, due to changes in the irradiation and sterilization practices of XPE, 

tribochemical and fatigue wear are no longer a major concern. The adhesive and abrasive 

wear of TKR PE and XPE depends upon many variables, and due to the complex 

interactions between these variables, the design of TKRs for the reduction of wear is 
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highly complex. In the following paragraphs the conditions and variables known to 

influence TKR wear are briefly summarized. 

 

 

Figure 11: PE tibial insert which has been subjected to adhesive and abrasive wear (worn 

areas are circled). 

 

 

PE and XPE wear has been demonstrated to be affected by sliding distances, with 

increased sliding distances generally resulting in increased PE wear [210]. Increased 

sliding distances would tend to increase both adhesive and abrasive wear. However, due 

to the directional strain hardening of PE and XPE, wear does not linearly increase with 

increasing sliding distances [60, 216]. As discussed previously in Section 2.3, PE and 

XPE are subject to directional strain hardening. As a result of the loading and sliding 

conditions the PE or XPE material has been subjected to, deformed layers (Figure 3) will 
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have developed in which the crystalline lamellae will have become orientated towards the 

direction of loading or sliding (Figure 10). The reorientation of the crystalline lamellae is 

a time dependent process. If sliding were initiated in a direction perpendicular to the 

molecular orientation of the crystalline lamellae (cross shear angle of 90 degrees), the 

sliding would initially result in high wear. However, with continued sliding in the 

consistent direction, the molecular chains of the crystalline lamellae would eventually 

become aligned in the direction of sliding and the wear rate would approach a negligible 

value [59].  

Tractive rolling has been demonstrated to increase PE wear [217]. Tractive rolling 

may result in the transition to a static coefficient of friction at the interface which may be 

substantially higher than the dynamic coefficient of friction, leading to increased energy 

dissipation, adhesion, and wear [217].  Sliding velocity may also affect PE wear, with 

increased velocities resulting in increased wear [218]. Sliding velocity may influence 

wear rates as a result of the strain rate dependent material response of PE and XPE, or 

through the effect of the sliding velocity on the lubrication of the contact interaction 

[218]. 

The properties of the surfaces opposing the PE or XPE material have been 

demonstrated to affect PE wear. Increasing the material hardness of the opposing surface 

has been shown to reduce PE wear [17, 219]. The hydrophilicity-hydrophobicity of the 

opposing surface has been demonstrated to affect PE wear [17, 70, 219]. The 

hydrophilicity-hydrophobicity of the opposing surface likely influences wear rates by 

affecting protein adsorption and thereby affecting the colloidal boundary lubrication of 

the articulation [70]. Meanwhile, increasing the surface roughness of the opposing 
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surface has been shown to increase PE and XPE wear [220]. Increased surface roughness 

would tend to increase the abrasive wear of PE and XPE [220].  

The material properties of the PE or XPE material also greatly affects wear. 

Increasing XPE crosslink density has been shown to greatly decrease wear [61, 211]. The 

increased density of C-C bonds between adjacent molecular chains may increase the 

cohesive strength of the XPE material [61]. Increasing PE or XPE molecular density may 

also decrease wear through improving the cohesive strength of the material [3]. The 

material properties of PE and XPE with increased oxidation potential may degrade over 

time, with the progression of oxidation, leading to greatly increased fatigue wear [32]. 

Manufacturing methods which result in decreased material properties have also been 

associated with increased PE wear [221].  

PE and XPE wear has also been demonstrated to be dependent upon contact pressure 

[210, 222]. Increasing contact pressure has been shown to have the effect of initially 

increasing wear, but then decreasing wear once a threshold is exceeded by Pin-on-Disk 

(POD) tests (Figure 12) [210, 222]. The POD tests involved the articulation of a PE or 

XPE pin against a CoCr alloy disk in the presence of a lubricant. POD tests are discussed 

further in Section 2.4.2.1.  
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Figure 12: The effect of contact pressure on XPE wear as demonstrated by Saikko [222]. 

 

The wear rate trend demonstrated by POD tests under varying contact pressure [210, 

222] is not immediately intuitive and does not agree with Archard’s wear law which 

would predict consistently increasing wear under increasing load (and correspondingly 

contact pressure). Although this trend has been demonstrated for POD tests, the contact 

and lubrication conditions of POD tests are different than those of a TKR (as will be 

discussed further in Section 2.4.2.1). Therefore, it remains unknown whether these POD 

contact pressure trends are directly applicable to TKRs. The direct investigation of the 

effects of contact pressure on the wear of a TKR in a knee simulator would be of great 

value. However, to the author’s best knowledge, knee simulator wear tests conducted 
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under a reference and increased vertical load, while keeping all other variables and 

kinematics constant, are not available in the literature. Clinical results regarding the effect 

of contact pressure on PE and XPE wear appear to be inconclusive. Several studies have 

suggested that increased body mass index may have a negative impact on clinical 

outcome [223-225], while other studies suggest that increased body mass does not 

negatively affect the clinical outcome [226-228]. Unfortunately, the effect of load and 

contact pressure on clinical wear is difficult to assess directly, as patients of increased 

body mass index may also have decreased levels of activity [229]. Furthermore, 

additional confounding clinical variables also exist, as patients of a higher mass typically 

utilize TKR components of greater size and of varying tibial insert thicknesses [229]. 

Therefore, there is a great need for further research into the effects of contact pressure on 

PE and XPE wear to understand the mechanism responsible for the complex behaviour 

demonstrated by POD tests [210, 222], as well as to understand whether the same 

behaviour would occur in a TKR.  

The lubrication of TKRs also greatly influences TKR wear and is discussed in 

Section 2.3.2. In Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, it was introduced that (for adhesive and 

abrasive wear) the energy dissipated at a contact interaction may be dissipated as a result 

of overcoming the adhesive forces between contacting asperities, as well as through the 

deformation of asperities. The adhesive bonding between contacting asperities in motion 

requires that the adhesive bond between the contacting asperities be broken (resulting in 

no wear), or the cohesive bond between the asperity and its base material to be broken 

(resulting in adhesive wear). Meanwhile the energy dissipated through the deformation of 

asperities may occur through elastic deformation (resulting in no wear), or may occur 
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through plastic deformation (possibly resulting in abrasive wear). Based on this energy 

dissipation wear theory approach, wear could be fully understood and predicted through 

having the full knowledge of the asperity contact conditions, adhesive bond strength, 

cohesive bond strength, and material deformation mechanics. All of the variables 

discussed in this section can be demonstrated to influence one or more of these energy 

dissipation variables, thus affecting wear.  

 

2.3.2 Lubrication of Total Knee Replacements 

The wear of PE and XPE materials in TKRs is greatly influenced by the lubrication 

[164]. The human knee is encapsulated by the synovium and contains up to 

approximately 10ml of synovial fluid which is continually renewed through biological 

processes [211]. Synovial fluid is an aqueous solution containing proteins, lipids, 

hyaluronic acid and lubricin [34, 164, 211, 213]. Alterations to the lubricant composition 

and relative concentrations have been demonstrated to greatly affect PE and XPE wear 

[164].  

Synovial fluid may be regarded as a colloidal lubricant, with both a liquid phase and a 

solid phase which includes proteins. TKRs have been suggested to operate mainly under 

the boundary lubrication regime [32, 33, 70, 73, 211, 230, 231].  The lubrication and 

wear of TKRs has been demonstrated to be highly dependent on the proteins suspended 

in the lubricant [10, 70, 164, 232] and the proteins have been proposed as the main 

boundary lubrication molecules of synovial fluid [70]. Human synovial fluid for 

osteoarthritic patients (the most common type of TKR patient) typically includes an 
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average protein concentration of approximately 30 g/l [34, 212, 233]. The protein 

composition of synovial fluid includes albumin (71%), α-1-globulin (2%), α-2-globulin 

(6%), β-globulin (11%), and γ-globulin (10%) [34, 212, 233]. Albumin has been shown 

to be the most abundant protein in synovial fluid, accounting for approximately 71% of 

the total protein concentration [214, 233]. Serum albumin consists of 585 amino acids 

with a molecular mass of 65 kDa [215, 234]. The secondary structure of albumin consists 

of a high α-helical content without any β-sheet structure [215, 234]. Albumin, as well as 

the other proteins in synovial fluid, can become denatured based on thermal, chemical 

and mechanical conditions [32, 70, 72, 73]. Thermal denaturation conditions may include 

elevated bulk temperatures, as well as localized elevated temperatures through the energy 

dissipated between the asperities of multiple surfaces [72]. Protein chemical denaturation 

can occur through methods such as enzymatic digestion [235] or guanidine hydrochloride 

and urea chemical unfolding [236]. Mechanical conditions of protein denaturation may 

include both shear and agitation conditions [70, 237, 238]. The denaturation of a protein 

may be related to the enthalpy, or absorbed energy, during denaturation and can be 

obtained as the area under a differential scanning calorimetry curve [34, 72, 164, 233].  

Molecular dynamics simulations have suggested the progressive denaturation of 

albumin to cause the linearly increasing exposure of hydrophobic amino acid side chains 

[33]. This finding is in agreement with the experimental observations of protein 

aggregation and adsorption. Shear has experimentally been shown to cause hydrophobic 

areas of the protein to be exposed, leading to protein aggregation [237, 239]. The 

exposure of hydrophobic areas would also tend to increase the adsorption of the protein 

to hydrophobic surfaces [33, 70, 237]. The denaturation of albumin has been 
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demonstrated to result in a compact, unfolded, and hydrophobic structure which 

preferentially adsorbs to the surfaces of TKR components over native albumin [33, 71]. 

The denatured albumin more strongly adheres to the surfaces of TKR components over 

native albumin, providing improved wear resistance [33, 240], yet also results in an 

increased coefficient of friction due to its more compact structure [70, 71]. Adsorbed 

proteins have been suggested to form a monomolecular layer based on quartz crystal 

microbalance with dissipation and atomic force microscopy measurements [73]. The 

adsorption of both denatured and native proteins are of great importance to the wear of 

TKRs [32, 70, 71, 73]. It should also be noted that because proteins are constantly being 

renewed through biological processes in vivo, protein denaturation may have a greater 

effect on in vitro knee simulator wear tests than would occur in vivo [70]. 

Lubricin and superficial zone protein have also been indicated to influence the 

lubrication of healthy knee joints [241]. However, patients suffering from arthritis have 

been demonstrated to have reduced levels of these proteins compared to healthy knee 

joints and the role of these proteins in TKRs is uncertain [242]. Hyaluronic acid has been 

suggested to affect wear rates [34, 213] and occurs with an approximate concentration of 

1.5 g/l in human synovial fluid for osteoarthritic patients with a molecular weight of 1.8 

MDa [212, 213, 233]. The hyaluronic acid of synovial fluid has been demonstrated to 

influence the viscosity of synovial fluid [213, 243]. However within the boundary 

lubrication regime, the viscosity of the bulk fluid has been demonstrated to have a 

negligible effect on lubrication [52], as previously discussed in Section 2.2.4. Hyaluronic 

acid has been demonstrated to have comparatively very low adsorption onto TKR 

component surfaces in comparison to albumin [32, 73], and may not independently make 
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a large contribution to TKR lubrication [244-246]. However, hyaluronic acid may 

substantially influence the lubrication of synovial fluid and calf serum through its 

interaction with proteins. Previously, proteins were assumed to bind irreversibly to 

hyaluronic acid [247, 248]. However, it has more recently been demonstrated that the 

direct binding of hyaluronic acid and proteins may only occur at very low ph values 

(ph<5) [243, 249].  Instead, proteins may entangle with hyaluronic acid at physiologically 

relevant ph values and the presence of hyaluronic acid may lead to increased structure 

formation [237]. Proteins have been suggested to interact with hyaluronic acid in the 

formation of aggregate structures [237]. However the adhesion forces of adsorbed 

albumin on the surface of PE has been indicated to be independent of the presence of 

hyaluronic acid in the solution [32, 73]. Phospholipids may also influence TKR wear 

[34].  However the concentrations of phospholipids in osteoarthritic patients are typically 

about 0.5 g/l and are therefore very low in comparison to the proteins [34]. 

During POD and knee simulator wear testing, synovial fluid is typically represented 

by calf serum. The relative protein concentrations and trace elements of calf serums 

typically used in solutions for simulating human synovial fluid for in vitro testing are 

summarized in Table 1 below. The serum are typically diluted to 17 g/l [250]. Of the 

commonly implemented calf sera, alpha calf serum most closely matches the relative 

protein constituent fractions of human synovial fluid [164]. The differences between calf 

serum and synovial fluid lubricants in terms of protein concentration, protein constituent 

fractions, level of osmolality, trace element concentrations, hyaluronic acid concentration 

and protein stability against denaturation may all influence the resulting PE or XPE wear. 

Therefore, it is important that the simulated lubricants of in vitro knee simulator wear 
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tests provide the closest representation of human synovial fluid as is practical in order to 

maintain the clinical relevance of the tests [4, 34, 164, 251-253]. 

 

Table 1: Composition of common calf sera used in POD and knee simulator wear test 

experiments [164]. 

    BCS NCS ACS 

Albumin [%] 51.7 40 71.7 

α-1-globulin [%] 3 11.2 3.8 

α -2-globulin [%] 12.7 22.8 8.4 

β-globulin [%] 20.4 14.2 15.8 

γ-globulin [%] 12.2 11.8 0.3 

Total polypeptide 

concentration [g/L] 69 52 42 

Fe [mmol/L] 0.0065 0.0157 0.0085 

Ca [mmol/L] 2.78 2.7 0.5 

Inorganic P [mmol/L] 3.16 2.82 0.2 

Mg [mmol/L] 1.02 1.06 0.06 

pH   7.29 7.49 7.65 

Osmolality [mmol/kg] 301 290 291 

 

 

 

2.3.3 Clinical Implementation and Design Variables 

As discussed in the preceding sections (Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2), a wide range of 

variables directly impact the wear performance of TKRs. Consideration must also be 

provided for important clinical implementation and design variables such as articular 

conformity, tibial insert modularity and insert thickness.  
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The conformity between the femoral component and PE or XPE tibial insert is an 

important design variable which may greatly influence TKR kinematics and wear [254-

257]. Increasing conformity may lead to increased contact area, decreased peak contact 

pressure and increased constraint of kinematics [256]. Increased conformity may 

therefore have a complex effect on TKR wear. Greater kinematic constraint has the 

potential to either increase or decrease wear depending on the specific kinematic input 

[3]. Increased contact area would tend to increase wear [3]. Meanwhile, as discussed in 

Section 2.3.1, the effects of contact pressure on wear were previously unknown prior to 

the research of the present thesis. Increased contact pressure had previously been 

suggested to increase [258-260], decrease [210] or to have no effect on wear [254, 261]. 

Further research must be conducted to improve our understanding of wear in order to 

design TKRs with the appropriate conformity to ensure proper kinematics and wear 

performance. 

The design of the modular tibial interface (PE or XPE tibial insert and tibial tray 

interaction) also greatly affects TKR wear and osteolysis [7, 21-25]. The forces and 

displacements which are imparted on the tibial insert by the femoral component have 

been shown to cause the relative movement (micromotion) between the distal (backside) 

surface of the PE or XPE insert and the tibial tray of modular TKR’s [8, 30]. Although 

wear particles from the modular interface represent only a small fraction of the total 

volume of wear particles for modern TKR designs, the particles originating from this 

interface may have increased biological activity and osteolytic potential [7, 11, 21-25, 30, 

31, 35, 36, 262, 263]. Backside wear has been demonstrated to make a significant 

contribution to osteolysis [8, 24, 25, 31]. The surface finish of the tibial tray and the 
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locking mechanism of the modular interface are considered critically important design 

variables affecting backside wear [7, 8, 21-25, 31]. Thus, it is important that TKR design 

and evaluation methods are available not only for articular wear, but also for the analysis 

of backside wear.  

Tibial insert thickness has also previously been demonstrated to affect TKR wear [15, 

109, 264-266]. The availability of a wide range of insert thicknesses is necessary to 

enable the surgical balancing of soft tissues in the operating room. A significant source of 

TKR patient dissatisfaction may be caused by improperly balanced soft tissue [72, 73, 

232, 267]. Stiffness and instability caused by improperly balanced soft tissue has also 

been demonstrated to be a significant reason for TKR revision surgery [17, 18]. 

Relatively small changes in soft tissue balance and component positioning can 

compromise postoperative performance [72, 73, 267]. Not only must the medial-lateral 

soft tissue balance be correct, but the correct PE or XPE insert thickness must also be 

selected. The implementation of an insufficiently thick insert may result in excessive 

laxity, instability and patient dissatisfaction [254]. Conversely, the implementation of an 

excessively thick insert may result in knee stiffness, limited range of motion and patient 

dissatisfaction [254]. Therefore, the availability of a wide range of insert thickness is 

important to ensure that proper soft tissue tension is achievable. For these reasons, it is 

important to understand the range of permissible insert thicknesses which will still result 

in sufficient wear performance, as well as understand how changes in insert thickness 

may generally affect insert wear.  

 Retrieval studies have previously demonstrated that insert thickness has an effect on 

the surface damage of tibial inserts. Several implant retrieval studies have demonstrated 
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that articular insert wear and damage increases for thinner inserts [15, 109, 264-266]. The 

effects of insert thickness on the articular surface has previously been investigated using 

static, linear and bi-linear elastic, FE simulations by Bartel et al. [256, 257]. These 

simulations have revealed that the von-Mises stresses within PE or XPE inserts increase 

greatly with decreasing insert thickness below 8mm due to the limited elastic deformation 

of the surrounding material [256, 257]. Therefore, the recommendation was made that 

inserts should be at least 8mm in thickness [256, 257].  The United States Food and Drug 

Administration [230] similarly specified that inserts must be 6mm or more in thickness. 

Although insufficient insert thickness has caused the failure of many gamma-air 

irradiated [264-266] and heat pressing formed inserts [221], the effects of insert thickness 

on the wear performance of modern, oxidation resistant PE and XPE bearing materials 

has not been as thoroughly investigated. 

Insert thickness may affect backside (distal) insert wear as well as articular wear [8, 

24, 25, 30, 31]. Recently, Brandt et al. [7] showed that backside damage may be greater 

for thick inserts than for thin inserts of the same design (Figure 13). It was anticipated 

that thinner inserts experienced increased engagement of the peripheral locking 

mechanism, resulting in decreased backside damage [7]. However, proof from 

mechanical in vitro tests to verify this suggestion has not been performed to date.  
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Figure 13: Backside damage score for retrieved tibial inserts with thicknesses of 15 mm 

or less and greater than 15 mm [7]. 

  

Static FE simulations have previously been performed for the articular surface [256, 

257] of inserts. However, the author is not aware of any computational simulations 

investigating the effects of insert thickness on the backside surface or on insert wear. 

Dynamic FE simulations of the TKR during a gait cycle, combined with computational 

wear simulations, could enable the effects of insert thickness on contact pressure, sliding 

distances and wear to be more precisely analyzed than has been done previously. 

Therefore, further research must be done to further investigate the effects of insert 

thickness on contact pressure, sliding displacements and wear for both the articular and 

backside surfaces of PE and XPE tibial inserts. 
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2.4 Total Knee Replacement Polyethylene Wear 

Performance 

Due to the importance of TKR wear performance on the long term success of TKRs, 

it is essential that methods are available for the evaluation of TKR wear performance. 

The wear performance of implanted TKRs can be monitored through radiographic 

methods, database review analyses, and implant retrieval analyses to directly evaluate the 

in vivo wear performance of TKRs. Alternatively, in vitro testing could be conducted to 

evaluate the wear performance of TKRs in a laboratory environment. Or finally, in silico 

simulations could be conducted to evaluate the wear performance of TKRs through 

computer simulations. The following sections (Sections 2.4.1 - 2.4.3) briefly discuss the 

various means of assessing TKR wear, as well as the practicality of utilizing such 

approaches to inform TKR design. 

 

2.4.1 In Vivo Total Knee Replacement Polyethylene Wear 

In vivo wear analyses provide the most relevant approach to evaluating the wear 

performance of a given TKR design in patients. TKR in vivo wear performance has been 

investigated mainly through radiographic methods, database review analyses, and implant 

retrieval analyses. The requirements for the accurate radiographic measurement of TKR 

wear are far more complex than those required for total hip replacements due to the 

increased degrees of freedom of the knee joint in comparison to the hip [268]. Thus, the 

simple and well established radiographic wear measurement methods developed for total 
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hip replacements cannot be directly applied to TKRs [3]. Although single plane 

radiographs cannot be used to accurately obtain quantitative measurements of TKR wear, 

radiographs are still regularly reviewed by surgeons for signs of excessive wear or 

osteolysis [3]. Radiosteriometeric analysis methods have been developed [269] to enable 

the quantitative evaluation of wear by utilizing biplanar radiographs to analyze the 

relative 3D positions of components and tantalum marker beads [268, 270-289].  Through 

the analysis of the relative position measurements of TKR components at various flexion 

angles, positions or loading, the wear of TKRs may be inferred [268, 270, 271, 274, 275, 

278, 280, 281, 285, 287].  

Database review studies have been used to analyze the general survivorship and 

reasons for revision of TKR designs [3]. Databases coordinated between multiple 

institutions such as the Canadian Joint Replacement Registry [6] and the Swedish Knee 

Arthroplasty Registry [290] have been very beneficial in enabling research to be 

conducted on larger sample sizes of data. Database review studies have proven to be very 

beneficial for the identification of general trends across large patient populations [3, 291-

299]. 

Finally, implant retrieval studies can be conducted to analyze the wear and damage of 

TKR components after they have been retrieved from the patient. TKR components may 

be retrieved upon revision surgery or post-mortem [3]. The accurate and direct 

measurement of wear magnitude for retrieved components is not generally possible 

because the implant starting geometry and mass are not known and can vary within a 

product line [300]. Additionally, the fluid adsorption and material creep could not be 

accurately accounted for in TKR retrievals [3]. Therefore, instead of the direct 
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measurement of wear, the surface damage is analyzed with the assumption that damage 

would be correlated with wear. The damage of retrieved implant components are assessed 

using damage scoring methods to provide a consistent and reproducible means of 

quantifying damage [301-303]. Damage scores are specified based on the extent of the 

damage and the area of damage for various damage features. The total damage score is 

then calculated as the sum of all damage scores. The most frequently implemented 

damage scoring method has been that of Hood [301]. Many modified versions of the 

Hood method have also been developed and implemented for the assessment of TKR 

damage [4, 7, 262, 302, 303]. Implant retrieval analyses have proven to be very beneficial 

to understanding the clinical performance of TKRs in vivo [3]. 

In vivo wear and damage assessment methods are very beneficial for identifying the 

performance of TKRs in vivo and will therefore continue to be essential methods of 

monitoring TKR performance in the future. However, the direct and precise analysis of 

the effects of various design variables on wear is often not possible using in vivo wear 

and damage assessment methods due to large variations in patient anatomy, surgical 

alignment and patient activity [3]. Furthermore, in vivo wear and damage assessment 

methods cannot fully satisfy the wear assessment requirements necessary for the design 

of TKRs optimized for the reduction of wear. The optimization of TKRs for the reduction 

of wear would require the time efficient analysis of wear across a very large range of 

design variables and operating conditions (Section 2.3). Therefore, other methods are 

needed which can be used to evaluate TKR wear in a more time and cost efficient manner 

for design purposes. 
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2.4.2 In Vitro Simulation of Polyethylene Wear 

In vitro methods have been developed to evaluate the wear of TKRs, and TKR 

materials, under carefully controlled laboratory conditions. In comparison to in vivo wear 

analysis methods, in vitro wear testing methods remove the limitation of unknown patient 

variability by enabling the accurate control of the operating conditions. In vitro wear 

testing methods also reduce the total time required for the analysis by removing or 

reducing the rest time TKRs would experience in vivo [3]. However, in vitro wear testing 

methods also tend to have reduced clinical relevance, as in vitro testing requires many 

simplifications of the in vivo conditions. Currently, the most widely used in vitro wear 

testing methods for the design of TKRs are pin-on-disk (POD) tests and knee simulator 

wear tests. Both POD (Section 2.4.2.1) and knee simulator wear tests (Section 2.4.2.2) 

are discussed in the following sections.  

 

2.4.2.1. Pin-on-Disk Tests 

The POD wear testing apparatus is used for conducting basic tribological tests by 

articulating a pin against a disk. POD testing relevant to TKRs typically utilizes a PE or 

XPE pin against an opposing counterface such as a CoCr alloy disk (Figure 14). The 

contact conditions of this basic tribological test are far simpler than those of knee 

simulator wear tests. As a result, POD tests are very useful to investigate the basic wear 

response of a tribological system. However, because of the large differences in operating 

conditions between POD tests and in vivo TKRs, POD tests should not be expected to 
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demonstrate clinically relevant wear rates, but are rather utilized for evaluating the wear 

response of simplified tribological systems which can be accurately controlled. 

 

 

Figure 14: Pin-on-Disk Testing Apparatus (AMTI Orthopod, AMTI, Waltham, MA). 

 

Currently, ASTM F732-00 [304] is the only available standard pertaining to the POD 

testing of TKR materials. ASTM F732-00 [304] provides only general guidance on POD 

testing and generally does not restrict a wide range of loading, displacement and 

lubrication conditions from being investigated. A wide range of pin paths have been 

utilized including linearly reciprocating [305-307], rectangular [59, 60, 308-311], 

elliptical [220, 222, 232, 312-316], translating-rotating [210, 216, 317, 318], and many 

others [319]. Wide ranges of loading conditions have also been applied to POD tests. 

Both static [59, 60, 210, 216, 220, 222, 232, 309-311, 317, 318, 320, 321] and dynamic 

loads [308, 313, 322] have been investigated. 

The simplicity of POD testing, as well as the ability to precisely control the 

tribological conditions, make POD testing very useful to investigating tribological 

Rotation 
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systems. The ability of POD tests to somewhat isolate specific variables and analyze their 

influence on wear has enabled POD tests to be used for the development of 

computational wear models and to advance our general understanding of wear [38, 59-61, 

210]. However, POD tests cannot be expected to provide the clinically relevant wear rate 

for a TKR design, since the operating conditions of the POD test do not reflect the 

complex operating conditions TKRs experience in vivo. 

 

2.4.2.2. Knee Simulator Wear Tests 

Knee simulator wear tests have been developed with the objective of simulating the 

conditions the TKRs will be subjected to in vivo (Figure 15). Current knee simulators 

feature 6-degrees of freedom (3 displacements and 3 rotations of the femoral component 

relative to the tibial component), and utilize provisions for the inclusion of a heated 

lubricant to surround the TKR. Knee simulators are utilized to conduct wear tests, either 

according to the ISO standards for displacement controlled (ISO 14243-3) [250] or force 

controlled testing (ISO 14243-1) [323], or under other specific wear conditions. Both ISO 

standards [250, 323] specify the flexion angle and axial loading of the TKR over the gait 

cycle (Figure 16 and Figure 17). The gait cycle begins with the initial heel strike, and 

ends after the swing phase before the foot contacts the ground again. The ISO standard 

for displacement controlled knee simulator wear testing specifies the anterior-posterior 

translation (Figure 18) and internal-external rotation (Figure 19) over the gait cycle in 

terms of displacements, while the ISO standard for force control specifies the values in 

terms of force (Figure 20) and moment (Figure 21). Both ISO standards also specify a 
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lubricant of diluted calf serum for the simulation of human synovial fluid [250, 323], 

which as discussed previously (Section 2.3.2) may greatly influence the wear test results.  

 

 

Figure 15: Six station knee simulator (AMTI, Waltham, MA). 
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Figure 16: ISO 14243 standard flexion-extension angle over the gait cycle. 

 

 

 

Figure 17: ISO 14243 standard axial loading over the gait cycle. 
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Figure 18: ISO 14243-3 standard anterior-posterior (AP) displacement over the gait cycle 

for displacement controlled testing. 

 

 

 

Figure 19: ISO 14243-3 standard internal-external (IE) rotation over the gait cycle for 

displacement controlled testing. 
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Figure 20: ISO 14243-1 standard anterior-posterior (AP) force over the gait cycle for 

force controlled testing. 

 

 

 

Figure 21: ISO 14243-1 standard internal-external (IE) moment over the gait cycle for 

force controlled testing. 
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The kinematics and loading conditions of the ISO standards [250, 323] have been 

developed with the intention of representing the conditions the TKR would experience in 

vivo. The specification of displacement controlled kinematics may generally offer greater 

reproducibility of the results, as small changes in the tribological system (such as changes 

to the lubricant) will not lead to different kinematic displacements, as may occur for force 

controlled knee simulator wear tests [3]. Additionally, the complexity of representing the 

laxity of the human knee in force controlled knee simulator wear testing may also be 

associated with a reduction in the reproducibility of the results [3, 324, 325]. On the other 

hand, force controlled knee simulator wear testing can be used to analyze any TKR 

design, even designs which highly restrict kinematic displacements [3]. Therefore, the 

increased robustness of the displacement controlled method may make it a more 

favourable method for the knee simulator wear testing of less kinematically restrictive 

designs, such as low to moderate conforming cruciate retaining fixed bearing TKR 

designs and mobile bearing TKR designs. Meanwhile the force controlled method may be 

favourable for more kinematically restrictive designs, such as highly conforming and 

posterior stabilized TKR designs. The same kinematic controls implemented for knee 

simulator wear testing can also be implemented in computational wear simulations. 

Furthermore, the ability to computationally replicate the conditions of POD and knee 

simulator wear tests provide an ideal means for verifying computational wear 

simulations.  

Knee simulator wear testing is the current standard for the evaluation of TKR wear 

during the design and development of new TKRs. Knee simulator wear testing enables 

new designs to be evaluated prior to any clinical testing, thereby improving patient 
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safety. Knee simulator wear testing also generally enables the precise control of operating 

conditions in comparison to in vivo wear analyses. However, the simplifications of the 

knee simulator wear testing methods (such as calf serum lubrication and simplified 

kinematics) may somewhat reduce the clinical relevance of knee simulator wear testing. 

Although knee simulator wear testing is an essentially valuable method for the evaluation 

of TKR wear, the time and cost requirements of knee simulator wear testing may greatly 

limit the range of design variables and operating conditions which can be considered 

[38]. As a result of the many design variables, operating conditions, and the complex 

interactions amongst tribological variables, the optimization of TKRs for the reduction of 

wear through knee simulator wear testing may not be generally possible. Therefore, the 

need exists for additional methods with improved cost and time efficiency over knee 

simulator wear testing which may enable the design optimization of TKR designs for the 

reduction of wear.  

 

2.4.3 In Silico Simulation of Polyethylene Wear 

The excellent cost and time efficiency of computational simulations may enable 

computational wear simulations to be used for the optimization of TKRs for the reduction 

of wear [38]. However, computational wear simulations must first demonstrate a high 

level of predictive accuracy in order to verify the clinical relevance of such simulations. 

Computational wear simulations generally require the simulation of contact mechanics to 

evaluate the contact pressure, contact area, and sliding displacement vectors at the wear 

surface, followed by the implementation of a computational wear model for the 
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prediction of wear based on the contact mechanics results [259]. This process is then 

typically repeated at regular intervals throughout the wear simulation to account for the 

geometric changes from previous wear intervals in current wear interval predictions 

[259]. The following sections will discuss the methods and models for the prediction of 

TKR contact mechanics (Section 2.4.3.1) and computational wear models for the 

simulation of wear (Section 2.4.3.2). 

 

2.4.3.1. Contact Mechanics Simulation 

The in silico computational wear simulation of PE and XPE TKR wear first requires 

the accurate prediction of TKR contact mechanics. The contact mechanics of a TKR 

design are of great importance to the performance and success of the device overall. TKR 

contact mechanics greatly influences both the wear and kinematics of TKRs. PE and XPE 

wear has been demonstrated to be proportional to the contact pressure [326] and sliding 

distance [59, 111, 315] at the contact interaction. The kinematics of the TKR are also 

dependent on the contact mechanics [327-330]. Furthermore, the patients’ perception of 

how similar the TKR’s kinematics are to that of the natural knee may be essential to 

ensuring patient satisfaction [331-333]. Therefore, appropriate contact mechanics are 

vital to the design of TKRs. The computational simulation of contact mechanics is a 

crucial component to both computational wear simulations and computational kinematic 

predictions. 

Computational wear simulations require the prediction of TKR contact mechanics as 

an input to the computational wear model for the prediction of PE or XPE wear. 
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Computational kinematic prediction analyses also require the evaluation of TKR contact 

mechanics. The reaction forces at the articular surface of the PE or XPE tibial insert, 

along with the human anatomy, determine the kinematics of the TKR [327-330]. The 

development of TKRs with kinematics similar to those of the natural human knee is of 

great interest, as unnatural kinematics may lead to patient dissatisfaction [331-333]. 

Therefore, the computational simulation of TKR contact mechanics is an important 

component to the design of TKRs for both improved performance and patient 

satisfaction. 

TKR contact mechanics have typically been predicted by FE simulation [37, 38, 259, 

261, 334, 335] or through the use of MBD simulations [39, 40, 260, 328, 336-338]. The 

simulation of the mechanical behaviour of PE and XPE is complex, as it exhibits a 

complicated nonlinear response to external loads. PE and XPE behave viscoelastically at 

small deformations, followed by distributed yielding, viscoplastic flow, strain hardening 

at large deformations and finally ultimate failure [3]. Therefore, FE and MBD 

simulations require accurate material models in order to provide accurate predictions of 

contact pressure, area and sliding distance.  

Linear elasticity, hyperelasticity, linear viscoelasticity and the J2-plasticity model are 

among the most commonly implemented material models used in deformable FE 

simulations [3, 339]. Linear elastic models offer simplicity as well as computational 

efficiency and have been previously implemented in TKR wear simulations [260, 340]. 

Linear elastic models only require the specification of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s 

ratio. However, the applicability of the linear elastic model is limited, as it has been 

shown to be unable to describe the characteristics of PE and XPE for medium to large 
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strain values [3]. The hyperelasticity model is also limited, as the lack of Drucker-

stability in the computational solution may lead to inaccurate results at higher strain rates 

[341]. The descending branch of the PE and XPE stress-strain curve requires the 

prediction of increasing strain with decreasing stress, thereby violating the Drucker-

stability postulate, which requires that a stress increase causes a strain increase to result 

in positive work and provide a stable computational solution [341]. The linear 

viscoelasticity model enables the prediction of time-dependence and viscoelastic flow. 

However, the viscoelastic model may provide inaccurate results at medium to high strain 

values, and the strain values in tibial inserts under ISO loading have been shown to reach 

levels higher than the yield strain of the material [3]. The J2-plasticity model is typically 

represented by a modulus of elasticity and a set of tabular stress-strain values obtained 

from experiments. Piecewise linear interpolation is conducted between these stress-strain 

data points. The J2-plasticity model has been demonstrated to accurately predict PE 

material behaviour in comparison to experiments conducted under small, intermediate, 

and large monotonic deformation, as well as cyclic loading; in addition to demonstrating 

high correlation strength R2=0.87 [339]. FE simulations with the J2-plasticity model have 

also been demonstrated to provide accurate results for the prediction of TKR contact 

mechanics, even for the backside (insert – tibial tray) interface [335]. The prediction of 

sliding distances and contact pressure at the backside interface is a highly complex task 

as it requires the accurate assessment of the complex contact interactions of each surface 

and the accurate prediction of the nonlinear material response to deformation. The author 

of this thesis has previously investigated the accuracy of deformable FE simulations, for 

the prediction of backside sliding distances, using the three most commonly implemented 
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PE and XPE material models, linear elasticity, viscoelasticity, and the elastic-plastic J2-

plasticity model [335]. The FE simulations were conducted according to the loading and 

displacement conditions of ISO 14243-3 [250] and were compared to experimental knee 

simulator wear tests conducted under the same standard [10, 11, 342, 343]. The linear 

elastic and viscoelastic models were found to provide inaccurate results compared to the 

knee simulator wear test results. Yet the J2-plasticity model predicted very similar 

micromotion to the knee simulator results, further demonstrating the capabilities of FE 

simulations with the J2-plasticity model for the prediction of TKR contact mechanics.  

MBD simulations are an alternative method for the evaluation of TKR contact 

mechanics [39, 40, 260, 328, 336-338]. MBD simulations may offer greatly improved 

computational efficiency over deformable FE simulations [328]. However, the 

simplifications of this method may also lead to an associated decrease in prediction 

accuracy. Previous TKR MBD simulations have consisted of rigid femoral and tibial 

insert components. The deformation of the PE or XPE material is simulated by the 

utilization of elastic foundation (EF) theory [260, 344-346] or pressure-overclosure (PO) 

relationships [39, 40, 328, 347], which permit the penetration of the femoral component 

into the rigid body PE or XPE tibial insert. The EF theory includes the theoretical 

representation of the PE or XPE insert by a set of distributed elastic components “bed of 

springs” [260], where the contact pressure and deformation of each spring is independent 

of its neighbouring springs. The contact pressure (P) for each spring may be calculated 

using the equation [260]: 
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P = 
(1−𝑣𝑝)𝐸

(1+𝑣𝑝)(1−2𝑣𝑝)

𝑑

ℎ
            (6) 

 

where E is the Young’s modulus of PE or XPE, vp is Poisson’s ratio, d is the springs 

deflection or displacement and h is the thickness of the component. PO relationships 

similarly specify each node of the model to be associated with a spring, but unlike EF 

theory, each spring is considered to be of zero length in its non-deformed state [328]. 

With deformation, the stretching of PO relationship springs is defined by the specified 

linear or non-linear spring rate. Both EF theory and PO relationship MBD simulations 

support the use of linear and nonlinear elastic models [328]. The advantage of 

implementing MBD simulations is the greatly increased computational efficiency over 

fully deformable models. The MBD models can reduce computational time to just 2% of 

the time required for deformable models [328]. However, the assumption that each node 

is unaffected by the displacement of neighbouring nodes does not represent true material 

behaviour and may lead to a decrease in predictive accuracy. The independence of the 

displacement of neighbouring nodes also prevents this method from predicting the 

contact mechanics of the backside surface of the tibial insert of TKRs. Although the 

articular surface may be the source of the greatest volume of PE or XPE wear particles, 

particles originating from the backside surface may be of greater osteolytic potential due 

to their smaller size [8, 24, 25, 30, 31, 35, 36, 262, 263]. Therefore, the wear of both the 

articular and backside surfaces of the tibial insert are of interest when conducting 

computational wear simulations and during the TKR design process. However, MBD 
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simulations may still be of interest for the prediction of contact mechanics at the articular 

surface of PE and XPE tibial inserts.  

Computational wear simulations and kinematics predictions in the literature which 

have utilized MBD simulations have typically implemented either the PO relationship 

[39, 40, 330, 348] previously developed by Halloran et al. [328], or the EF model [260, 

337, 338, 344] previously developed by Fregly et al. [345]. Despite the implementation 

of EF and PO models in the literature [39, 40, 260, 328, 330, 337, 338, 344, 348], the 

accuracy of these models has not been extensively tested across a broad range of possible 

contact conditions [328, 345]. EF and PO model accuracy would likely vary for TKRs of 

differing conformity and therefore the comparison of EF and PO results to the results of a 

verified FE model for greatly varying TKR contact conditions has been deemed 

necessary. The contact pressure and contact area predictions of MBD simulations must be 

found to be in good agreement with either physical testing, or a verified deformable FE 

model, across a wide range of conditions, before the method can be considered to be 

accurate for the analysis of TKRs. Therefore, further verification of the accuracy of MBD 

simulations for the prediction of articular contact mechanics would be of great benefit. 

 

2.4.3.2. Computational Wear Modeling of Polyethylene 

As discussed previously, PE and XPE wear depends upon a large number of variables 

and conditions (Section 2.3). Thus, the development of a computational wear model is a 

complex task, as the model must be capable of accurately predicting PE or XPE wear for 

a wide range of designs and conditions. Computational wear models require knowledge 
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of the contact mechanics for the prediction of wear, which can be evaluated through FE 

and MBD simulations as discussed in Section 2.4.3.1. Previously existing computational 

wear models for TKR simulations can be grouped into three main categories based on the 

variables included in their formulation. These three groups include contact pressure and 

sliding distance dependent wear models (Section 2.4.3.2.1), time independent cross shear 

wear models (Section 2.4.3.2.2) and time dependent cross shear wear models (Section 

2.4.3.2.3). Previously existing computational wear models are discussed in the following 

sections (Sections 2.4.3.2.1 - 2.4.3.2.3), followed by a discussion of variables requiring 

further consideration for the improved predictive accuracy of computational wear 

simulations (Section 2.4.3.2.4). 

 

2.4.3.2.1. Contact Pressure and Sliding Distance 

The wear of materials has generally been demonstrated to depend upon sliding 

distance and contact pressure [111]. Archard’s wear law has previously been developed 

to model the wear of materials based on contact pressure, sliding distances and a wear 

factor or wear constant [111]. This model has proven to be very beneficial in other areas 

of tribology and was therefore also one of the first models to be applied to TKRs. 

Archard’s wear law specifies that the wear depth is proportional to a wear factor (k) 

multiplied by the contact pressure (P) and the sliding distance (S) [111]. 

 

Wdepth = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑃 ∙ 𝑆            (7) 
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The majority of TKR wear simulations [38, 260, 337, 338, 348-353], have been based 

upon Archard’s wear law [111] with a wear factor obtained from POD testing. There are 

a wide range of published POD test derived wear factors intended for TKR wear, ranging 

from  5.0 x 10-8 to 1.8 x 10-6 mm3/Nm [319]. The majority of previously developed 

Archard’s wear law models were only applied to one implant, or resulted in poor 

predictability when the wear of TKRs with different geometries was predicted [40].  

Despite the widespread implementation of Archard’s wear law in the literature, 

Archard’s wear law has demonstrated poor predictability for PE and XPE wear [40]. One 

of the reasons for the limited applicability of Archard’s wear law to PE and XPE wear is 

because Archard’s wear law does not account for the directional strain hardening of PE 

and XPE due to cross shear. As a result of this limitation, other computational wear 

models have been developed to include consideration for cross shear. 

 

2.4.3.2.2. Time Independent Cross Shear 

PE or XPE, as a thermoplastic material, is subject to directional strain hardening. In 

response to loading and relative sliding between components, the molecular chains can 

become mobile and form highly oriented crystalline lamellae aligned with the direction of 

loading or sliding. The direction of the crystalline lamellae is referred to as molecular 

orientation, and the materials wear resistance is increased in the direction of the 

molecular orientation, and decreased in the direction perpendicular to the molecular 

orientation (as discussed in Section 2.3.1). The strong dependence of wear on 

multidirectional motion (or cross shear) became apparent through the results of POD tests 
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[60], and knee simulator wear tests [354]. Therefore, more recent wear models have been 

developed to include the effect of cross shear on wear, a relationship also usually derived 

from POD test results [60, 210]. The majority of wear models have been built upon the 

existing foundation of Archard’s wear law, by specifying the wear factor (k) to be a 

function of the cross shear, or by appending a cross shear term to the original equation 

[40, 60, 210, 216, 254, 261, 318, 355, 356].  

 

2.4.3.2.3. Time Dependent Cross Shear 

The majority of cross shear dependent wear models [40, 60, 210, 216, 254, 261, 318, 

355, 356] have been time independent. Therefore, the molecular orientation of the PE or 

XPE crystalline lamellae remained fixed in a single direction over time, which may not 

be a clinically relevant representation of PE and XPE wear [59]. POD tests have 

demonstrated that with continued sliding in a consistent direction the molecular 

orientation may eventually become orientated in the direction of sliding, and the wear 

rate may drop to a near zero wear rate [59]. Thus, for large sliding distances in two 

directions separated by an angle of 90 degrees, a time independent wear model would 

predict a consistent wear rate proportional to a cross shear angle of 45 degrees and 

greatly over-predict wear. Conversely a time dependent wear model would predict a high 

initial wear rate, followed by a greatly reduced wear rate once the molecular orientation 

has become aligned with the direction of sliding (Figure 22).  

Petrella et al. [336], developed a time dependent cross shear wear model by defining 

an incremental weight factor for material memory in a wear model based on a modified 
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version of Archard’s wear law. The model maintained memory of the sliding direction 

from recent previous time increments (generally, 2 or 3 past time increments), to provide 

consideration of the cross shear experienced. Meanwhile, Strickland and Taylor [39] also 

developed a time dependent wear model based on a modified version of Archard’s wear 

law, in which the sliding distance was represented by an exponential expression to 

compensate for the effects of time dependent cross shear. The model of Strickland and 

Taylor [39] was demonstrated to result in an additional increase in correlation strength 

(R2=0.65) over several previously available time independent cross shear wear models 

(R2=0.60). However, it should be noted that this time dependent wear model was contact 

pressure independent and was only dependent on sliding distances, cross shear and 

contact area. 

 

 

Figure 22: Time dependent and independent wear modeling: (a) square polyethylene 

sliding path of a pin-on-disk test: a change in direction results in a high initial wear rate 

followed by a greatly reduced wear rate, (b) relationship between wear and sliding 

distance for the time dependent and independent wear models (based on the sliding path 

indicated in “a”) demonstrating that only time dependent wear models can predict the 

behaviour shown by POD tests. 
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2.4.3.2.4. Variables Requiring Further Consideration 

Despite the large number of variables which have been shown to experimentally 

affect wear (as discussed in Section 2.3), current TKR computational wear models have 

only accounted for very few, mainly sliding distance, in some cases contact pressure, and 

in some cases either time independent or time dependent cross shear. Sliding distance and 

time dependent cross shear should certainly be represented in the formulation as the 

influence of each of these variables on wear has been well demonstrated [111, 210, 216, 

315, 318]. The inclusion of contact pressure in the formulation of computational wear 

models is currently under debate, and some of the most recent wear models have been 

developed to be contact pressure independent [39, 40, 261, 357]. The reason for this 

controversy is that although wear does appear to be contact pressure dependent in POD 

tests, its influence is either non-linear, or confounding variables are present in the tests. 

POD tests have demonstrated increasing contact pressure to have the effect of initially 

increasing wear, but then decreasing wear once a threshold is exceeded [210, 216, 222, 

318]. Therefore, POD tests have revealed the increase in contact pressure to result in a 

downward parabolic trend on PE and XPE wear. In response to this complex trend, many 

of the most recently developed computational wear models have been developed as 

contact pressure independent [39, 40, 261, 357]. Yet wear does appear to be influenced 

by contact pressure, even if the relationship is not of a simple linear form.  

Tractive rolling has also been demonstrated to affect PE wear rates [217]. The 

majority of previous wear models [38-40, 259-261, 337, 356] have not implemented any 
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mechanism to account for the presence of tractive rolling, yet accounting for this variable 

might result in an increase in predictive accuracy.  

To the author’s best knowledge, all previous TKR computational wear simulations 

have neglected to model the effect of the lubricant on wear. In previous models, the 

lubricant was assumed to have a consistent effect under all conditions and has not been 

investigated. However, human synovial fluid is a complex colloidal lubricant, with both a 

liquid phase and a suspended solid phase consisting of proteins, which may exhibit 

complicated lubrication behaviour [70]. The composition of the lubricant has previously 

been demonstrated to have a substantial affect on TKR wear [164]. However, recent 

research suggests that not only does a change in lubricant composition affect TKR wear, 

but the conditions of the contact interaction may also cause changes to the lubrication and 

greatly affect wear. Protein denaturation and adsorption [70] studies suggest that changes 

to the contact interaction conditions may result in substantially different lubricant 

behaviour and thus wear. The lubricant has been shown to have a great effect on the PE 

and XPE wear of TKRs and the omission of the lubricant in computational wear 

simulations may be one of the greatest limitations to current TKR computational wear 

simulations. 

Therefore, further research is needed to evaluate and develop the models used in TKR 

computational wear simulations. First, the predictive accuracy of TKR contact mechanics 

simulations must be evaluated to determine whether MBD simulations can accurately 

predict TKR contact mechanics, or whether the previously verified FE simulations should 

continue to be utilized. Next, computational wear model development research must be 

undertaken to develop a computational wear model with improved predictive accuracy.   
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2.5 Concluding Remarks 

The long-term success of TKRs may be limited due to the wear of PE or XPE 

components. Therefore, there has been ongoing interest in improving our understanding 

of TKR wear, as well as to develop tools for the evaluation of wear which may enable the 

design optimization of TKRs for the reduction of wear. In general, the prediction of the 

wear of tribological systems is highly complex due to the complex interactions between 

the many variables which influence wear. Surface characteristics and interactions are 

very important to understanding wear (Figure 23). Physical and chemical interactions 

may result in the formation of various layers near the surface of a solid and each layer 

may have unique tribological properties (Section 2.2.1). Additionally, the surfaces of 

solids exhibit a surface texture which may be characterized by surface roughness, 

waviness, lay and flaws. An understanding of surfaces, including the presence of 

asperities and valleys is essential to understanding the wear process and wear 

mechanisms. It has been observed that solid surfaces in contact may require a force to be 

applied to cause relative motion between the solids (Section 2.2.2). The observed friction 

force has been suggested to be caused by a combination of the force required to 

overcome the adhesive forces between contacting asperities and the force required for the 

elastic deformation, plastic deformation and ultimate fracture of contacting asperities. 

These forces are therefore also affected by the surface layers and surface texture present, 

among other factors. A portion of the energy dissipated through friction may result in 

wear due to the adhesion of contacting asperities (adhesive wear) or the deformation and 

ultimate fracture of material (abrasive wear) through asperity contact (Section 2.2.3). 
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Additionally, wear may occur through fatigue, impact, chemical, electrical or through any 

combination of mechanisms. Since the wear of modern TKRs has been demonstrated to 

occur mainly through adhesive and abrasive wear, these wear mechanisms are 

particularly relevant to the present thesis. The wear of materials and the interactions of 

asperities are greatly affected by lubrication. Fluid film, mixed, boundary and specifically 

colloidal boundary lubrication regimes were discussed (Section 2.2.4).  

 

 

Figure 23: Relationships between the topics of the literature review for general wear 

theory. 

 

Based on the general wear theory presented in Sections 2.2.1 - 2.2.4 the strengths and 

weaknesses of various methods and models for the general computational simulation of 

wear were discussed (Section 2.2.5) (Figure 24). 

 

Section 2.2.1) Surface Interactions:  

the layers and asperities of surfaces 

 

Section 2.2.2) Friction: surface interactions (asperity 

adhesion and deformation) as the cause of friction 

 

Section 2.2.3) Wear: surface interactions (asperity 

adhesion and deformation) as the cause of wear 

 

Section 2.2.4) Lubrication:  

the effects of lubrication on 

surface interactions (asperity 

contact) and the resulting 

effect of lubrication on 

friction and wear 

 

Section 2.2) General Wear Theory 
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Figure 24: Consideration of general computational wear simulation methods compared to 

general wear theory. 

 

The wear of TKRs specifically, was discussed in Section 2.3, based on the general 

tribological knowledge and theory presented in Section 2.2. The various factors known to 

influence PE and XPE wear were reviewed (Section 2.3.1) and discussed in terms of the 

energy dissipation theory of wear, which specifies wear to be proportional to the energy 

dissipated due to asperity adhesion and asperity deformation. The uncertainty as to the 

effects of contact pressure on TKR wear was also identified. The lubrication of TKRs and 

the effect of lubrication on asperity adhesion and deformation was also discussed 

(Section 2.3.2). Lastly, the importance of several clinical implementation and design 

variables was discussed, including TKR articular conformity, modularity and backside 

wear, as well as insert thickness (Section 2.3.3) (Figure 25). 
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 Section 2.2.5) Wear Simulation Methods 

 

 
Contact Mechanics Simulation 

Lubrication and Wear Model 

  Update Geometry 

General computational wear simulation methods are typically over 

simplified in comparison to wear theory. Further development of 

wear models would be of great benefit. 

 

Section 2.2) General 

Wear Theory 
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Figure 25: TKR wear theory literature review. 

 

The currently available methods for the evaluation of TKR wear were reviewed, 

including in vivo, in vitro and in silico methods (Section 2.4). In vivo wear assessment 

methods are of great value because they have the greatest clinical relevance to how the 

TKR will perform in a patient (Section 2.4.1). In vivo wear assessment methods are very 

useful for indicating general trends and for confirming the general success or issues of a 

TKR, but does not provide sufficient information or control to enable the optimization of 

TKR designs for the reduction of wear. In vitro wear testing methods are very beneficial 

for verifying the wear performance of a design and enable increased control of the test 

conditions in comparison to in vivo wear assessment methods (Section 2.4.2). However, 

in vitro wear testing methods lack the time and cost efficiency necessary to conduct the 

wear optimization of TKR designs. In silico computational wear simulations have 

compare 

 Section 2.3.1) Polyethylene Wear and the  

 Variables Demonstrated to Influence Wear 

 

 

 Section 2.3.2) Total Knee Replacement  

 Lubrication 

 

The wear of polyethylene can be explained by the general wear theory (wear 

caused by the energy dissipated through asperity adhesion and deformation),  

with the exception of possibly the effects of contact pressure on wear  

(which requires further investigation). 

 

 Section 2.3.3) Implementation and Design  

 Variables 

 

Section 2.2) General 

Wear Theory 
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previously demonstrated the necessary cost and time efficiency suitable for the wear 

optimization of TKRs, yet have demonstrated insufficient correlation strength for the 

prediction of TKR wear (R2<0.65, Section 2.4.3). Therefore, the predictive accuracy of 

computational wear simulations must be improved in order to enable TKRs to be 

optimized for the reduction of wear through computational wear simulation. 

Computational wear simulations can utilize FE simulations for the accurate prediction of 

TKR contact mechanics (2.4.3.1). MBD simulations predict TKR contact mechanics with 

improved computational efficiency over FE simulations, however the accuracy of MBD 

simulations requires further investigation before such simulations be used as part of TKR 

computational wear simulations. Various computational wear models have been 

developed for TKRs (Section 2.4.3.2), yet all of the available models lack the sufficient 

level of accuracy to enable the wear optimization of TKRs. 

Further research must be conducted to determine whether MBD simulations are 

sufficiently accurate for the simulation of contact mechanics, or whether the previously 

verified FE simulation methods should be utilized. Additionally, the influence of insert 

thickness, an important clinical implementation variable, on wear should be analyzed. To 

overcome the limited accuracy of existing computational wear models, a new 

computational wear model must be developed in order to improve the predictive accuracy 

of computational wear simulations. Since the effects of contact pressure on wear are 

currently unknown, contact pressure must be investigated to improve our understanding 

of wear and enable more accurate computational wear simulation models to be 

developed. A lubrication model for TKRs must be developed for computational wear 

simulations to improve their predictive accuracy. Finally, the developed models must be 
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evaluated by comparison to in vitro wear testing methods to evaluate the accuracy and 

correlation strength of the predictive models. The following chapter (Chapter 3) will 

discuss the methods utilized to achieve these research objectives. 
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Chapter 3 

Methods 

3.1 Introductory Remarks 

Research was conducted to develop computational models for the prediction of TKR 

wear. First, the computational simulation of TKR contact mechanics was investigated 

(Section 3.2). Next, the contact mechanics simulation model was implemented, along 

with an existing computational wear model, for the computational wear simulation of 

TKRs with varying tibial insert thickness (Section 3.3). Unfortunately, the limited 

accuracy and insufficient correlation strength (R2<0.65) of existing computational wear 

models limits the potential benefits of TKR computational wear simulations. Therefore, a 

new computational wear model was developed and verified by comparison to POD and 

knee simulator wear tests (Section 3.4). Knee simulator wear tests and computational 

wear simulations, using the newly developed computational wear model, were conducted 

to investigate the effects of contact pressure on wear and evaluate the predictive 

capabilities of the newly developed wear model under varying contact pressure 
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conditions (Section 3.5). Next, a lubrication model was developed in order to account for 

the effects of the lubricant on wear (Section 3.6). Lastly, the computational models 

developed within this thesis were assessed by comparison to POD and knee simulator 

wear test results (Section 3.7). 
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3.2 Simulation of Contact Mechanics 

The computational simulation of wear first requires the accurate evaluation of contact 

mechanics. Therefore, research was first conducted to develop TKR contact mechanics 

models and evaluate the methods for the simulation of TKR contact mechanics. The 

contact mechanics simulation method demonstrated to provide the greatest computational 

efficiency and predictive capabilities would then be implemented for all future research 

on computational wear simulations. 

Both FE and MBD simulations have previously been utilized in the literature for the 

prediction of contact mechanics (Section 2.4.3.1). The author of this thesis [259, 335] has 

previously established the accuracy of FE simulations for the prediction of TKR contact 

mechanics. The predictive accuracy of MBD computational wear simulations, however, 

has not been previously evaluated across a very broad range of conformity and loading 

conditions. Therefore, this section first presents a protocol previously developed and 

verified by the author [259, 335] for the prediction of TKR contact mechanics through FE 

simulation, followed by the development and evaluation of an optimized MBD 

simulation PO relationship for the prediction of TKR articular contact mechanics. 

 

3.2.1 Finite Element Simulation 

The FE simulations of the present research were developed and performed according 

to a protocol previously developed by the author [335]. The protocol has even been 

previously demonstrated by the author to accurately predict the backside micromotion of 
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TKR tibial inserts [335]. In each case, the models were developed using Abaqus/Explicit 

(Abaqus 6.131, Simulia Inc., Providence, RI), as the explicit integration method was 

required to solve the dynamics and nonlinearity of the problem. FE models were 

developed in the present thesis for several TKR product designs, which were simulated 

under a wide range of operating conditions. The TKR product designs included two 

commercial TKR products (Sections 3.2-3.7), as well as several parameterized TKR 

designs (Section 3.2).  

The two commercial TKR products included the Anatomic Modular Knee (AMK) as 

well as the PFC-Sigma (DePuy-Synthes Inc., Warsaw, IN). Manufacturing drawings of 

the AMK, as well as the computer aided design models of the PFC-Sigma, were provided 

directly by DePuy-Synthes. The AMK drawings were of a size 3 femoral component and 

tibial tray, along with a size 3-4, 10 mm nominal thickness tibial insert. The computer 

aided design models were then created by the author using Solidworks (Solidworks, 

Simulia Inc., Providence, RI) based on the manufacturing drawings. The PFC-Sigma 

models were of a size 3 femoral component and tibial tray, as well as of a size 3-4, 10 

mm nominal thickness tibial insert.  

Computer aided design models of simple parameterized TKR components were also 

developed and utilized in the research of this thesis. Parameterized TKR components 

were utilized to represent TKR components of varying conformity and contact 

conditions. The computer aided design models of all parameterized components were 

created by the author using Solidworks. The geometry of all parameterized components is 

stated in the following sections of the present thesis for each study in which the 

parameterized components were implemented. POD studies were also simulated in the 
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present thesis to replicate POD experiments which had previously been performed and 

published. For each POD study, the geometry of the pin and disk were modeled in 

Solidworks according to the POD geometry of the experiment as specified by each 

publication.  

For all simulations, the computer aided design geometry of the TKR and POD 

components were directly imported into Abaqus. The femoral and tibial tray components 

of TKRs, as well as the disks of POD tests, were modeled as rigid bodies for 

computational efficiency. This simplification enabled improved computational efficiency 

and was deemed appropriate since the modulus of elasticity of the CoCr alloy 

components is approximately 350-times greater than that of the PE or XPE material [3]. 

The PE or XPE material was always modeled as a deformable body with a density of 

0.936 mm3/kg. The PE or XPE material model utilized the J2-plasticity model parameters 

developed by Bergström et al. [339] (Table 2). As discussed in Section 2.4.3.1, this J2-

plasticity material model has previously been demonstrated by the author to provide 

accurate results for the simulation of PE and XPE in TKRs. The modulus of elasticity 

was specified to be 1051 and 1216 MPa for the PE and XPE materials, respectively [3, 

339]. Penalty contact was defined for the contact interactions between the contacting 

components. The CoCr-on-PE contact interactions were modeled using Coulomb-friction, 

including a coefficient of friction of 0.04 and this value was in agreement with 

experimental POD tests [329, 334, 340].  
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Table 2: Non-linear stress (σy) - strain (εp ) values of the J2-plasticity model. 

Strain εp (%) 0.0 0.03 0.11 0.55 0.98 1.09 1.34 

Stress σy (MPa) 12.1 21.4 23.8 44.0 92.4 135.0 515.0 

 

 

The femoral and tibial tray components of TKRs, as well as the disks of POD tests, were 

modeled as analytical rigid surfaces when the geometry was compatible, or discrete rigid 

surfaces when the component geometry could not be modeled as an analytical surface. 

Components which were modeled as discrete rigid surfaces included only the necessary 

surfaces which would contact the PE or XPE tibial insert. Discrete rigid surfaces included 

a mixed mesh dominated by quadrilateral elements (for their speed of convergence), as 

well as triangle elements (for their flexibility in dealing with complex geometry). The PE 

or XPE components were modeled using a mixed mesh dominated by hexahedral 

elements (for their speed of convergence) and also including tetrahedral elements (to 

handle complex geometry). For all simulations, convergence studies were performed in 

order to limit discretization error. The convergence criteria required that double the mesh 

density must result in less than a 5% change to the key output variables (which included 

contact pressure, contact area and sliding vectors).  

Loading and boundary conditions were applied directly to the rigid body components 

(Figure 26). TKR simulations included vertical loading, anterior-posterior displacements 

or loading, and internal-external rotation or moment applied to the tibial tray. The tibial 

tray was also specified to permit unconstrained varus-valgus rotation and medial-lateral 
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translation. The flexion-extension of the TKR was specified for the femoral component. 

Meanwhile for the POD simulations, the vertical loading was applied to the analytical 

rigid disk and the pin’s lateral displacements and rotations were applied to the upper 

(non-articulating) surface of the pin. The loading and displacement conditions for both 

the TKR and POD simulations were specified to replicate the specific conditions of each 

in-vitro test being simulated. 

 

 

Figure 26: Meshed FE model of a TKR (AMK). 
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3.2.2 Multibody Dynamic Simulation 

The PO relationship of a MBD simulation must be valid for a wide range of 

conformity and loading conditions to be relevant for all conditions that may be 

encountered by a TKR. Therefore, the development of an optimized PO relationship 

required a series of simulation scenarios which represented the range of contact 

conditions which may be encountered by the TKR. The optimization of the PO 

relationship based on the results of a single TKR simulation would lead to improved 

results for that single TKR design, yet may provide inaccurate results for situations 

outside of the conditions for which the model has been optimized. In order to optimize 

across a wide range of conditions, many simplified axis-symmetric simulations were 

conducted.  

The axis-symmetric simulations were conducted under varying load and conformity 

(Table 3). The radius of the femoral component was specified to be 35 mm for all axis-

symmetric simulations and this radius was specified to be similar to the sagittal radius of 

modern TKRs. The radius of the PE component varied from 36 mm to a completely flat 

component to provide consideration for highly conforming to minimally-conforming 

designs. The load was varied from 50 N to 4000 N to account for the wide range of 

loading conditions which may be experienced by the TKR components [259, 335], with a 

maximum value of approximately 1.5 times greater than the peak load of the ISO 14243-

3 gait cycle (Figure 27) [250]. The 4 conformity scenarios, combined with the 8 loading 

conditions, provided a total of 32 simulation scenarios.  
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Figure 27: Axial loading over the gait cycle for the knee simulator wear testing standard 

ISO 14243. 

 

 

Table 3: Axis-symmetric simulation parameters and conditions. 

Femoral Radius (mm) 35   

PE Radius (mm) 36 45 72 Flat   

Load (N) 50 150 300 450 600 1000 2000 4000 

 

 

The axis-symmetric cases were first evaluated by FE simulation (according to Section 

3.2.1). A python script (Stichting Mathematish Centrum, Amsterdam, Netherlands) was 

written by the author to automatically conduct the FE simulations, MBD calculations, 

compare the results and optimize a MBD PO relationship based on the results. The 

python script was used to prepare the FE simulations and submit the simulation jobs for 

analysis to Abaqus/Explicit. The python script then analyzed the contact area, contact 
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pressure (P) and location of each node on the surface of the PE component. The 

necessary displacement (x) at each node in the corresponding MBD simulation was then 

calculated by the python script to match the contact area of each of the FE simulations. 

The displacement (overclosure) of each node required for the MBD simulations were 

then plotted against the contact pressure values of each corresponding node from the FE 

simulations. The python script was then used to implement least squares minimization 

curve fitting techniques to determine the optimized parameters (a, b) for the fit of a 

natural logarithmic equation to the data (Equation 8). The coefficient of determination of 

the fitted curve was then finally calculated by the python script. 

 

𝑃 = 𝑎 ∙ ln(𝑥) + 𝑏            (8) 

 

Following the completion of the axis-symmetric simulations and the development of 

the optimized PO relationship, a series of three dimensional FE and MBD simulations 

were conducted to evaluate the optimized PO relationship. First, a series of static 

simulations were conducted using parameterized TKR components with varying 

geometric parameters to control the conformity of the design (Table 4). The conformity 

combinations corresponded to a highly conforming TKR design with high conformity in 

the sagittal and coronal planes, a medium conforming TKR design which was highly 

conforming in the coronal plane only, and a low conforming TKR design consisting of a 

flat PE insert. The component dimensions were based upon the approximate 

measurements from many existing TKR designs of high, medium and low conformity 

(Table 4). The simulations were conducted under multiple loading conditions including 
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170, 1300 and 2600 N, corresponding to the loading during the swing phase, moderate 

loading and peak loading of the ISO 14243-3 gait cycle [250], respectively. The 3 sets of 

geometric conformity and 3 sets of loading conditions provided a total of 9 static 

simulation scenarios. The predictive accuracy of MBD simulations with the optimized 

PO relationship was assessed by comparison to the results of the previously verified FE 

simulation method with the J2-plasticity material model. The femoral components were 

once again modeled as analytical rigid surfaces. The FE simulations utilized deformable 

first order hexahedral elements, while the MBD simulations utilized rigid first order 

quadrilateral elements for the PE components. Mesh densities were once again 

determined by convergence analyses. 

 

Table 4: Geometric parameters for static TKR simulations. 

  Sagittal Radius (mm) Coronal Radius (mm) 

Femoral Component 38.0 25.5 

PE Insert (High Conformity) 45.0 27.0 

PE Insert (Medium Conformity) Flat 27.0 

PE Insert (Low Conformity) Flat Flat 

 

 

As a final comparison, a TKR was simulated during a dynamic gait cycle according 

to ISO 14243-3 [250]. The Anatomic Modular Knee (AMK®, DePuy-Synthes 

Orthopaedics Inc., Warsaw, IN) was selected for the analysis. The AMK was selected as 

it was previously estimated to hold a large percentage of the TKR market [335, 342]. 
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Additionally, the AMK was selected because the low conforming design of the AMK was 

expected to be challenging for the accurate prediction of TKR contact mechanics. The 

geometric models of a size 3, 10 mm nominal thickness, cruciate retaining tibial insert, 

and a size 3 femoral component, were supplied by DePuy-Synthes Orthopaedics 

(Warsaw, IN). The contact pressures and contact area of the PE tibial insert articular 

surface were recorded throughout the simulations for both the MBD and FE simulations. 

Through this research, an optimized PO relationship was developed using axis-

symmetric paired MBD and FE simulations. The accuracy of the optimized PO 

relationship for the prediction of TKR contact mechanics using MBD simulations was 

then evaluated through paired comparisons of the MBD simulation predictions to the 

results of FE simulations following the previously verified protocol (Section 3.2.1). 

Acceptance criteria for the MBD simulation method was specified to permit no more than 

15% absolute maximum deviation between the MBD and FE simulation results for 

contact pressure and contact area predictions during the TKR contact mechanics 

verification simulations. The ability of the MBD simulation to meet this acceptance 

criterion would support the implementation of MBD simulations for future computational 

wear simulation research. Meanwhile, if the acceptance criterion was not met, then all 

further research in this thesis would utilize FE simulations, rather than MBD simulations, 

for the prediction of contact mechanics. Additionally, the general recommendation would 

be made for researchers to implement FE simulations instead of MBD simulations for the 

prediction of TKR contact mechanics if the acceptance criterion was not met by the MBD 

simulations.   
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3.3 Computational Investigation of the Effects of Insert 

Thickness on Wear 

Computational wear simulations typically involve the prediction of TKR contact 

mechanics, followed by the utilization of those contact mechanics results in a 

computational wear model for the prediction of wear. In the previous section (Section 

3.2) a method was selected for the prediction of TKR contact mechanics. In the present 

section, the TKR contact mechanics simulations were combined with an existing 

computational wear model for the prediction of TKR wear. These computational wear 

simulations were performed to investigate the effects of an important clinical 

implementation variable, insert thickness, on wear. An understanding of how insert 

thickness may affect wear performance is essential, as a large range of insert thicknesses 

are necessary to enable surgeons to appropriately balance the soft tissue around the TKR 

[254]. However, the insert must still also provide appropriate long term wear 

performance. 

Computational simulations were performed to analyze the effects of insert thickness 

on contact pressures, sliding distances and wear. Simulations were performed for both PE 

and XPE bearing materials with low oxidation potentials to represent modern bearing 

materials. The XPE material was represented as a 10 MRad, highly crosslinked, material 

so that the PE and XPE materials would represent the two extremes of non-crosslinked 

and highly crosslinked materials. Five insert thicknesses were considered, 5, 10, 15, 20, 

and 25mm in order to investigate how the contact pressure, sliding distances and wear 

would vary across a range of tibial insert thicknesses. The PFC-Sigma (DePuy-Synthes 
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Inc., Warsaw, IN) was selected for the simulations to represent the design of a modern 

TKR. All TKR components were of size 3. A CAD model of each component was 

provided by DePuy-Synthes and the geometry of the tibial insert was modified in 

Solidworks to create the various thicknesses without modifying any dimension apart from 

thickness. 

Cumulative backside sliding distances and wear have been shown to be affected by 

the interference fit between the tibial insert and the tibial tray locking mechanism [335]. 

Interference fit, or press-fit, refers to the amount of geometrical overlap between two 

components. To investigate the effects of interference fit on backside sliding distances 

and wear, a second set of FE simulations were conducted utilizing inserts with peripheral 

dimensions increased by 0.254 mm in the region of the locking mechanism. Therefore, 

the total number of simulated conditions was twenty (2 materials x 5 thicknesses x 2 

levels of interference fit). 

 The FE simulations for the evaluation of TKR contact mechanics were conducted in 

Abaqus/Explicit according to the previously discussed protocol (Section 3.2.1). The TKR 

was simulated under the displacement and loading conditions of ISO 14243-3; 2009 

[250]. The thoroughly established and evaluated wear model of Turell et al. [60] was 

selected for the computational PE wear model. The model was applied according to the 

implementation of Strickland and Taylor [40]: 

 

𝑊𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ = 𝑘 ∙ 𝐶𝑆 ∙ 𝑃 ∙ 𝑆          (9) 
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where H is the wear depth, k is the wear constant, CS is the cross shear, P is the contact 

pressure and S is the sliding distance during the current time increment. The model of 

Turell et al. [60] has been demonstrated to have improved predictive power (R2=0.60) 

over the historical standard of Archard’s wear law (R2=0.12) [40], which has been 

commonly implemented in the past [38, 111, 259, 260, 337, 348, 349]. The time 

dependent cross shear and energy dissipation wear model discussed later in this thesis 

(Section 3.4) has since been established to have improved correlation strength for the 

prediction of TKR wear over the wear model of Turell et al. [60]. However, the present 

research was conducted prior to the development of a new computational wear model. 

Furthermore, the wear model of Turell et al. [60] was still expected to provide valuable 

insight into the effects of insert thickness on wear, despite its limitations of only 

providing consideration for contact, pressure, sliding distances and time independent 

cross shear. The alterations in insert thickness were mainly expected to influence articular 

and backside contact pressure, as well as backside sliding distances, all of which are 

considered by the wear model of Turell et al. [60]. Based on the specific and limited 

needs of the present research, the model of Turell et al. [60] was expected to provide 

meaningful results. Therefore, the previously existing wear model of Turell et al. [60] 

was implemented for the research of the effects of insert thickness on wear. For the Turell 

et al. wear model [60], articular wear constants of k=3.3∙10-6 [40], and 1.65∙10-6 were 

implemented for the PE and XPE respectively. The articular wear constant for the XPE 

material was calculated proportional to the published PE value [40] based on published 

POD test wear rates for 10 MRad XPE compared to PE [355]. Backside wear constants 

were equal to the articular wear constant for the respective material multiplied by the 
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Mode-Mechanism factor of 2.36∙10-3 as determined by O’Brien et al. [259], which has 

been used to account for the differences in wear mode and wear mechanisms between the 

articular and backside surfaces. The computational wear model was implemented as a 

custom Python script written by the author to interface directly with Abaqus. A second, 

custom Python script was also written by the author to efficiently measure and report the 

peak contact pressures of the articular and backside surfaces, as well as the peak 

cumulative sliding distances of the backside surface. The peak contact pressure was 

defined as the maximum instantaneous contact pressure value for that particular surface 

at the particular time instant of 10% of the gait cycle. Cumulative sliding distances of the 

backside surface were defined as the sum of all sliding distances, in all directions, for a 

single node of the FE mesh over a single gait cycle. Peak backside cumulative sliding 

distance therefore refers to the greatest cumulative sliding distance value out of all the 

nodes on the backside surface.  

 The computational wear simulation predicted values and trends were then compared 

to clinical, knee simulator and independent FE simulation results. For the articular 

surface, the trends of the present computational wear simulation were compared to the 

trends of the static FE simulations of Bartel et al. [256, 257] and the implant retrieval 

study of Kilgus et al. [221]. For the backside surface, the wear trends predicted by the 

computational wear simulations were compared to the implant retrieval trends of Brandt 

et al. [7]. Finally, the overall wear rate predictions of the computational wear simulations 

were compared to knee simulator wear tests [16] and implant retrieval wear depth results 

[358]. The conditions of the ISO 14243-3 standard were intended to represent typical 
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patient kinematics and conditions. Therefore, the computational wear simulation results 

were expected to be somewhat relevant to the clinical results. 

The results were analyzed regarding the effects of insert thickness on contact 

pressure, sliding displacements and wear for both the articular and backside surfaces of 

non-crosslinked PE and XPE tibial inserts. The effects of locking mechanism interference 

fit on backside sliding distances and wear was also analyzed for inserts of various 

thicknesses. The results of the present study were intended to provide the surgeon and 

engineer with an improved understanding of how insert thickness could affect insert 

wear, in order to ensure the longevity of TKRs in vivo. 
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3.4 Development of a Time Dependent Cross Shear and 

Energy Dissipation Wear Model 

The previous sections have established the methods for the accurate evaluation of 

TKR contact mechanics (Section 3.2), as well as implemented a previously existing 

computational wear model for the computational simulation of TKR wear (Section 3.3). 

The implementation of a simple computational wear model may be beneficial to gain 

insight into the effects of small relative changes to TKRs, such as insert thickness 

(Section 3.3). However, the previously existing computational wear models have not 

demonstrated sufficient accuracy to enable the optimization of TKRs for the reduction of 

wear [40]. Therefore, the development of a new computational wear model was 

undertaken. The present research of this section proposes an energy dissipation wear 

model, which considers the time dependent molecular behaviour of PE, aspects of 

tractive rolling and contact pressure. This time dependent – energy dissipation wear 

model was evaluated, along with several other wear models, by comparison to pin-on-

disk results, knee simulator wear test results under various kinematic conditions and knee 

simulator wear test results that were performed following the ISO 14243-3 standard. 

 

3.4.1 Computational Wear Model Development 

In the present study, energy dissipated at the articular interface was considered to be 

the main driving force causing the mobility of the molecular chains, and contributing to 
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wear particle generation as molecular bonds within the PE were severed. As discussed in 

Section 2.2.3, energy may be dissipated between two moving solid bodies in contact 

through the interactions of asperities. The adhesion between contacting asperities in 

motion requires either the breaking of the adhesive bonds, or the breaking of cohesive 

bonds thus resulting in adhesive wear. Additionally, the contact between asperities may 

result in deformation. In some cases this deformation may only be elastic, however 

plastic deformation and ultimate fracture of the material may also occur, resulting in 

abrasive wear (Section 2.2.3). Thus wear may be proportional to a particular fraction of 

the energy dissipated at the interface. For PE and XPE materials, the formation of 

deformed layers (Section 2.2.1) through directional strain hardening is also energy 

dependent and highly influences PE and XPE cohesion and wear. Therefore, a time 

dependent cross shear – energy dissipation computational wear model (TD-ED) was 

developed in the present study. The following equations of this section (Equations 10-17) 

were developed by the author of the present thesis to create the TD-ED wear model. The 

work (Cw) of a shear force exerted in a single direction over a given time interval for a 

specific area may be written as: 

 

Cw = 𝜇 ∙ 𝑃 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑆            (10) 

 

where µ is the coefficient of friction, P is the contact pressure over the specified area, 

represented as A, and S is the sliding distance. The trends of POD wear tests [60, 210] 

have demonstrated a relationship between cross shear (CS) and work which may be best 
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described by exponential decay. This observed trend may be caused by the mobility 

characteristics of the molecular chains (Section 2.3.1), as the crystalline lamella realigns 

itself with the direction of sliding [60, 61, 210]. The CS (CS angle / 90) at the end of a 

time step (CSe) may be written as: 

 

CSe= 𝑒−(𝐶𝑤+𝐵𝑤)/𝑀𝑚𝑐            (11) 

where,   Bw =  – Mmc∙ ln(CSi)           (12) 

 

Mmc is a measure of the mobility of the molecular chain. Bw represents the theoretical 

work required to reach the CS at the initiation of the time interval (CSi). The wear volume 

(Vwear) may then be modeled by the equation: 

 

𝑉𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 𝑅𝑤 ∙ [(1 − 𝑒−(𝐶𝑤+𝐵𝑤)/𝑀𝑚𝑐) − (1 − 𝑒−(𝐵𝑤)/𝑀𝑚𝑐 )]  (13) 

 

where Rw is a measure of the materials resistance to wear and is proportional to the 

maximum magnitude of wear that can be attained during infinite work done with a shear 

force in a single direction. The material parameters Mmc and Rw, could be determined 

theoretically or empirically derived from POD data as was performed in the present 

research to model the properties of GUR1050 non-crosslinked PE. The volumetric wear 

rate for sixteen POD tests [210, 216, 318] was predicted by the TD-ED wear model using 

a wide range of material parameters under an exhaustive search method [359]. The 
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material parameter combination which resulted in the smallest statistical error between 

the computational and POD wear rate results was selected. 

 To account for the effects of tractive rolling on wear, a sliding velocity (v) dependent 

coefficient of friction was added to the TD-ED wear model to generate the TD-ED-TR 

wear model. The sliding velocity dependent coefficient of friction has been included to 

replicate the increased coefficient of friction experienced during the transition from static 

or pure rolling conditions to the sliding condition, as experienced by TKRs (static 

coefficient of friction at the initiation of sliding) [307]. The coefficient of friction had a 

minimum value of 0.04 (corresponding to the kinetic coefficient of friction) and a 

maximum value of 0.24 (corresponding to the static coefficient of friction). These values 

were selected to be in agreement with POD test results [222, 307] and the rate dependent 

coefficient of friction (µ) was defined by the following equation. 

 

µ =  0.19 ∙ e−2𝑣2
+ 0.04          (14) 

 

Currently, a great deal of uncertainty exists towards the effects of contact pressure on 

wear (Section 2.3.1). The wear of other materials has generally been demonstrated to 

increase with increasing load [111] and the TD-ED-TR wear model presented above 

would similarly predict such behaviour. However, the effect of contact pressure on PE or 

XPE wear rates has been demonstrated to result in a downward parabolic trend under 

constant loading, as discussed in Section 2.3.1. The results of POD tests therefore suggest 

that a threshold exists at a contact pressure of approximately 3 MPa, at which point 
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additional contact pressure results in reduced wear rates (Section 2.3.1, Figure 12). The 

reason for this trend was previously not understood in the orthopaedic research 

community, but will be further investigated and explained in the following chapters of the 

present thesis (Section 3.5-3.7 and 4.5-4.7). However for the present (Section 3.4), a 

second variant of the TD-ED-TR wear model was developed in the attempt to replicate 

the complex empirical trends demonstrated by POD tests. The differences between the 

constant and dynamic loading conditions may be represented by the average energy 

dissipation rate over a specified time interval. The POD test results of Saikko [222], were 

utilized to identify an energy dissipation rate threshold and wear rate reduction 

correlation by the exhaustive search method [359]. The energy dissipation rate factor 

(ERF) was represented as: 

 

          (15) 

          (16) 

 

where f is a constant and EDR is the average rate of work of a standardized area over a 

standardized time period. EDRref is a reference rate, corresponding to the initiation of 

decreased wear rates with increasing energy dissipation rates. The ERF was then 

implemented in the TD-ED and TD-ED-TR wear models through the appending of the 

term to equation 4: 
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𝑉𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 𝑅𝑤 ∙ [(1 − 𝑒−(𝐶𝑤+𝐵𝑤)/𝑀𝑚𝑐) − (1 − 𝑒−(𝐵𝑤)/𝑀𝑚𝑐 )] ∙ 𝐸𝑅𝐹  (17) 

 

 

3.4.2 In Silico Experimentation and Verification 

Three sets of experiments were conducted to evaluate and compare the accuracy of 

the TD-ED-TR wear model to several published wear models (Table 5, Figure 28). The 

previously available wear models which were considered included Archard’s wear law 

(M1) [111], the model of Turell et al. (M2) [60], and the model of Abdelgaied et al. (M3) 

[261]. Wear was also modeled with a time dependent - contact pressure independent wear 

model (CPI, M4) which was based on the TD-ED wear model with the contact pressure 

term removed. This CPI wear model was intended to provide a means for comparison to 

other time dependant wear models which are contact pressure independent. Finally, the 

TD-ED wear model including the ERF was utilized both without (TD-ED, M5) and with 

(TD-ED-TR, M6) the sliding velocity dependent coefficient of friction. 

For the first set of experiments, FE models of sixteen published POD tests [210, 216, 

318] were generated. The volumetric wear rates predicted by each of the wear models 

were compared with the published POD result.  
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Figure 28: Wear model development and multi-model comparison flow chart. 
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Table 5: Wear model comparisons. 
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M1 
Archard's 

Wear Law 
  

   Wdepth=k•P•S 
k=2.0•10-7 

mm3/Nm 

M2 Turell et al.    
  Wdepth=k•CS•P•S 

k=3.3•10-7 

mm3/Nm 

M3 
Abdelgaied 

et al.  
  

  Wdepth=(a+b•CS)(-1/c)
 •S 

a=8.5•10-

65b=9.4•10-60 

c=6.7 

M4 CPI  
 

 
 

 

Vwear=Rw[(1-e((-Cw/P)+Bw)/Mmc)-

(1-e(-Bw/Mmc))] 
Mmc=1•10-4 

Rw=3.0 •10-6 

M5 TD-ED   
 

 
 

Vwear=Rw[(1-e(-Cw+Bw)/Mmc)- 

(1-e(-Bw/Mmc))] ERF 
Mmc=1•10-4 

Rw=3.0 •10-6 

M6 TD-ED-TR   
 

  
Vwear=Rw[(1-e(-Cw+Bw)/Mmc)- 

(1-e(-Bw/Mmc))] ERF                     a 
Mmc=1•10-4 

Rw=3.0 •10-6 
a where Cw is calculated with a rate dependent coefficient of friction 

Table Abbreviations:  CS - Cross Shear; Indep. - Independent; Dep. - Dependent 

     Wdepth - Wear Depth; k - Wear Factor; P - Contact Pressure; S - Sliding Distance; 

     Additional equation symbols as defined above (Equations 10-17)  

 

 

For the second set of experiments, FE simulations were performed for a TKR, the 

Anatomic Modular Knee (AMK). The geometric models were generated based on 

drawings provided by the manufacturer for size 3 components including a cruciate 

retaining PE tibial insert with a nominal thickness of 10 mm. In-silico wear simulations 

were conducted under four separate sets of kinematic conditions (Table 6). These 

kinematic tests enabled the influence of each type of motion on wear to be investigated 

individually. These same kinematic tests were previously utilized in a knee simulator 
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wear test by Kawanabe et al. [354] for the cruciate retaining Anatomic Graduated 

Component (AGC, Biomet Inc. Warsaw, IN) using 50% bovine serum. Although the 

TKR and lubricant of these knee simulator wear tests varied from that of the in-silico 

model, the trends demonstrated with respect to the influence of each kinematic condition 

on wear were expected to be similar. The first test investigated flexion motion only, 

resulting in pure sliding with minimal CS. The second test introduced internal-external 

rotation, in addition to the flexion of test 1, resulting in pure sliding with CS. The third 

test included the anterior displacement of the femoral component relative to the PE insert 

in addition to the conditions of test 2, which resulted in increased sliding distances 

relative to test 2. The fourth test replaced the anterior displacement of test 3 with 

posterior displacement, which resulted in the introduction of rolling/sliding motion 

(tractive rolling) and decreased sliding distances relative to test 3. To enable the 

comparison of wear rate trends, the relative wear rate increase (current test wear rate / 

wear rate of test 1) was calculated for the in-silico and knee simulator wear test results. 

The difference was calculated as the absolute difference between the predicted result and 

the knee simulator result divided by the knee simulator result. 
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Table 6: Input kinematics and relative wear rate increase values of the knee simulator 

wear tests for the second experiment. 

Test Kinematics Relative Changes 

Relative Wear 

Rate Increase 

± SD 

1 Flexion Only Pure Sliding 1.00 ± 0.17 

2 Flexion & IE Test 1 + Cross-Shear 6.09 ±1.05 

3 
Flexion, IE & 

Anterior Displ. 
Test 2 + Increased Sliding Distances 8.68 ±1.49 

4 
Flexion, IE & 

Posterior Displ. 

Test 3 + Rolling/Sliding with Decreased 

Sliding Distances 
10.80 ±1.85 

Table Abbreviations: SD -Standard Deviation; IE - Internal External rotation; Displ. - Displacement 

 

Finally, for the third set of experiments, FE simulations were performed with the 

AMK under ISO 14243-3 displacement controlled knee simulator wear test conditions 

[250]. The wear rates predicted by the six wear models were then compared to knee 

simulator wear test results for the same TKR under the same conditions generated by two 

independent sites [11, 251]. The PE surface damage depths (wear and creep) predicted 

for the AMK under the stated ISO standard were also compared to clinical PE surface 

damage depths determined by both radiography [62] and by implant retrieval analysis 

[360] to relate the predicted values to clinically relevant wear rates. The coefficient of 

determination (R2) has commonly been used to evaluate computational wear models [39, 

40, 259, 264, 326, 335]. The coefficient of determination compares the predicted or 

modeled value to the known value and can be calculated according to: 

 

𝑅2 = 1 − (∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑓𝑖)2) (∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦)2)⁄       (18) 
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Where yi represents a known or experimental value, 𝑦 is the average value of the known 

or experimental values and fi represents the predicted or modeled value. 

The FE models for each computational experiment were constructed using 

Abaqus/Explicit following the previously established protocol (Section 3.2.1). Python 

scripts were created to automate the process of wear calculation, geometric update and 

FE simulation cycles [259]. The relative predictive capabilities of the newly developed 

TD-ED and TD-ED-TR models were compared to those of several previously developed 

computational wear models from the literature. The increased consideration for additional 

variables known to affect wear, as well as the increased theoretical relevance, of the TD-

ED-TR wear model was expected to result in the improved predictive accuracy of the 

TD-ED-TR wear model over the previously existing computational wear models.  
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3.5 Investigation of the Influence of Contact Pressure 

on Polyethylene Wear 

The TD-ED-TR wear model developed in the previous section of this thesis (Section 

3.4), was expected to result in the improved predictive accuracy of computational wear 

simulations. However, due to the uncertainty regarding the effects of contact pressure on 

wear, two variants of the TD-ED-TR wear model were developed. The first variant did 

not include the energy dissipation rate factor (ERF), which was added to the second 

variant of the model to match the trends demonstrated by POD tests conducted under 

varying loading. These POD tests have demonstrated trends of initially increasing wear 

with increasing contact pressure, followed by decreasing wear with increasing contact 

pressure [210, 216, 222, 318]. The mechanism and reason for this complex wear 

behaviour has not been previously explained. Previously existing computational wear 

models have also been unable to accurately predict this wear behaviour [38-40, 60, 61, 

259, 261, 334, 336, 337, 348]. However, it remains unknown whether this same trend 

would occur in knee simulator wear tests, since knee simulator wear test results under 

varying load while keeping all other conditions constant have not been previously 

available in the literature. Therefore, further research is necessary to evaluate the effects 

of contact pressure on wear and identify the mechanisms responsible for any unexplained 

wear behaviour so that the accuracy of computational wear models can be improved 

further. Thus, in the present research, knee simulator wear testing was conducted under 

standard and increased loading to further investigate the influence of contact pressure on 

PE and XPE wear in TKRs. The TD-ED-TR computational wear model developed in the 
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previous section was then utilized in comparison to the knee simulator experiment results 

in order to evaluate the models accuracy under varying TKR contact pressure conditions. 

 

3.5.1 In Vitro Knee Simulator Wear Tests 

In vitro knee simulator wear testing was conducted to evaluate the effects of 

increased contact pressure on TKR wear. The PFC-Sigma TKR (PFC-Sigma, DePuy-

Synthes, Warsaw, IN) was selected for the analysis to represent a modern TKR design. 

The PFC-Sigma includes a tibial insert comprised of GUR 1020 XPE sterilized using 

gamma irradiation with vacuum foil at 2.5-4 MRad to provide a moderately crosslinked 

XPE insert. This moderate level of crosslinking is typical of modern TKR designs [3]. 

TKR components of size 3 with a nominal XPE insert thickness of 10 mm were utilized. 

These particular TKRs had previously been used in a different 10 million cycle (MC) 

knee simulator wear test [253], under the loading and displacement conditions of the ISO 

standard 14243-3 [250].  

A six station displacement controlled AMTI knee simulator (AMTI, Waltham, MA) 

was utilized to conduct the knee simulator wear testing. The right bank of the knee 

simulator was utilized, which included three dynamic wear stations (R1-R3) and two 

load-soak stations (R4-R5). Each wear station was subjected to the flexion-extension, 

vertical loading, anterior-posterior motion and internal-external rotation of the ISO 

standard 14243-3 or with increased vertical loading beyond the ISO standard. The load-

soak stations were only subjected to the vertical loads and were used to account for the 

fluid absorption of the XPE inserts. Therefore, the XPE insert wear could be measured 
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gravimetrically by subtracting the average change in weight of the load-soak stations 

from the gravimetric weight loss of each wear station XPE insert.  

Each wear station and load-soak station included a dedicated lubricant circulation 

system. The lubricant circulation system of each station included a peristaltic pump and a 

500 ml heated reservoir which maintained a temperature of 37.5oC. The peristaltic pumps 

circulated lubricant through the wear stations at an approximate rate of 100 ml/min. The 

lubricant was composed of bovine calf serum diluted with distilled water to a protein 

concentration of 17 g/l according to ISO 14243-3. Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid was 

added (20 mM) to the lubricant to inhibit calcium deposits. Sodium azide was also added 

(0.2%) to the lubricant to inhibit microbial growth. All inserts were pre-soaked in the 

lubricant for six weeks prior to commencing the wear test to minimize the change in fluid 

absorption during wear testing.   

A frequency of 1 Hz was used as the gait cycle frequency of all tests, in accordance 

with the ISO 14243-3 standard [250] and best practices for knee simulator wear testing 

[3]. Following each 0.5 MC cycle interval, each station was disassembled, the 

components were cleaned, the lubricant was replaced, and the XPE inserts were weighed. 

Each XPE insert was weighed using a high precision balance (XP205, Mettler-Toledo, 

Columbus, OH). Gravimetric measurements were converted to volume using an assumed 

XPE density of 0.935 mg/mm3 [3]. Linear regressions were utilized to analyze the steady-

state wear rate of the XPE insert of each wear station during each test, using the wear 

measurements which were recorded every 0.5 MC. The linear regression was not 

restricted to pass through the origin and the slope of the linear regression was defined to 
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be the steady-state wear rate (mm3/MC). 95% confidence intervals were also calculated 

for the steady-state wear rate of the XPE inserts of each test.  

The first test implemented the ISO 14243-3 standard for the loading and displacement 

conditions. The second test was conducted immediately after the first test and utilized the 

same components. The second test also implemented the stated ISO standard with the 

exception of the vertical load being increased 1.7 fold. Knee simulator wear tests are 

subject to inter-station experimental variability. Each test consisted of at least 1.5 MC or 

as many cycles as necessary to result in a wear rate 95% confidence interval of less than 

20% of the wear rate value. The knee simulator wear rates for both the standard and 

increased loading tests were calculated based on the mean value of the slopes of linear 

regressions for each wear station. 

 

3.5.2 In Silico Computational Wear Simulations 

In-silico computational wear simulations were conducted to analyze which contact 

pressure – wear trend resulted in greatest agreement with the in vitro results, as well as 

consider the predictive accuracy of in silico computational wear simulations under 

varying TKR contact pressure conditions. FE simulations were conducted to analyze the 

contact interactions between the femoral component – XPE tibial insert and tibial tray – 

XPE tibial insert. The simulations were conducted using Abaqus/Explicit according to the 

previously established protocol (Section 3.2.1). Consistent with the in vitro experiments, 

size 3 PFC-Sigma TKR components were used, with a XPE tibial insert of 10 mm 
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nominal thickness. Three dimensional computer-aided-design (CAD) models of the 

components were obtained from the manufacturer. 

The contact pressure and sliding displacement vector results of the FE simulations 

were used to predict XPE wear using the wear model developed in the preceding section 

of this thesis (Section 3.4). The implemented wear model features time dependent cross 

shear and energy dissipation wear prediction with consideration for tractive rolling. Three 

variants of the model were implemented, each of which utilized a different contact 

pressure – wear trend. The first model (linear, M1) predicts linearly increasing wear with 

increasing contact pressure according to the energy dissipation theory. The second model 

(non-linear, M2) includes a non-linear trend in agreement with the contact pressure – 

wear trends demonstrated by POD tests by using the ERF factor discussed in Section 3.4. 

The third and final model (independent, M3) predicts wear which is independent of 

contact pressure magnitude. The wear model parameter Mmc, which controls the rate of 

reorientation of the crystalline lamellae due to cross shear, was specified to be 3.20 x 10-4 

[37]. The wear model parameter Rw, which controls wear magnitude, was specified to be 

1.12 x 10-6 [37] for the linear (M1) model and was adjusted by iterative linear 

interpolation for the non-linear (M2) and independent (M3) models during the first test, 

to result in the same wear magnitude as the linear model and provide an even basis for 

comparison. All model parameters (Mmc and Rw) were maintained consistently 

throughout the standard and increased loading tests to evaluate whether each wear model 

variant could accurately predict the increase in wear due to the increase in load. 

Throughout the wear process, the contact conditions continuously evolve due to 

material removal over time. For this reason, wear was predicted using multiple finite 
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increments to reach the total number of gait cycles of the in vitro tests. Each increment 

included a FE simulation to evaluate the contact conditions, the prediction of wear using 

the computational wear models and the update of the XPE insert geometry according to 

the predicted wear and creep. The number of geometric update increments was 

determined by convergence analyses to limit the geometry update discretization error.  

The XPE inserts used in the in vitro testing had previously been utilized in a 10 MC 

knee simulator wear test under the standard loading and displacement conditions of the 

referenced ISO standard. To account for this within the in silico experiments, the 

previous study was also simulated to provide consistency between the in silico and in 

vitro experiments. The predicted wear rates of each computational XPE wear model 

variant (linear (M1), non-linear (M2) and independent (M3)) were compared to the in 

vitro wear values to evaluate which model resulted in the greatest agreement. 

These in vitro knee simulator wear test experiments were conducted in order to 

identify the effects of contact pressure on the XPE wear of TKRs. The similarities and 

differences between POD and the knee simulator wear tests, regarding the effects of 

contact pressure on wear were discussed. The potential mechanisms responsible for this 

behaviour were considered, and the accuracy of computational wear simulations for the 

prediction of these results was discussed. 
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3.6 Development of a Colloid Mediated Boundary 

Lubrication Model 

The lubrication of TKRs has previously been demonstrated to greatly influence the 

PE and XPE wear of TKRs [164, 232]. Furthermore, the lubrication of TKRs may be 

responsible for the complex wear trends observed under varying contact pressure as 

discussed in the previous section (Section 3.5). POD tests have demonstrated the trend of 

initially increasing wear rates, then decreasing wear rates, under increasing contact 

pressure [210, 216, 222, 318]. Knee simulator wear testing conducted for this thesis 

(Section 3.5) has demonstrated further complexities to the relationship between contact 

pressure and wear.  

Including consideration for TKR lubrication in computational wear simulations could 

greatly improve the predictive accuracy of computational wear simulations. Yet, despite 

the importance of TKR lubrication, none of the previously published TKR computational 

wear simulations have incorporated a lubrication model, to the author’s best knowledge. 

Since previous research has demonstrated the lubrication of TKRs to occur mainly in the 

boundary lubrication regime [70], the present research discusses the development of a 

colloidal protein mediated boundary lubrication (CBL) model to provide consideration 

for the effects of the lubricant on wear.  

Human synovial fluid (as well as calf serum) may be considered a colloidal 

suspension containing proteins, along with other constituents (Section 2.3.2). The 

proteins have been shown to adsorb onto the surfaces of TKRs and alter their wear 

performance [70] (Figure 29). Proteins may adsorb on to the surfaces of TKR 
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components through physical or chemical interactions (Section 2.2.1). The adsorbed 

proteins may reduce adhesion between contacting asperities (in comparison to 

interactions without any adsorbed layers), thereby reducing adhesive wear (Section 

2.2.3.1). Through altering the contact interactions of asperities, the adsorbed proteins may 

also affect abrasive wear (Section 2.2.3.2). However, the strength of the adsorption bond 

of a protein may be exceeded due to the shear between the contacting asperities, in which 

case the protein would be removed from the surface (Section 2.2.4.1). Following the 

removal of a protein from a surface, a new protein may adsorb to take the place of the 

removed protein due to the continued exposure of the surface to the colloidal suspension 

(Section 2.2.4.1). 

The complexity of the lubrication of TKR components is further increased by the fact 

that different types of proteins exist within the synovial fluid or calf serum (such as 

albumin, α-1-globulin, α-2-globulin, β-globulin and γ-globulin; Section 2.3.2). The model 

was simplified by assuming that albumin, α-1-globulin, and α-2-globulin were 

sufficiently similar that these proteins could be grouped into one category (group-a) and 

that the β-globulin and γ-globulin proteins could be grouped into a second category 

(group-b). The grouping of these categories was selected based on the observed trends 

from the knee simulator wear tests of Brandt et al. [164]. Proteins may also exist in 

denatured states, their native states or intermediate states. Protein denaturation can occur 

through chemical, thermal and mechanical conditions [70, 72, 251, 361]. The articulation 

of TKR components results in thermal loads, as well as protein shear conditions due to 

the relative movement of the components. Both of these protein denaturation mechanisms 

are proportional to the rate of energy dissipation at the interface of the contact interaction 
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and the amount of time the proteins are exposed to this denaturation energy. The different 

types of proteins each exhibit different levels of conformational stability and therefore 

have differing levels of resistance to denaturation [72, 164]. Furthermore, the conditions 

of the lubricant, such as composition and ph, will also affect the conformational stability 

of proteins [72, 164]. The following research explains the development of a new 

computational wear simulation process which incorporates a colloid protein mediated 

boundary lubrication model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29: Symbolic representation of colloidal boundary lubrication with albumin or α-

globulin proteins in native (an) and denatured (ad) states, as well as β-globulin or γ-

globulin proteins in native (bn) and denatured (bd) states. As the CoCr alloy and PE 

components approach each other, suspended proteins flow out of the articulation with the 

fluid, meanwhile adsorbed proteins will remain on the surfaces and may alter the 

interactions of asperities. 

fluid 
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The majority of computational wear models in the past have utilized a process in 

which the solid-to-solid contact mechanics are evaluated (such as by FE simulation), 

followed by the implementation of the contact mechanics simulation results in a 

computational wear model for the prediction of wear (Figure 30). The geometry must 

then regularly be updated and the process repeated in wear cycles to simulate the 

influence of the geometric changes caused by previous wear on the current wear cycle. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Typical computational wear simulation process. 

 

However in order to provide consideration for the boundary lubrication of TKR 

components, a new process needed to be developed. The new computational wear 

simulation process had to enable the prediction of the denaturation of proteins, adsorption 

of proteins, and the influence of proteins on asperity contact in addition to the traditional 

components of the typical computational wear simulation process. A new computational 

wear simulation process was developed, which once again began with the prediction of 

contact mechanics through FE simulation (Figure 31). Next the results of the contact 

mechanics simulation are utilized, along with information of the initial lubricant 

conditions to calculate the fraction of proteins which would have become denatured. The 

knowledge of the composition of denatured and native proteins is then utilized to predict 

the adsorption of proteins onto the TKR component surfaces. Finally wear is predicted 

Contact Mechanics Simulation 

Computational Wear Model Prediction Update Geometry 
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using the TD-ED-TR wear model (Section3.4) along with a lubrication model which 

accounts for the effects of adsorbed proteins on the interactions of asperities and thus 

wear. To improve the simplicity of terminology, the TD-ED-TR wear model (which does 

not include the energy dissipation rate factor, ERF) will hereafter be referred to as the 

energy dissipation (ED) model, while the newly developed computational wear model 

which includes the ED model and accounts for the colloid mediated boundary lubrication, 

will be referred to as the CBL model. Each step of the new computational wear 

simulation process is discussed in the following sections (Sections 3.6.1 – 3.6.3). With 

the exception of Equation 23, all of the equations presented in Section 3.6 have been 

developed by the author of the present thesis for the development of the CBL model 

(Equations 19-22, 24-26). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 31: Computational wear simulation process for the CBL computational wear 

model. 

 

 

Contact Mechanics Simulation 

Predict the Composition of 
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3.6.1 Denaturation of Protein Colloids 

The thermal protein denaturation research of Pico et al. [72] and the combined 

thermal and mechanical denaturation research conducted through knee simulator wear 

tests of Brandt et al. [164] have both demonstrated denaturation trends which could be 

well represented by a power law (Figure 32). The thermal induced protein denaturation 

research of Pico et al. [72] utilized fluorescence spectroscopy measurements of the 

thermal denaturation of albumin over time at constant temperature loads of 54, 64, 74, 

and 84oC. The experiments were conducted using a medium sodium phosphate buffer (20 

mM, pH 7.4) with a protein concentration of 20 g/l [72]. The knee simulator wear tests of 

Brandt et al. [164] were conducted under the ISO 14243-3 standard using the AMK TKR 

design (AMK®, DePuy-Synthes Inc., Warsaw, IN). The fraction of proteins which had 

become denatured due to the wear testing was measured by electrophoretic profiling, 

using samples of the lubricant obtained at 0.1 MC intervals. 
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Figure 32: Protein denaturation results from the published knee simulator wear tests of 

Brandt et al. [164] for bovine calf serum (BCS), newborn calf serum (NCS), and alpha 

calf serum (ACS) (error bars show standard deviation). 

 

Therefore the denatured fraction was represented by the function: 

 

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐷𝐽𝑠𝑚 ∙ (𝑡)𝐷𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟     (19) 

 

where the Denatured Fraction represents the percent (%) of proteins in the fully 

denatured state. The variable t (minutes) is the length of time in which the lubricant is 

subjected to the denaturing energy. The variable Dpower was calculated through least 

squares regression, utilizing the denaturation results reported in the literature [72, 164] to 
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identify a single value of Dpower which would minimize the sum of the squares of errors 

between the modeled results and the experimental results. The variable DJsm is 

proportional to the rate of energy dissipation into the lubricant, as well as the composition 

of the lubricant and was represented as:   

 

𝐷𝐽𝑠𝑚 = 𝐽𝑆𝑀 ∙ (𝐷𝑎 ∙ 𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑦 − 𝐷𝑏)        (20) 

 

where JSM is proportional to the energy dissipated at the interface relative to the area of 

contact and the volume of the lubricant, as discussed in more detail below. Meanwhile, 

the (𝐷𝑎 ∙ 𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑦 − 𝐷𝑏) portion of the equation is included to account for the relative 

difference in the amount of energy required for the denaturation of albumin and 𝛼-

globular proteins relative to 𝛽-globulin and 𝛾-globulin proteins [164]. Thus, Faby is the 

fraction of 𝛽-globulin and 𝛾-globulin proteins compared to the total mass of all proteins 

in the lubricant (%). Lubricants have varying concentrations of these multiple different 

types of proteins (Section 2.3.2). Each protein type has a different structure and will 

therefore have different denaturation characteristics. Therefore, in order to calculate the 

overall fraction of denatured proteins the relative differences in each proteins resistance 

to denaturation must be considered. For the sake of simplicity the proteins have been 

grouped into two categories, with albumin and 𝛼-globular proteins in the first group 

(group-a), and 𝛽-globulin and 𝛾-globulin proteins in the second group (group-b). This 

grouping of proteins with most similar denaturation characteristics was specified 

according to the recommendation of Brandt et al. [164] based on knee simulator wear test 
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results. The linear function (𝐷𝑎 ∙ 𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑦 − 𝐷𝑏) accounts for the difference in the required 

energy dissipation rate to result in protein denaturation based on the protein composition. 

To identify the constants Da and Db, computational simulations were conducted for a 

TKR to replicate the knee simulator wear tests of Brandt et al. [164]. The simulations 

were conducted according to the previously established TKR simulation protocol 

(Section 3.2.1). The computational simulations enabled the JSM value of the experiment to 

be identified and the constants Da and Db were then determined using least squares 

regression to relate the experimental denaturation measurements to the equations above. 

The JSM parameter is proportional to the rate at which energy is dissipated over an area of 

contact and is inversely proportional to the volume of the lubricant. As a result, 

increasing the lubricant volume will require an increased rate of energy dissipation or 

area to result in the same percentage of proteins to become denatured. The JSM parameter 

can be calculated according to: 

 

𝐽𝑆𝑀 = 𝐹𝑠 ∙ 𝑣 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ (1
𝐿𝑉𝑜𝑙

⁄ )          (21) 

 

where v represents the relative sliding velocity over the specified time interval (m/s). A 

represents the area of contact (m2) and LVol is the volume of lubricant (m3). Finally, Fs 

represents the shear force (N) in the direction of the articulation and can be calculated as: 

 

𝐹𝑠 = 𝜇 ∙ 𝐹𝑁 = 𝜇 ∙ (𝑃 ∙ 𝐴)          (22) 
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where 𝜇 represents the coefficient of friction, FN represents the normal force (N) and P 

represents the contact pressure (Pa). The above equations can be used to predict the 

fraction of proteins which will become denatured due to the conditions of a given contact 

interaction.  

 

3.6.2 Adsorption of Native and Denatured Protein Colloids 

The equations above could be used to evaluate the relative fraction of denatured to 

native proteins surrounding the TKR components. Next, the adsorption of both native and 

denatured proteins to the contacting surfaces can be calculated using the previously 

calculated relative fraction of denatured to native proteins and knowledge of the initial 

lubricant protein concentration. The Langmuir adsorption model [267] was implemented  

to predict the adsorption of proteins onto the TKR surfaces. The Langmuir adsorption 

model can be written as [267]: 

 

𝛤 =
𝛤𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐

𝐾𝐿 + 𝑐⁄            (23) 

 

where 𝛤 is the amount of protein adsorbed per unit surface area of the adsorbent (mg/m2) 

and 𝛤𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum adsorption capacity of the adsorbent (mg/m2). The variable c 

represents the protein concentration of the lubricant solution (g/l) and KL is the ratio of 

desorption and adsorption rate constants. For all native proteins, the Langmuir model 

parameters were specified according to Serro et al. [73] (𝛤𝑚𝑎𝑥: 7.39 mg/m2; KL: 0.948). 
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Meanwhile, the parameters for the denatured proteins were obtained from the results of 

Heuberger et al. [70] (𝛤𝑚𝑎𝑥: 5.38 mg/m2; KL: 0.75). Unfortunately, the Langmuir 

adsorption coefficients were determined at temperatures somewhat lower (25oC) [73] 

than those experienced by TKRs (37oC) [250]. The Langmuir adsorption model also 

includes many simplifications and does not account for temperature differences or 

hysteresis. Yet the model has demonstrated strong correlations for the prediction of 

albumin protein adsorption (R2=0.997) under a range of protein concentrations (0.05-20 

g/l) [73] and is expected to sufficiently approximate the adsorption behaviour of proteins 

to TKR components. 

 

3.6.3 The Influence of Adsorbed Proteins on PE and XPE Wear 

Lastly, the effects of the adsorbed proteins on the boundary lubrication and wear of 

PE and XPE in TKRs was investigated. First, the relative composition of the proteins 

adsorbed to the surfaces must be accounted for: 

 

𝐶𝑙 = 𝐶𝑎 ∙ 𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑦 + 𝐶𝑏           (24) 

 

where Cl (%) represents the relative strength of adsorption bonds based on the fraction of 

albumin and 𝛼-globulin proteins relative to 𝛽-globulin and 𝛾-globulin proteins. Ca and Cb 

were determined once again through the relationship demonstrated by knee simulator 

wear test results [164]. This linear equation specifies the relative strength of protein 

adsorption bonds based on linear interpolation between the strength of adsorption bonds 
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of group-a proteins (albumin, α-1-globulin, α-2-globulin) and group-b proteins (β-

globulin and γ-globulin) based on lubricant composition. The same knee simulator wear 

tests, performed by Brandt et al. [164], which were used to establish the protein 

denaturation model (Section 3.6.1) were now utilized to evaluate the constants Ca and Cb. 

The constants were determined through least squares minimization using the knee 

simulator wear test results of tests conducted under the ISO 14243-3 conditions [250] 

with various lubricant compositions. 

To analyze the influence of protein adsorption on wear, POD experiments [232] were 

selected from the literature which varied the lubricant protein concentration while 

monitoring the relative fraction of denatured proteins and the resulting wear rates during 

the experiments. The experiments were performed using a circularly translating POD, 

therefore the relative direction of sliding for the PE pin was continuously changing [232]. 

The tests were conducted with protein concentrations varying from 2.6-116 g/l [232]. 

Computational simulations were developed to replicate the conditions of the POD 

experiments. For each experiment, native and denatured protein adsorption was evaluated 

using the above equations. Wear rates were predicted using the ED wear model, with a 

linear relationship between contact pressure and wear according to the energy dissipation 

approach and without including consideration for the lubricant in the wear prediction. 

The differences between the POD wear rates and the computationally predicted wear 

rates without consideration for the lubricant were then correlated with the predicted 

magnitudes of adsorbed native and denatured proteins for each experiment. Least squares 

multivariable logarithmic regression was performed using a Python script to identify the 

constants La, Lb and Lc in the equation: 
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𝐿𝐹 = (𝐿𝑎 ∙ ln(𝑃𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) + 𝐿𝑏 ∙ ln(𝑃𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑) + 𝐿𝑐) ∙ 𝐶𝑙  (25) 

 

where PNative and PDenatured represent the magnitudes of native and denatured proteins 

adsorbed to the wear surfaces (mg/m2), respectively. LF represents the effect of the 

lubricant on the wear of PE and XPE components in TKRs (%). Equation 24 accounts for 

the combined contribution of both the native and denatured proteins to the boundary 

lubrication of TKRs. The relative strength of protein adsorption bonds is accounted for 

through the Cl parameter. The natural logarithm form used to represent the native and 

denatured adsorbed proteins was selected based on the trends demonstrated by the POD 

experiments [232]. LF can be combined with the previously developed ED wear model 

(as described in Section 3.4, Equation 13) to form the CBL wear model through 

multiplying the ED wear prediction value (Vwear, mm3) by LF: 

 

𝑉𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑟 = 𝑅𝑤 ∙ [(1 − 𝑒−(𝐶𝑤+𝐵𝑤)/𝑀𝑚𝑐) − (1 − 𝑒−(𝐵𝑤)/𝑀𝑚𝑐 )] ∙ 𝐿𝐹   (26) 

 

The resulting CBL wear model provides consideration for the colloidal protein mediated 

boundary lubrication of TKRs, as well as providing consideration for the time dependent 

cross shear strain hardening of PE, the energy dissipation at the interface, and the effects 

of tractive rolling.  
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3.7 Verification of the CBL Computational Wear 

Model 

The accuracy of the CBL model developed in the previous section (Section 3.6) was 

evaluated through comparison of the CBL predicted wear rates to a wide range of POD 

and knee simulator wear test results. In order to develop a model which could be directly 

implemented for the accurate prediction of wear, a relationship was required to relate the 

two material parameters of the ED and CBL models to the radiation used in the 

crosslinking of the XPE material. The results of previous computational simulations 

using the ED wear model [264, 326] were implemented in a python script to evaluate the 

relationships between XPE crosslinking radiation and the two material parameters of the 

ED wear model.  

 

3.7.1 Model Corroboration with Pin-on-Disk Tests 

For each POD verification experiment, computational simulations were conducted to 

replicate the conditions of the POD experiment. Each computational simulation included 

FE simulations to assess contact mechanics, as well as the CBL wear model to predict 

lubrication conditions and wear. POD experiments were selected from the literature 

which had implemented broad ranges of conditions in order to thoroughly establish the 

accuracy of the CBL wear model. The POD experiments utilized for verification included 

experiments under widely varying contact pressure conditions (POD 1) [222], as well as 

varying contact pressure and cross shear conditions for both PE (POD 2) [210, 216, 318]  
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and XPE (POD 3) [216, 318]. The implemented POD experiments also investigated the 

effects of cross shear on PE wear through experiments using different aspect ratios of 

rectangular pin sliding paths (POD 4) [60], as well as through utilizing different sliding 

distances following pin directional changes for XPE (POD 5) [59]. The input 

experimental details are summarized in Table 7. All tests utilized polished CoCr alloy 

disks as the articular counterface. Experiments POD 1, POD4 and POD 5 were included 

to evaluate the models ability to predict the appropriate wear trend, rather than to also 

predict correct wear magnitudes as was expected for the other POD experiments. 

Experiment POD 1 was considered for trend prediction only, since the POD experiment 

did not include sodium azide, which would alter wear rates and its absence is not 

accounted for by the CBL model. Meanwhile, for experiments POD 4 and POD 5 the 

lubricant volume used in the experiment was unknown and have thus been included for 

consideration of the ability of these models to predict the wear trends only. 
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Table 7: Summary of POD experiments utilized in the verification of the CBL 

computational wear simulations. 

    Experiments 

    POD 1 POD 2 POD 3 POD 4 POD 5 

PE Pin Conditions           

  Pin Diameter (mm) 9 5-10 5-8 9 9.5 

  Sliding Velocity (mm/s) 32 20-76 20-76 20 64 

  PE Crosslink Radiation (MRad) 2.5-4 0 6, 10 0 4, 5 

  Contact Pressure (MPa) 0.25-20 1,3,6,10 1, 3 3 4.7 

  Cross Shear (%) 1 0-0.25 0-0.25 1 1 

Lubrication Conditions           

  Lubricant Volume (ml) 12 40 40 NA* NA* 

  Lubricant Type ACS BCS BCS BCS BCS 

  Protein Concentration (g/l) 21 15.4 15.4 23 65 

  β & γ Fraction (%) 0.16 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 

  Sodium Azide Concentration (%) 0 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 

  Lubricant Replacement (hours) 24 92 92 56 50 
* Not Specified 

ACS and BCS represent Alpha Calf Serum and Bovine Calf Serum, respectively 

Units in % range from 0 (minimum) to 1 (maximum) 

 

 

For each set of POD experiments, computational simulations were conducted which 

replicated the conditions of each POD experiment. The computational simulations 

included both FE simulations and Python scripts to automate the FE simulations and wear 

calculations using the CBL model. The FE models for each experiment were constructed 

using Abaqus/Explicit following the protocol established in Section 3.2.  
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3.7.2 Model Corroboration with Knee Simulator Wear Tests 

Computational simulations were performed to predict the results of knee simulator 

wear tests under a wide range of conditions to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the 

CBL wear model for PE and XPE wear in TKRs (Table 8). Knee simulator wear tests 

were selected from the literature to evaluate the computational wear simulation methods 

ability to accurately predict wear under varying kinematics, loading, TKR conformity, 

XPE crosslink density, design modularity, lubrication volume, lubricant concentration 

and lubricant composition (Table 9). 

For each set of experiments, computational simulations were conducted which 

replicated the conditions of the knee simulator experiments. The computational 

simulations included FE simulations performed according to the protocol established in 

Section 3.2. Python scripts were written to automate the FE simulations and wear 

calculations using the CBL model. Finally, the validation metric of Oberkampf and 

Trucano [362] was calculated to quantify the strength of the validation for the use of the 

CBL computational wear model for the prediction of TKR knee simulator wear test 

results. The validation metric was calculated according to [362]: 

 

𝑉𝑀 = 1 −
1

𝑁
∑ tan ℎ |

𝑦(𝑡𝑛)−𝑌(𝑡𝑛)

𝑌(𝑡𝑛)
|𝑁

𝑛=0        (27) 

 

where VM is the validation metric, N is the total number of samples, tan h is the 

hyperbolic tangent trigonometric function, y(tn) is the numerically predicted value, and 

Y(tn) is the experimentally measured value. The validation metric provides a value 
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between 1 (perfect agreement) and 0. The validation metric is a highly sensitive measure 

of agreement between computational and experimental results, and will provide a clear 

indication of the predictive capability of the newly developed CBL computational wear 

model for the prediction of knee simulator wear test results [362]. 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, these POD and knee simulator validation 

experiments represent the most extensive attempt to evaluate any TKR computational 

wear model. Based on the improved consideration for variables affecting wear, the CBL 

computational wear model was anticipated to result in greatly improved predictive 

accuracy over the previously available computational wear models. 
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Table 8: Summary of knee simulator wear test experiments utilized for the verification of 

the CBL model. 
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K1 AMK  0 Flexion Only BCS (35) 1 0.2 [354] 

K2 AMK  0 Flexion & IE BCS (35) 6.1 1.1 [354] 

K3 AMK  0 

Flexion, IE & 

(+)AP BCS (35) 8.7 1.5 [354] 

K4 AMK  0 

Flexion, IE &      

(-)AP BCS (35) 10.8 1.9 [354] 

K5 PFC-Sigma 2.5-4 High NCS (12) 15.9 2.9 [254] 

K6 PFC-Sigma 2.5-4 Intermediate NCS (12) 8.6 3.4 [254] 

K7 

PFC-Sigma 

(Flat) 2.5-4 High NCS (12) 3.4 0.7 [254] 

K8 

PFC-Sigma 

(Flat) 2.5-4 Intermediate NCS (12) 3.1 1.3 [254] 

K9 PFC-Sigma 

 

5 High NCS (12) 13.0 3.9 [16] 

K10 PFC-Sigma 2.5-4 

Increased Load 

ISO BCS (17) 13.6 1.7 [264] 

K11 PFC-Sigma 2.5-4 ISO BCS (17) 9.2 1.3 [264] 

K12 PFC-Sigma 2.5-4 ISO 

BCS (20) - 

250 ml 9.7 1.2 [265] 

K13 PFC-Sigma 2.5-4 ISO 

BCS (20) - 

150 ml 8.8 1.4 [265] 

K14 PFC-Sigma 2.5-4 ISO 

BCS (20) - 

75 ml 5.6 1.2 [265] 

K15 PFC-Sigma 2.5-4 ISO 

BCS (20) - 

45 ml 1.0 0.2 [265] 

K16 AMK  0 ISO BCS (17) 23.6 2.0 [251] 

K17 

AMK Non-

Modular 0 ISO BCS (17) 19.1 2.0 

[251]

[11] 

K18 AMK 0 ISO BCS (62) 5.7 2.3 [10] 

K19 AMK 0 ISO NCS (17) 18.2 3.5 [164] 

K20 AMK  0 ISO ACS (17) 14.4 0.9 [164] 
Table Abbreviations: ISO - ISO 14243-3; IE - Internal External rotation; AP - Anterior Posterior motion;  

BCS, NCS and ACS represent: Bovine, Newborn and Alpha Calf Serum, respectively 
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Table 9: Comparisons of loading and kinematic conditions, design and material variables, 

and lubrication conditions considered for the verification of the CBL model. 

Comparison Experiment Numbers 

Kinematics (decoupled) K1, K2, K3, K4 

Kinematics (high/intermediate) K5, K6, K7, K8 

Loading K10, K11 

Conformity  K5, K6, K7, K8 

XPE Crosslink Density K5, K9 

Modularity K16, K17 

Lubricant (volume) K12, K13, K14, K15 

Lubricant (concentration) K16, K18 

Lubricant (composition) K16, K19, K20 

 

 

. 
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Chapter 4 

Results and Discussion 

4.1 Introductory Remarks 

Research was conducted for the development of new computational wear simulation 

models, to evaluate the accuracy of computational wear simulation models and to 

investigate the effects of TKR design variables and conditions on wear. This chapter 

includes the presentation and discussion of the results of this research.  
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4.2 Simulation of Contact Mechanics 

The computational wear simulation process requires the accurate simulation of 

contact mechanics, as the contact mechanics results are required by the computational 

wear model for the prediction of wear. FE simulations have previously been 

demonstrated to accurately predict TKR contact mechanics and deformation behaviour 

[335, 339]. Alternatively, MBD simulations may offer greater computational efficiency 

and have been widely implemented for the simulation of TKR contact mechanics in the 

literature [39, 40, 260, 328, 336-338]. However, the accuracy of MBD simulations for the 

prediction of TKR contact mechanics has not been as extensively verified, in comparison 

to FE simulations. Therefore, simulations were conducted to develop a PO relationship 

optimized for the MBD simulation of TKR contact mechanics (Section 3.2). The 

accuracy of the optimized PO relationship was then assessed through the comparison of 

the MBD predicted results to the results of previously verified FE simulations. The 

optimized PO relationship must be demonstrated to be highly correlated (R2>0.85) with 

the results of the previously verified FE simulations in order to be accepted as a suitable 

method for the prediction of TKR contact mechanics in computational wear simulations. 
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4.2.1 Results 

Axis-symmetric simulations were conducted to develop an optimized MBD PO 

relationship (Figure 33). The comparison between the MBD simulation results and the 

results of the verified FE simulation enabled a relationship to be determined through least 

squares minimization curve fitting to determine an optimized PO relationship for the 

MBD simulations. The fitted natural logarithm curve was determined to be: 

 

P = 5 ∙ ln(x) + 37           (28) 

 

where P represents contact pressure (MPa) and x represents overclosure (mm). The 

optimized PO relationship resulted in a coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.64, 

indicating relatively poor correlation strength. Additionally, comparing the optimized PO 

relationship to the data from each test reveals that the optimized PO relationship does not 

accurately represent all of the tests (Figure 33). The axis-symmetric simulations display 

the trends of increasing peak contact pressure under increasing load, and decreasing 

contact pressure under increasing conformity.  
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Figure 33: Axis-symmetric simulation results and the optimized PO relationship. 

 

Following the development of the optimized PO relationship, static simulations were 

conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the MBD simulations in comparison to a 

previously verified FE simulation procedure (Table 10, Figure 34). The MBD simulation 

difference (%) was defined as the difference between the MBD and FE simulation results 

divided by the FE simulation results. Contact area difference ranged from 11.1% under-

predicted to 34.4% over-predicted. Contact pressure difference ranged from 24.2% 

under-predicted to 53.6% over-predicted. The results also demonstrated increasing 

conformity to result in underpredicted area and overpredicted contact pressure predictions 

for the MBD simulations relative to the FE simulations (Table 10, Figure 34). 
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Table 10: Comparison of the contact area (Area) and contact pressure (P) predictions of 

the FE and MBD static TKR simulations. 

Contact Area 

 Load (N) 

170 1300 2600 

High Conformity 

FE Area (mm²) 29.3 87.6 131.1 

MBD Area (mm²) 28.6 77.9 120.2 

Difference (%) -0.024 -0.111 -0.083 

Medium Conformity 

FE Area (mm²) 21.7 56.9 89.2 

MBD Area (mm²) 21.1 60.6 92.5 

Difference (%) -0.027 0.065 0.037 

Low Conformity 

FE Area (mm²) 8.9 32.6 52.5 

MBD Area (mm²) 11.9 41.4 68.7 

Difference (%) 0.344 0.272 0.309 

 

Contact Pressure 

 Load (N) 

170 1300 2600 

High Conformity 

FE P (MPa) 6.3 13.9 18.5 

MBD P (MPa) 9.7 17.2 20.2 

Difference (%) 0.536 0.235 0.093 

Medium Conformity 

FE P (MPa) 9.7 23.3 26.1 

MBD P (MPa) 12.7 20.7 24.1 

Difference (%) 0.309 -0.112 -0.076 

Low Conformity 

FE P (MPa) 23.2 34.3 36.8 

MBD P (MPa) 17.6 26.3 30.2 

Difference (%) -0.242 -0.235 -0.18 
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Figure 34: Contact pressure of the PE insert medial condyle predicted by the FE and 

MBD simulations under varying conformity at a load of 1300 N (the gray colored area is 

beyond the contact region of the simulations and thus has a contact pressure of 0 MPa). 
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As a final means of evaluating the accuracy of MBD simulations with the optimized 

PO relationship, the contact mechanics of a TKR were predicted over the ISO gait cycle. 

Articular contact area and peak contact pressure were recorded during both the FE and 

MBD simulations. The MBD simulation required only 4.6% of the computation time 

required by the FE simulation. The maximum contact area difference over the gait cycle 

was 35% and the maximum peak contact pressure difference was 41%, for the MBD 

simulation compared to the FE simulation.  

 

4.2.2 Discussion 

The optimization of the MBD PO relationship was conducted using axis-symmetric 

simulations of varying conformity and load. These axis-symmetric simulations 

demonstrated a clear and distinct trend for each combination of conformity and loading 

(Figure 33). Increased load is found to result in the requirement of increased contact 

pressure from the MBD simulation, even at the same overclosure values relative to 

decreased loading experiments. Meanwhile, increasing conformity requires decreased 

contact pressures, even at the same overclosure values relative to less conforming 

components. From these results it is evident that MBD simulations, unlike FE 

simulations, are not able to accurately account for the effects of changes to conformity 

and loading. This deficiency of MBD simulations may be attributed to it’s over 

simplification of the domain as a set of independent springs. The assumption of MBD 

simulations that each node/spring is unaffected by the deformation of neighbouring 

nodes/springs provides zero shear stiffness and misrepresents true PE material behaviour. 
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A natural logarithm curve has been optimized to provide a best-fit through the axis-

symmetric simulation data points. However, the agreement of this fitted curve is not of 

good quality (R2=0.64) and it is apparent that the fitted curve does not represent any of 

the axis-symmetric experiments particularly well (Figure 33). If a practical method were 

available for implementing a different PO relationship in each case based on the load and 

conformity, then MBD simulations may be able to provide more accurate results. 

However, it is a requirement of the contact mechanics prediction method that it must be 

robust and widely applicable to all possible TKR designs and conditions. 

 Static simulations were performed with TKR components of varying conformity and 

loading conditions to evaluate the accuracy of the optimized MBD PO relationship. 

Changes in conformity and load were, once again, demonstrated to have great influence 

over the contact pressure and contact area predictions (Table 10, Figure 34). Increasing 

conformity was demonstrated to cause increasing area predictions and decreasing 

pressure predictions relative to the FE results. The differences were as large as 53.6% and 

34.4% for contact pressure and area, respectively. While these differences may be 

acceptable for kinematic predictive analyses, these differences are unacceptably large for 

computational wear predictions.  

The range of geometric parameters of the static simulations was selected to represent 

the range of highly to minimally conforming TKR designs. However, it is important to 

note that these simplified simulations do not represent the full range of conditions which 

may be experienced by TKRs. Due to the internal-external rotation and anterior-posterior 

translation between the femoral component and tibial insert, the alignment and relative 

conformity of the TKR components are constantly changing throughout the gait cycle. 
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The contact conditions can change greatly with changes to the relative position of the 

components, such as when the posterior edge of the PE insert is encountered due to the 

posterior displacement of the femoral component relative to the PE insert. Therefore, for 

the final simulation scenario, the contact mechanics of a TKR over the ISO gait cycle was 

predicted. The contact pressure difference (41%) and contact area difference (35%) of the 

MBD simulation was once again found to be unacceptably high for computational wear 

simulations, yet may still be within the acceptable limits of kinematic analyses. 

Although MBD simulations have often been implemented in the literature for 

computational wear simulations [39, 40, 260, 328, 337, 338], the evaluation of MBD 

simulation accuracy for the prediction of contact mechanics across such a broad range of 

conformity and loading conditions had not been previously considered [328, 345]. Many 

of these MBD simulations [39, 40, 330, 348] from the literature have implemented the 

PO relationship developed by Halloran et al. [328]. The optimized PO relationship, 

developed through the present research, based on the curve fitting of axis-symmetric 

simulations, resulted in a similar trend (R2=0.92) compared to the piecewise-linear PO 

relationship developed by Halloran et al. [328]. The similarity between these two PO 

relationships, which were developed independently and under different simulated 

conditions, provides further support that these PO relationships are well optimized based 

on the conditions of the TKR. Nevertheless, the results of the present research have 

indicated that the MBD simulation method may be incapable of providing sufficient 

levels of accuracy to be used in computational wear simulations. Contact pressure and 

area prediction differences of greater than 15% would have a substantial effect on the 

predictive accuracy of computational wear simulations. Furthermore, the magnitude of 
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the differences has been demonstrated to be dependent on conformity and load. This 

implies that not only would the predicted wear magnitude be inaccurate for MBD 

computational wear simulations, but the relative ranking of designs may also be 

inaccurate. The dependence of MBD simulation predictions on geometric conformity and 

applied load may stem from the fundamental assumption of MBD methods, which 

specifies that the displacement of each node is independent of the displacement of 

neighbouring nodes. The independence of nodal displacements does not represent true PE 

material behaviour and neglects the shear stiffness of the material [339]. 

If a practical method were available for implementing a different PO relationship 

during each instant of time and at each location based on the known load and a 

measurement of local conformity then the accuracy of MBD simulations could be greatly 

improved. Additionally, an alternative method with the potential of increased accuracy 

may be to implement relative springs between each neighbouring node so that the shear 

stiffness of the material may be approximated. However, this relative spring adaptation of 

MBD methods would no longer qualify as an elastic foundation method, as the 

deformation of each node would be dependent on the deformation of neighbouring nodes. 

Overall, the MBD simulations have demonstrated greatly improved computational 

efficiency at the expense of decreased agreement relative to FE simulations. The results 

demonstrated by MBD simulations may be acceptable for kinematic predictive analyses, 

where the articular surface reaction forces are of key concern and the precise values of 

contact pressure and area are of less concern. However, for computational wear 

simulations the predictive capabilities of MBD simulations are insufficient. Furthermore, 

as MBD simulations cannot predict the contact mechanics of the backside surface, FE 
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simulation remains the only verified means of accurately predicting the contact 

mechanics of the PE insert articular and backside surfaces. 

 

4.2.3 Concluding Remarks 

Both FE and MBD simulations have previously been used in the literature for the 

prediction of TKR articular contact mechanics. The accuracy of FE simulations has 

previously been well verified, yet the accuracy of MBD simulations had not been as 

thoroughly investigated. Therefore, in the present research, computational simulations 

were conducted to develop a MBD PO relationship and assess its predictive capabilities 

relative to a previously verified FE simulation procedure. The MBD simulations resulted 

in as much as 53% and 35% differences from the FE simulations for the prediction of 

contact pressure and area, respectively. Prediction differences were demonstrated to be 

dependent on both load and conformity. MBD simulations with the developed PO 

relationship may be sufficient for kinematic prediction analyses. Yet, for computational 

wear simulations the predictive capabilities of these MBD simulations would be 

insufficient. Therefore, FE simulations are recommended for the prediction of contact 

mechanics in computational wear simulations, as well as whenever contact pressure and 

area predictions are of great importance. Thus, FE simulations were hereafter exclusively 

implemented for the simulation of contact mechanics in the research of this thesis. 
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4.3 Computational Investigation of the Effects of Insert 

Thickness on Wear 

Tibial insert thickness has previously been demonstrated to affect TKR wear. In the 

present study, computational simulations were performed for PE and XPE inserts of 

thicknesses ranging from 5-25mm to investigate the effects of insert thickness on contact 

pressure, sliding distances and wear for both the articular and backside surfaces. The 

computational wear simulations utilized FE simulations for the prediction of TKR contact 

mechanics, as MBD simulations were shown to be insufficiently accurate by the research 

of the preceding section (Section 4.2). An existing computational wear model from the 

literature [60] was implemented to enable the effects of insert thickness on wear to be 

computationally analyzed. 

 

4.3.1 Results 

The computational simulations demonstrated the trends of decreasing peak contact 

pressure and increasing contact area to occur with increasing insert thickness (Figure 35 

and Figure 36). For the XPE inserts, the peak contact pressures were higher and the 

contact areas were lower than those of the PE inserts (Figure 35 and Figure 36). Contact 

pressures and contact areas were greater medially than laterally for all inserts (Figure 35).  

The peak contact pressure of the articular surface decreased nonlinearly with 

increasing insert thickness (Figure 36). However, this change was shown to be relatively 

small (≈8%) (Table 11). Articular wear slightly decreased with increasing insert thickness 
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(Figure 37). The decrease in wear associated with increasing insert thickness was again 

rather small (≈3%) (Table 11). The results also show that the PE inserts were associated 

with 2.3-times greater wear on the articular surface than the XPE inserts. 

 

Table 11: Peak contact pressure (P), peak cumulative sliding distances (Slide Dist) and 

wear (mm3/million cycles (MC)) for the articular and backside surfaces of tibial inserts of 

various thicknesses. 
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Topside Backside 

P 

(MPa) 

Wear 

(mm3/MC) 

P 

(MPa) 

Slide Dist 

(mm) 

Wear 

(mm3/MC) 

PE 

5 22.66 15.11 13.80 3.08 0.83 

10 21.96 14.91 13.47 4.86 0.89 

15 21.40 14.75 13.27 6.37 0.93 

20 21.04 14.64 13.13 7.60 0.97 

25 20.88 14.60 13.00 8.55 1.00 

XPE 

5 23.79 6.60 12.88 2.52 0.31 

10 23.02 6.51 12.76 4.33 0.39 

15 22.46 6.45 12.68 5.88 0.45 

20 22.12 6.40 12.62 7.16 0.51 

25 21.93 6.38 12.58 8.19 0.55 

Increased Interference 

PE 

5     13.80 2.31 0.62 

10     13.47 3.93 0.67 

15     13.27 5.31 0.70 

20     13.13 6.43 0.73 

25     13.00 7.31 0.75 

XPE 

5     12.88 2.19 0.27 

10     12.76 3.73 0.34 

15     12.68 5.02 0.40 

20     12.62 6.06 0.45 

25     12.58 6.85 0.49 
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Figure 35: Contact pressure at the articular surface of the PE and XPE inserts during 

heel-strike (gait cycle: 10%). 

 

 

Figure 36: Peak contact pressures at the articular surface for the PE and XPE inserts at 

heal strike (gait cycle: 10%). 
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Figure 37: In silico predicted articular wear rate for the PE and XPE inserts. 

 

For the backside surface, the peak contact pressure decreased nonlinearly with 

increasing insert thickness (Figure 38 and Figure 39). As with the articular surface, 

backside contact pressures and contact areas were greater medially than laterally for all 

inserts (Figure 38). Peak contact pressures were greater for PE than XPE (Figure 38 and 

Figure 39). The overall changes in backside contact pressure were small (≈4%) (Table 

11). 

Backside cumulative sliding distances increased nonlinearly with increasing insert 

thickness (Figure 40 and Figure 41). Backside cumulative sliding distances of the XPE 

inserts were less than those of the PE inserts (Figure 40 and Figure 41). The thicker 

inserts resulted in greater cumulative sliding distances in the posterior region, compared 

with the locations of higher cumulative sliding distances on the thinner inserts (Figure 
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40). The overall change in backside cumulative sliding distances was very pronounced 

(≈101%) for both PE and XPE (Table 11). Backside wear increased with increasing insert 

thickness (Figure 42). Increasing insert thickness resulted in a large increase in backside 

wear (≈38%) (Table 11). 

Increasing the locking mechanism interference fit appeared to reduce backside 

sliding distances by 18% and 14% on average for PE and XPE, respectively (Figure 41). 

The increased interference reduced backside wear by 25% and 11% for PE and XPE, 

respectively (Figure 42). 

 

 

Figure 38: Contact pressure at the backside surface of the PE and XPE inserts during 

heel-strike (gait cycle =10%). 
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Figure 39: Peak contact pressures at the backside surface for the PE and XPE inserts at 

heal strike (gait cycle =10%). 

 

 

Figure 40: Cumulative sliding distances at the backside surface of the PE and XPE inserts 

over the gait cycle. 
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Figure 41: Peak cumulative sliding distances at the backside surface for the PE and XPE 

inserts of both regular (PE, XPE) and increased interference fit (PE-Int, XPE-Int) over 

the entire gait cycle. 

 

 

Figure 42: In silico predicted backside wear rate for the PE and XPE inserts of both 

regular and increased interference fit over the gait cycle. 
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4.3.2 Discussion 

Increased insert thickness resulted in increased contact areas and decreased peak 

contact pressures for the articular surface (Figure 35 and Figure 36). These results are in 

agreement with the static results of Bartell et al. [256, 257]. Increased insert thickness 

enables lower peak contact pressures due to the elastic deformation of the additional 

material, permitting the load to be more evenly distributed over a larger area and thus 

decreasing peak contact pressure (Figure 35, Figure 36 and Table 11). Although 

increased insert thickness leads to reduced peak contact pressures, it also results in 

increased contact area and therefore the reduction in wear was not very pronounced 

(Figure 37). Contact pressures were greater medially than laterally corresponding to the 

increased loading of the medial side as per the ISO standard and clinically reported 

behaviour [17]. The increased contact pressures and stresses associated with thinner 

inserts would be far more devastating for inserts of reduced mechanical properties [363, 

364]. Oxidation has been demonstrated to result in as much as an 85% decrease in 

ultimate strength [365]. Therefore, the historical failures associated with insufficiently 

thin inserts for oxidized gamma-air sterilized inserts [363, 364] may not be directly 

relevant to the outcomes for modern bearing materials. The lower limit of acceptable 

insert thickness for modern bearing materials may be lower than the historical values. 

The XPE material demonstrated higher contact pressures and correspondingly smaller 

contact areas on the articular surface (Figure 35 and Figure 36) due to its increased 

stiffness which limits elastic deformation [3]. The sliding distances of the articular 
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surface were not recorded because they remained largely unaffected by the changes in 

insert thickness. 

For the backside surface, increased insert thickness once again led to reduced peak 

contact pressure due to the elastic deformation of additional material of the thicker inserts 

(Figure 38 and Figure 39). The contact pressures of the XPE were lower than those for 

the PE due to the fact that the XPE has a higher modulus of elasticity. Thus, the loads 

from the less conforming articular surfaces are more evenly distributed before they reach 

the highly conforming backside surface for the XPE.  

Most interestingly, the cumulative sliding distances of the backside surface increased 

with increasing insert thickness (Figure 40 and Figure 41). It was expected that this trend 

occurred mainly because for thicker inserts the reaction forces at the articular surface 

were further away from the locking mechanism, resulting in a greater moment arm 

(Figure 43). Thus, an articular shear force of 100 N, corresponding to a normal load of 

2500 N with a coefficient of friction of 0.04, would result in a moment Ma of 0.5 Nm and 

2.5 Nm for the 5 and 25 mm inserts, respectively (Figure 43). Since the locking 

mechanism dimensions remain constant, the increase in moment (5-times greater for the 

25 mm insert than the 5 mm insert) may lead to increased backside micromotion for 

thicker inserts despite the overall low magnitude of the moments. It was previously 

suspected by Brandt et al [7] that thicker inserts would result in less peripheral expansion 

and thereby increase backside sliding distances, and thus surface damage. Interestingly, 

the present study revealed that increasing insert thickness led to increased peripheral 

expansion of the inserts, as the additional material enabled additional elastic deformation. 

This would act to further engage the locking mechanism and reduce backside sliding 
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distances with increasing insert thickness. However, the magnitude of this peripheral 

expansion between inserts that varied in thickness was very small (<2%) and thus, it did 

not confirm the suggestions by Brandt et al. [7].  

 

Figure 43: PE inserts of increased thickness have an increased moment arm of the 

articular surface about the locking mechanism (a 100 N articular shear force would result 

in 0.5 Nm and 2.5 Nm for the 5 and 25 mm inserts, respectively). 

 

The decreased backside contact pressures associated with increased insert thicknesses 

were anticipated to reduce backside wear [60]. However, the increased backside sliding 

distances for thicker inserts would tend to increase backside wear and as a result, 

backside wear increased with increasing insert thickness (Figure 42). The results of the 

present study for the backside surface are in agreement with the retrieval results of Brandt 
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et al. [7], who observed increased backside damage for thicker inserts, assuming a linear 

relationship between the extent of surface damage and actual wear. 

The magnitudes of backside sliding distances and wear have been shown to be highly 

dependent on the locking mechanism [335]. In the present study, increasing the 

interference fit of the locking mechanism reduced peak cumulative backside sliding 

distances for the PE inserts by an average of 18%. Due to the increased stiffness of XPE 

over PE, the increased interference had a somewhat lesser effect, with XPE peak 

cumulative backside sliding distances being reduced by 14% on average. The average 

reduction in backside wear due to the increase in interference fit for PE and XPE were 

25% and 11%, respectively. It should be noted that these values differ from the change in 

sliding distances due to the importance of cross shear and directional strain hardening on 

wear. The interference fit experiment of the present study demonstrated the importance of 

the locking mechanism in preventing backside micromotion and thus wear. It also 

demonstrated how the increased stiffness of XPE, over PE, can result in reduced backside 

micromotion, demonstrating an additional advantage for XPE over PE. Furthermore, it 

can be reasonably inferred that with reduced interference fit, backside micromotion and 

wear can increase significantly [8], since an increase in interference of only 0.254mm 

resulted in a 18% decrease in micromotion for PE inserts. 

The wear rates predicted by the computational simulations of the present study are 

similar to the values that were observed in knee simulator wear testing. McEwen et al. 

[16] performed knee simulator wear testing of the PFC-Sigma with 10 mm thick inserts 

(GUR 1020, 2.5-4 MRad). Unfortunately, these tests were not performed under the ISO 

standard, yet the conditions were similar and therefore the wear results were expected to 
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be relevant. The knee simulator wear test values of 16 ± 4 mm3/million cycles (MC) [16] 

were found to be very similar in magnitude to the wear rate of 15.8 mm3/MC determined 

by the present study. McEwen et al. [16] also performed knee simulator wear testing of 

moderately crosslinked PE (GUR 1050, 5 MRad) inserts which resulted in a wear rate of 

13 ± 3.9 mm3/MC. The wear rate demonstrated by McEwen et al. [16] for 5 MRad XPE 

also compares well to the average of the highly crosslinked and non-crosslinked 

computational results for a 10mm insert of 11.35 mm3/MC calculated in the present 

study. Additional knee simulator wear tests were performed under the same kinematics as 

those of McEwen et al. [16] by Van Citters et al. [358] for GUR 1020, 4 MRad XPE. A 

linear depth penetration of 21 µm/MC was determined from these knee simulator wear 

tests [358]. Retrievals of the same TKR were also measured for linear depth penetration 

and a rate of 47.5 µm/year was obtained [358]. The damage features observed for the 

retrievals and knee simulator wear tests were considered to be comparable. Van Citters et 

al. [358] therefore suggested that 2.2 MC of knee simulator wear testing may be 

equivalent to 1 year of in vivo wear for this particular implant. This relationship may also 

be applied to the computational simulations, resulting in predicted in vivo average wear 

rates of 34.8 and 15.2 mm3/year for the PE and XPE, respectively. Further knee simulator 

wear testing following the ISO standard 14243-3 utilizing a range of different insert 

thicknesses, as well as an implant retrieval investigation, would be useful to verify the 

results of the computational experiments conducted in the present study. Additionally, 

computational wear simulation methods are continually evolving, with new 

computational wear models being developed with the objective of increased predictive 

accuracy. The TD-ED-TR (CBL) developed as part of this thesis research (Sections 3.4, 
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3.6) was developed following the completion of the present study and was therefore 

unavailable for application at the time of this research. However, the implementation of a 

different wear model in the present study may have affected the results. 

The availability of a wide range of insert thicknesses is essential to ensure the proper 

tension within the surrounding soft tissue constraints. The surgeon may also have some 

control over the approximate insert size required by controlling the amount of tibial bone 

resected and by using augments, rather than thicker inserts, when the situation permits. 

Due to recent changes in TKR bearing materials, insert thickness was not expected to 

have the same effect on wear performance as was demonstrated by PE with high 

oxidization potential or heat-pressing formed PE. Therefore, computational simulations 

were conducted in the present study to investigate how insert thickness may affect the 

contact pressures, sliding distances and wear of TKRs with modern bearing materials in 

the present study. Overall, increasing insert thicknesses resulted in decreased articular 

surface wear and increased backside wear. The magnitude of changes to articular wear 

remained small (≈3%), while the relative changes in backside wear were more 

pronounced (≈38%). However, since backside wear makes up only 6.5% of total wear on 

average for this particular design, the overall changes in wear remained small.  

Insert thickness may have a greater influence on wear than shown here for inserts 

with reduced material properties due to oxidation, or for inserts with less effective 

locking mechanisms then the peripheral locking mechanism of the PFC-Sigma used in 

the present study. Additionally, if the locking mechanism were to deteriorate through 

prolonged use, the increased backside sliding distances of thicker inserts may begin to 

have a greater effect on backside wear. These potential problems could become more 
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significant in situations of increased tribological demand such as younger, heavier and 

more active patients. 

 

4.3.3 Concluding Remarks 

The effects of insert thickness on the contact pressure, sliding distances and wear of 

the articular and backside surfaces were investigated using computational simulations. 

Increasing insert thickness from 5 mm to 25 mm was found to decrease articular peak 

contact pressure (≈8%) and decrease articular wear (≈3%). Meanwhile for the backside 

surface, increasing insert thickness from 5 mm to 25 mm was found to decrease peak 

contact pressure (≈4%), increase peak cumulative sliding distances (≈101%) and increase 

backside wear (≈38%). This demonstrates that insert thickness can have an even greater 

relative effect on the sliding distances and wear of the backside surface than the articular 

surface. The use of XPE over PE was discovered to substantially reduce wear rates 

(78%). Increasing the interference fit of the tibial locking mechanism by 0.254 mm was 

found to decrease backside peak cumulative sliding distances (≈16%) and decrease 

backside wear (≈18%). This observation demonstrates the importance of the locking 

mechanism design, as even a small increase in interference fit can lead to a substantial 

change in wear rate. Therefore, it is important that implants are designed to have 

maximized interference fit within the practical limitations of what can feasibly be 

assembled in the operating room.  

Although insert thickness was demonstrated to affect wear rates, the change in overall 

wear rate remained small for the range of insert thicknesses considered. These 
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computational wear simulation results demonstrated that the wear performance of modern 

bearing materials may be less sensitive to changes in insert thickness compared to 

historical materials such as heat pressing formed PE and PE with high oxidization 

potential. However, since decreased insert thickness has been demonstrated to increase 

stress and articular contact pressures, while increasing insert thickness has been 

demonstrated to lead to increased backside micromotion and wear, insert thicknesses 

beyond the range investigated in this study (5 mm to 25 mm) may still present a risk. 
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4.4 Development of a Time Dependent Cross Shear and 

Energy Dissipation Wear Model 

Previously existing computational wear models have provided consideration for very 

few of the variables known to affect wear (as discussed in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.4.3.2). 

These previously existing wear models may still provide useful insight for highly 

constrained cases, where the effects of a relative change in TKR design or conditions are 

expected to mainly result in changes to the variables which are considered by the 

computational wear model. The computational investigation of the effects of insert 

thickness on wear of the previous section (Section 4.3) was an example of such a case. 

However, previously existing computational wear models have not demonstrated the 

necessary correlation strength compared to knee simulator wear tests to enable the full 

design optimization of TKRs for the reduction of wear. Therefore, the development of a 

new computational wear model was undertaken (Section 3.4) with the objective of 

improving the predictive accuracy of computational wear simulations. The present 

research discusses the results of the development and evaluation of a time dependent 

cross shear and energy dissipation wear model. The accuracy of the newly developed 

computational wear model was assessed through comparison to POD and knee simulator 

wear tests under various kinematic conditions and under the ISO 14243-3 standard. 
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4.4.1 Computational Results 

Six wear models were utilized to predict the volumetric wear rates of POD results 

(first experiment), knee simulator test results under various kinematic conditions (second 

experiment) and knee simulator tests under the stated ISO standard (third experiment). 

For the first experiment, spearman's rank correlation coefficients (ρ) and coefficients of 

determination (R2) were calculated for each of the six models compared with the POD 

volumetric wear rate results (Table 12). The inclusion of the cross shear (CS) term (M2-

M6 compared to M1) and the implementation of the time dependent - energy dissipation 

approach (M5 and M6 compared to M1-M4) were both associated with substantial 

increases in correlation strength (>5%). 

 

Table 12: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients (ρ) and coefficient of determination 

(R2) for each of the six wear models compared to the POD test results for the first 

experiment. 

   ρ R2 

M1 Archard's Wear Law 0.25 0.06 

M2 Turell et al. 0.43 0.19 

M3 Abdelgaied et al. 0.77 0.6 

M4 CPI 0.77 0.6 

M5 TD-ED 0.84 0.71 

M6 TD-ED-TR 0.85 0.72 

 

For the kinematic tests of the second experiment, Archard's wear law (M1) was 

unable to account for the introduction of CS, resulting in greatly under-predicted wear 

(Table 13, Figure 44). The CS time dependent wear models (CPI, TD-ED and TD-ED-
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TR; M4-M6) resulted in relative wear rate increases within one standard deviation of the 

knee simulator results for the introduction of CS. The TD-ED and TD-ED-TR (M5 and 

M6) wear models accurately modeled the relative wear rate increase associated with the 

first three tests and offered significant improvement over the other models. For the 

relative wear rate increase between tests 3 and 4, only the TD-ED-TR model (M6) 

showed any increase in wear (15% increase) corresponding to the introduction of tractive 

rolling.  

 

 

Figure 44: Relative PE wear rate increase for the second experiment: wear under various 

kinematic conditions. 
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Table 13: Wear model predicted relative wear rate increase values for the AMK under 

various kinematic conditions for the second experiment. 

Model Test Relative 

Wear Rate 

Increase 

Error 

M1 
Archard's 

Wear Law 

1 1 NA 

2 1.16 81.0% 

3 2.96 65.9% 

4 1.36 87.5% 

M2 Turell et al. 

1 1 NA 

2 10.19 67.3% 

3 19.56 125.4% 

4 14.06 30.2% 

M3 
Abdelgaied 

et al. 

1 1 NA 

2 5.02 17.6% 

3 11.71 35.0% 

4 6.74 37.6% 

M4 CPI 

1 1 NA 

2 5.28 13.4% 

3 11.7 34.8% 

4 7.14 33.9% 

M5 TD-ED 

1 1 NA 

2 5.79 5.0% 

3 9.72 12.0% 

4 6.97 35.5% 

M6 TD-ED-TR 

1 1 NA 

2 5.8 4.8% 

3 9.74 12.3% 

4 8 26.0% 
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Figure 45: PE wear rate (mm3/MC) for the third experiment: AMK wear under ISO 

14243-3. 

 

PE wear was predicted for the AMK following the stated ISO standard for the third 

experiment (Table 14, Figure 45). The predicted results were compared to knee simulator 

wear rates for the AMK combined from two independent sources [11, 251] resulting in a 

combined wear rate of 27.20 ± 3.85 mm3/ Million cycles (MC). Only Archard’s wear law 

(M1), TD-ED (M5) and TD-ED-TR (M6) predicted wear rates fell within one standard 

deviation of the knee simulator results.  The agreement between the knee simulator mean 

wear rate and the wear model predicted wear rate was best for the TD-ED-TR wear 

model (M6) (28.22 mm3/MC). 
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Table 14: Wear rate results for the AMK under ISO 14243-3 for the third experiment. 

   Wear Rate 

(mm3/Nm) 

Error 

 Knee Simulator 27.2   

M1 Archard et al. 23.54 13.50% 

M2 Turell et al. 20.4 25.00% 

M3 Abdelgaied et al. 16.66 38.70% 

M4 CPI 23.04 15.30% 

M5 TD-ED 25.66 5.70% 

M6 TD-ED-TR 28.22 3.80% 

 

 

4.4.2 Discussion 

The six wear models were evaluated against POD and knee simulator wear test 

results. The TD-ED-TR model (M6) demonstrated the greatest overall correlation 

strength of all the models. Archard's wear law (M1) is proportional only to sliding 

distance and contact pressure [258] and therefore resulted in poor agreement with the 

POD and knee simulator results for the first and second experiments (Table 12 and Table 

13). Archard’s wear law’s (M1) success in the third experiment (Table 14) was mainly 

due to the selection of a wear factor which was well suited to this specific case. Archard’s 

wear law’s (M1) applicability is limited, as it could not account for kinematic changes 

such as increased CS, as demonstrated by the first and second experiments. The model of 

Turell et al. (M2) offered an increase in correlation strength over Archard’s wear law, for 

the first and second experiments, due to the inclusion of time independent CS in the 
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model (Table 12 and Table 13). The time and contact pressure independent wear model 

of Abdelgaied et al. (M3) offered some improved predictability over the previous models 

for the trend predicting experiments (first and second experiments), yet under-predicted 

the wear magnitude for the third experiment (Table 12 – Table 14). The CPI wear model 

(M4) predicted trends similar to the model of Abdelgaied et al. (M3) for the first and 

second experiments, yet provided improved predictability for the ISO knee simulator 

(third) experiment (Table 12 – Table 14).  

The TD-ED model (M5) resulted in improved predictability over the previously 

discussed models (Table 12 – Table 14, Figure 44 and Figure 45). The TD-ED model can 

accurately replicate the trends of the second experiment (kinematics) for the introduction 

of CS, and increased sliding distances. However, the TD-ED wear model does not 

consider the effects of tractive rolling on PE wear [217]. Consequently, the TD-ED wear 

model predicted a decrease in wear, corresponding to the decrease in sliding distance, 

between tests 3 and 4 (Table 13, Figure 44). The TD-ED wear model predicted a PE wear 

rate which fell within one standard deviation of knee simulator values for the prediction 

of the AMK under the stated ISO standard. 

The TD-ED-TR (M6) model offered a slight increase in correlation strength over the 

TD-ED model (M5) for most experiments, since it included a sliding velocity dependent 

coefficient of friction (Table 12 – Table 14, Figure 44 and Figure 45). For the fourth test 

of the second experiment the TD-ED-TR model resulted in a 15% increase in wear, 

compared to the TD-ED model prediction, in response to the introduction of tractive 

rolling. However, the increase in wear due to the introduction of tractive rolling was 
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under predicted, resulting in an under predicted wear rate (Figure 44, Table 13). 

Therefore, the model requires further development to improve its predictive accuracy 

regarding the magnitude of increase in wear associated with the introduction of tractive 

rolling. The TD-ED-TR wear model most accurately matched the knee simulator wear 

test results for the AMK under the stated ISO standard.  Furthermore, the PE surface 

depth values (0.055 mm/year; based on the assumption of 1 MC/year in vivo) predicted 

by the TD-ED-TR wear model were within the measured range (minimum-to-maximum) 

of clinically reported PE surface depths for this particular implant from radiographic 

(0.046-0.115 mm/year) [62] and retrieval (0.03-1.31 mm/year) [360] wear studies. 

Contact pressure exhibits complex trends with regards to wear rates, with a 

downward parabolic trend under constant loading [210], yet consistently increasing wear 

under dynamic loading [366]. This behaviour was represented in both the TD-ED and 

TD-ED-TR models by means of an energy dissipation rate factor (ERF). However, the 

precise mechanism by which this behaviour occurs remains unknown. It is speculated 

that several mechanisms which may be responsible for this behaviour include thermal 

effects [209] and the resulting changes to crystalline lamellae behaviour [367], 

lubrication effects [164], or the effects of material cold flow [222].  

The TD-ED (M5) and TD-ED-TR (M6) wear models approximate the effects of 

contact pressure on PE wear and were therefore able to replicate the complex trends 

demonstrated by POD tests with regard to contact pressure (Figure 46). With increasing 

contact pressure, Archard’s wear law (M1) and the model of Turell et al. (M2) both 

predicted linearly increasing wear. The model of Abdelgaied et al. (M3) and the CPI wear 
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model (M4) both predicted a constant wear rate unaffected by contact pressure. 

Meanwhile, both the TD-ED and TD-ED-TR wear models (M5 and M6) predicted the 

complex contact pressure - wear trends demonstrated by POD test results.  

 

 

Figure 46: Effect of contact pressure on wear rate as demonstrated by published POD 

tests [222] and predicted by PE wear models. 
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of the present study include the approximation of the contact pressure – PE wear 

behaviour through the energy dissipation rate factor (ERF) rather than through the 

modeling of the precise mechanism responsible for this behaviour. Additionally, the 

previously discussed differences in experimental conditions between the computational 

simulation and the knee simulator for the second experiment may have introduced error 

into the results. Further work, in the following sections of this thesis, aims to address 

these limitations and continue the development of computational PE wear modeling. 

 

4.4.3 Concluding Remarks 

The TD-ED-TR wear model, which incorporated consideration of the time dependent 

molecular behaviour of PE, aspects of tractive rolling and contact pressure, resulted in an 

increase in correlation strength over several previously developed wear models compared 

to POD and knee simulator wear test results. The results of this study warrant the further 

investigation of the time dependent – energy dissipation approach to the computational 

wear modeling of TKRs. Further research into the effects of contact pressure on wear and 

the incorporation of these findings into the TD-ED-TR wear model may further improve 

the predictive accuracy of computational wear simulations. 
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4.5 Investigation of the Influence of Contact Pressure 

on Polyethylene Wear 

The TD-ED-TR wear model developed and evaluated in the preceding section 

(Section 4.4) was demonstrated to provide greatly improved correlation strength for the 

prediction of TKR wear over several previously existing wear models. However, the 

results also indicated the need for further research into the effects of contact pressure on 

wear (Section 4.4). Contact pressure has previously been demonstrated to have a complex 

effect on wear in POD tests, yet it was previously not known whether the same trends 

would occur for TKRs. Therefore, in vitro knee simulator wear tests and corresponding in 

silico computational wear simulations were performed to further investigate the effects of 

contact pressure on wear, as well as to evaluate the ability of computational wear models 

to predict the influence of contact pressure on wear. 

 

4.5.1 In Vitro Knee Simulator Wear Test Results 

The first knee simulator wear test was conducted under standard loading, over 2 MC 

and provided a wear rate of 3.37 ± 0.60 mm3/MC (mean ± 95% confidence interval). The 

second knee simulator wear test was conducted under increased loading, over 1.5 MC 

and resulted in a wear rate of 15.12 ± 3.17 mm3/MC. Therefore, the 1.7 fold increase in 

load resulted in a 4.49 fold increase in wear rate (Figure 47, Table 15 and Table 16). The 

surface damage features of the XPE tibial inserts were similar for both the standard 

loading and increased loading tests and appeared as smooth polished regions. The 
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increased loading experiment demonstrated a slightly larger surface damage area than the 

standard loading experiment. Protein precipitation was observed in the lubricant reservoir 

after each 0.5 MC test interval for all tests. 

 

4.5.2 In Silico Computational Wear Simulation Results 

During the 2 MC of standard loading the in silico computational wear simulations 

predicted a wear rate of 4.25 mm3/MC. The computational model parameter Rw of the 

non-linear (M2) and independent (M3) model variants were adjusted by iterative linear 

interpolation to match their predicted wear rates with the wear rate of the linear (M1) 

model variant with an Rw of 1.12 x 10-6. The computational model parameters Rw for the 

non-linear (M2) and independent (M3) model variants were found to be 4.44 x 10-6 and 

7.23 x 10-7, respectively. During the 1.5 MC of increased loading the linear (M1), non-

linear (M2) and independent (M3) models predicted average wear rates of 6.01, 5.32, and 

4.99 mm3/MC, respectively (Figure 47, Table 16). Wear rate fold increases of 1.41, 1.25, 

and 1.17 were predicted by the linear (M1), non-linear (M2) and independent models 

(M3), respectively. The increase in load was found to typically result in an approximate 

1.3 fold increase in contact area (Figure 48 - Figure 51). Meanwhile, the contact pressure 

was shown to typically increase by approximately 1.4 fold due to the increased loading 

(Figure 48 - Figure 51). The worn areas of XPE inserts were similar between the in silico 

computational wear simulations and the in vitro knee simulator wear tests. 
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Figure 47: In vitro knee simulator wear rates (R1-R3) and in silico computational wear 

predictions of the linear (M1), non-linear (M2) and independent  (M3) contact pressure 

computational wear model variants, under standard (0-2 MC) and increased loading (2-

3.5 MC). 

 

Table 15: In vitro knee simulator cumulative wear measurements for stations R1, R2 and 

R3. 

Wear 

Measurement 

Intervals 

(MC) 

Cumulative Wear (mm3) 

R1 R2 R3 

0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.5 1.52 2.06 1.66 

1.0 1.00 3.03 1.62 

1.5 4.32 5.78 5.17 

2.0 5.28 9.64 7.34 

2.5 11.27 22.64 13.92 

3.0 18.21 32.19 18.64 

3.5 25.30 40.89 24.63 
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Table 16: In vitro knee simulator mean wear rates and in silico computational wear 

simulation results under standard and increased loading. 

 Computational 

Model 

Parameter Rw 

Wear Rate (mm3/MC) 
Fold Increase 

in Wear 
Standard 

Load 

Increased 

Load 

Knee Simulator NA 3.37 15.13 4.49 

Linear (M1) 1.12E-06 4.25 6.01 1.41 

Non-Linear (M2) 4.44E-06 4.25 5.31 1.25 

Independent (M3) 7.23E-07 4.25 4.98 1.17 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 48: Contact pressure at the XPE insert articular surface predicted by the finite 

element simulations at the first wear increment during peak loading (t=13%) for the 

standard and increased loading conditions. 
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Figure 49: Contact pressure at the XPE insert backside surface predicted by the finite 

element simulations at the first wear increment during peak loading (t=13%) for the 

standard and increased loading conditions. 

 

 

 

Figure 50: Peak contact pressure at the XPE insert articular surface predicted by the finite 

element simulations at the first wear increment over the full gait cycle for the standard 

and increased loading conditions. 
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Figure 51: Contact area at the XPE insert articular surface predicted by the finite element 

simulations at the first wear increment over the full gait cycle for the standard and 

increased loading conditions. 

 

4.5.3 Discussion 

In vitro knee simulator wear tests and in silico computational wear simulations were 

conducted under standardized and increased loading to investigate the effects of contact 

pressure on XPE wear and evaluate various computational contact pressure models. The 

in vitro knee simulator wear tests under standard loading (3.37 ± 0.60 mm3/MC) 

produced similar wear rates  to the 3 mm3/MC wear rate produced under similar 

kinematics reported by Brockett et al. [368].  The knee simulator wear tests conducted 

with a 1.7 fold increase in vertical load resulted in a 4.49 fold increase in wear. This 

increase in knee simulator wear rate was greater than anticipated, based on the results of 

POD tests which generally demonstrate the trend of decreasing wear with increasing 
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contact pressure [210, 216, 222, 254, 318]. The FE simulations demonstrated the 

increased load to result in an approximate 1.3 fold increase in contact area. Based on the 

4.49 fold increase in wear of the knee simulator wear tests and the limited increase in 

contact area predicted by the FE simulations, the results suggest that TKR XPE wear 

does increase with increasing contact pressure.  

In silico computational wear simulations were performed to evaluate the accuracy of 

the linear (M1), non-linear (M2) and independent (M3) contact pressure wear model 

variants. All three wear model variants predicted increased articular wear and increased 

backside wear for the XPE tibial inserts under increased loading. The increased load 

resulted in increased articular contact pressure, contact area (Figure 48, Figure 50 and 

Figure 51) and articular wear (Figure 47, Table 16). However, the increase in articular 

wear was not only dependent on the change in contact area for the independent (M3) 

model, or the change in contact pressure and contact area for the linear (M1) and non-

linear (M2) models. The time dependent cross shear of the material, energy dissipation, 

and tractive rolling were also accounted for by the computational wear model [37]. The 

increased loading resulted in increased backside contact pressure and sliding distances 

(Figure 49). The increased loading at the articular surface led to greater reaction forces at 

the femoral – XPE tibial insert interface, which resulted in increased backside sliding 

distances. The increase in backside contact pressure and sliding distances led to increased 

backside wear. Therefore, increased loading may also be a variable effecting backside 

wear and locking mechanism degradation [7]. The predicted articular peak contact 

pressure and contact area trends (Figure 50 and Figure 51) were similar to the trends 

previously reported for other TKR designs [64]. Of the computational wear model 
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variants implemented in this study, the non-linear (M2) model has previously been 

identified to predict the results of POD tests with improved correlation strength over the 

linear (M1) and independent (M3) computational wear model variants [37].  Yet for the 

knee simulator wear tests, the linear (M1) model demonstrated improved predictive 

accuracy over the non-linear (M2) and independent (M3) computational wear model 

variants (Figure 47). All three of the contact pressure models greatly under-predicted the 

wear rate increase demonstrated by the knee simulator wear tests (Figure 47). The 

improved agreement of the linear (M1) contact pressure wear model variant with the knee 

simulator wear tests, over the other wear model variants, suggests that wear increases 

with increasing contact pressure in TKRs.  

During the knee simulator wear testing, station R2 provided increased wear rates 

compared to stations R1 and R3 due to inter-station experimental variability. 

Experimental variability was also observed within each station (Figure 47). However, the 

error due to experimental variability was limited by specifying the requirement of 

obtaining a 95% confidence interval of no greater than 20% of the mean wear rate. The 

TKR components used in the knee simulator wear tests of the current study had also 

previously been utilized for 10 MC as part of another study [253]. The loading and 

displacement conditions of ISO 14243-3 had been implemented in this previous study, in 

agreement with the standard loading and displacement conditions applied for the first 2 

MC of the present study. The surface roughness’ of the femoral condyles were measured, 

prior to and after completion of this earlier study, and were found not to have changed 

substantially [253]. This earlier study was also simulated in the in silico computational 
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wear simulations in the attempt to provide the same starting point for each test, however, 

such an approach may have introduced additional error.  

Based on both the in vitro and in silico results of this study, it appears that TKR XPE 

wear may generally increase with increasing contact pressure. These results reveal a 

discrepancy between knee simulator wear testing, which demonstrated increasing wear 

with increasing contact pressure, and POD testing, which generally demonstrates 

decreasing wear with increasing contact pressure within the same contact pressure range. 

This discrepancy may be due to the differences in lubrication conditions between knee 

simulators and POD testers. POD tests exhibit flat-on-flat contact under pure sliding 

while knee simulators exhibit curve-on-curve contact under rolling-sliding. These 

differences in contact conditions may affect the TKR lubrication. The lubricant properties 

may change over the course of the tests to different extents through mechanisms such as 

protein degradation and bacterial growth, based on the different conditions applied and 

whether or not the lubricant was circulated [232, 251, 361].  Accounting for the 

differences in lubrication between TKR and POD tests may explain why contact pressure 

effects wear differently between these two testing methods. The increase in wear 

demonstrated by the knee simulator under increased loading was greater than that 

predicted by the computational wear simulation with the linear increasing wear under 

increasing contact pressure trend (M1). The simulation of TKR lubrication may also 

account for this discrepancy, as the different conditions between these tests may result in 

different boundary lubrication conditions. The simulation of lubrication in computational 

wear simulations may improve the predictive accuracy of computational wear simulations 

and enable the prediction of both POD and knee simulator wear test results. Further 
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research must be conducted to investigate this hypothesis and improve our understanding 

of the effects of contact pressure on wear.  

 

4.5.4 Concluding Remarks 

In conclusion, the in vitro knee simulator wear tests and in silico computational wear 

simulations demonstrated wear to increase with increasing contact pressure. The 

computational wear model with the trend of linearly increasing wear with increasing 

contact pressure, according to the energy dissipation theory, resulted in the greatest 

agreement with the knee simulator wear test results. However, the linearly increasing 

wear with increasing contact pressure computational wear model still under-predicted the 

increase in wear demonstrated by the knee simulator. The non-linearly increasing then 

decreasing and contact pressure independent wear models greatly under-predicted the 

increase in wear due to increased load. These results suggest that the trends of POD tests 

may not be directly applicable to TKRs with regard to contact pressure. Clinically, these 

results suggest that heavier patients may be at risk of increased wear in comparison to 

lighter patients with identical kinematics and activity. With regard to TKR conformity 

and the design of TKRs, a balance must be found between appropriate contact pressure 

levels, contact area and resultant kinematics. Further research should be conducted to 

clarify the reasons for the dissimilar trends of POD tests and knee simulator wear tests 

concerning the effects of contact pressure on wear and to further advance the predictive 

accuracy of computational wear simulations.  
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4.6 Development of a Colloid Mediated Boundary 

Lubrication Model 

None of the previous computational wear simulations for TKRs have included a 

lubrication model to account for the effects of the lubricant on wear, to the best of the 

author’s knowledge. Yet the lubrication of TKRs is known to have a great effect on TKR 

wear (Section 2.3.2) and may also explain the previously misunderstood trends regarding 

the effects of contact pressure on wear (Section 4.5). Therefore, in the research of the 

present section, a colloid protein mediated boundary lubrication model was developed to 

enable the influence of the lubricant on wear to be considered. The development of the 

model included the development of relationships for the denaturation, adsorption and 

boundary lubrication of proteins. The development of a lubrication model was anticipated 

to explain the complex trends demonstrated by published POD and knee simulator wear 

tests under varying levels of contact pressure (Section 4.5) and improve the accuracy of 

computational wear simulations. 

 

4.6.1 Results 

The development of the CBL model required the evaluation of several variables to 

complete the models for the prediction of protein denaturation, adsorption and the effects 

of the boundary lubrication on wear. First, the variable Dpower, was identified through 

conducting least squares regression, utilizing denaturation results obtained from the 

literature [72, 164]. The variable Dpower was identified to have a value of 0.5. The 
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specified value of 0.5 for Dpower provided a coefficient of determination of 0.90 compared 

to the experimental values used for its evaluation. As a result of specifying Dpower as 0.5, 

the Denatured Fraction equation can now be written as: 

 

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐷𝐽𝑠𝑚 ∙ (𝑡)0.5      (29) 

 

By utilizing published knee simulator wear test results which included protein 

denaturation measurements [164], and conducting computational TKR wear simulations 

to match the conditions of the knee simulator wear tests, the constants Da and Db  were 

identified as 0.0541 and 0.00465, respectively. These specified values provided a 

coefficient of determination of 0.75 for the modeled result compared to the experimental 

values used for the evaluation of the constants (Figure 52). Therefore, the 𝐷𝐽𝑠𝑚 equation 

can be written as: 

 

𝐷𝐽𝑠𝑚 = 𝐽𝑆𝑀 ∙ (0.0541 ∙ 𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑦 − 0.00465)     (30) 
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Figure 52: Protein denaturation predictions by the CBL model for bovine calf serum 

(BCS), newborn calf serum (NCS), and alpha calf serum (ACS) compared to published 

knee simulator wear test results [165]. 

 

Similarly, the constants Ca and Cb were determined using knee simulator wear tests 

results and were determined to be 3.0 and 0.2, respectively. Therefore, the equation for Cl 

could be written as: 

 

𝐶𝑙 = 3.0 ∙ 𝐹𝑎𝑏𝑦 + 0.2           (31) 

 

Lastly, the relationship between adsorbed native and adsorbed denatured proteins with 

wear was analyzed by considering the difference between computational wear predictions 
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which did not include consideration for the lubricant compared to POD experiments. The 

constants La, Lb and Lc were established to be 0.288, 0.281 and 0.308, respectively. Thus, 

the lubrication factor LF equation can be written as: 

 

𝐿𝐹 = [0.288 ∙ ln(𝑃𝑁𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) + 0.281 ∙ ln(𝑃𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑) + 0.308] ∙ 𝐶𝑙  (32) 

 

Comparing the CBL model predicted results to the wear rates demonstrated by the POD 

experiment used to evaluate the constants La, Lb and Lc resulted in a coefficient of 

determination (R2) of 0.75 (Figure 53). 

 

Figure 53: CBL wear rate predictions compared to POD experiments [232] with varying 

protein concentrations. 
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4.6.2 Discussion 

The CBL model has been developed to predict the denaturation, adsorption and 

boundary lubrication of proteins from calf serum or human synovial fluid. The CBL 

model first predicts the denaturation of proteins, as denatured proteins have been 

demonstrated to result in greatly different boundary lubrication behaviour compared to 

native proteins [61, 70, 164, 232, 265]. Since β-globulin and γ-globulin proteins have 

been shown to denature more readily than albumin and α-globulin proteins [164], the 

relative fraction between these two protein groups is accounted for in the initial 

denaturation equations. Apart from the composition of the lubricant, the denatured 

fraction is calculated based on the energy dissipated, the apparent contact area, the time 

in which the proteins are exposed to the denaturing energy, and the denaturing enthalpy 

of the proteins. The denatured fraction is also suggested to be inversely proportional to 

lubricant volume. For simplicity, the relative composition (such as albumin, α-1-globulin, 

α-2-globulin, β-globulin and γ-globulin) of proteins adsorbed to the surface was assumed 

to be proportional to the composition of proteins in the lubricant. The competitive 

adsorption of proteins in their native and denatured states were calculated according to 

the well established Langmuir model [267]. Finally, the effects of the adsorbed proteins 

on wear can be calculated based on the fraction of native and denatured proteins 

adsorbed, as well as the relative composition of those proteins, and their relative strength 

of adsorption bonding. 

The CBL model represents the first TKR computational wear model which provides 

consideration for the boundary lubrication of TKRs. The CBL model provides 
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consideration for some of the lubrication variables which have been shown to most 

greatly affect wear. However, the CBL model also involves many simplifications, since 

the CBL model development was limited by the available information regarding the 

denaturation, adsorption and boundary lubrication of proteins. Through conducting 

further experimentation in the future, it would be possible to further develop the CBL 

model, reduce the simplifications of the model and further improve its predictive 

accuracy. 

One of the simplifications of the CBL model involved the grouping of protein types 

into two categories or groups. Group-a proteins included albumin, α-1-globulin, α-2-

globulin, while group-b proteins included β-globulin and γ-globulin. The sorting of 

protein types into these two groups was specified according to the suggestion of Brandt et 

al. [164] based on findings from knee simulator wear testing. By assuming all protein 

types within each of these two groups would behave similarly, it was possible to develop 

correlations for each using the limited data available in the literature. Although the 

behaviour of albumin has been well researched [32, 33, 69-73, 234, 236, 238], there is 

comparatively little data available for the other protein types. Therefore, grouping the 

proteins enabled the analysis to be conducted based on the limited information available. 

The accuracy of the CBL model could be improved further by conducting experiments to 

study the denaturation, adsorption and boundary lubrication of each protein type 

independently, as well as the interactions between different types of proteins.  

Investigation into the influence of the lubricant composition beyond the proteins would 

also be of great benefit. Currently, the CBL model only considers the proteins and cannot 

account for other changes to the lubricant composition, including changes such as 
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altering the concentration of hyaluronic acid, lipids, sodium azide, 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, or the use of PBS rather than distilled water (Section 

2.3.2). 

The CBL model specifies protein denaturation to be proportional to the rate of energy 

dissipation at the interface. However, the predictive accuracy of the CBL model could be 

improved by addressing each mode (thermal and shear) of denaturation individually, as 

well as for each protein type. Such an approach would require experiments to be 

performed for each denaturation mode and protein type; as such experiments could not be 

identified in the existing literature. Such an approach would enable the shear conditions 

to be obtained from the FE simulation results to predict shear denaturation, and the full 

thermal simulation of TKRs with the surrounding experimental apparatus and 

environment would enable the thermal denaturation to be predicted. The accuracy of the 

thermal simulation could be verified through performing the experimental investigation 

of the localized temperature increases in TKRs, in a similar manner to what has been 

conducted for total hip replacements [369]. Molecular dynamics simulations may also 

help to explore the theoretical aspects of protein denaturation [33, 71, 240]. These further 

improvements to the CBL model would reduce the simplifications of the current CBL 

model and likely improve the models predictive accuracy. However, these improvements 

would require further experiments to be performed, as the results of these necessary 

experiments are not currently reported in the literature. 

The protein adsorption model could, once again, be improved through independently 

addressing each protein type and the lubricant composition, rather than by only 

addressing two protein groups. The protein boundary lubrication wear model could also 
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be improved through further experimentation to reduce the simplifications which were 

required by the current CBL model. However, due to the limited availability of 

information demonstrating the precise effects of each protein type on asperity 

interactions, simplifications were required in order to form the CBL model from the 

existing data. More directly addressing the asperity contacts may also enable additional 

variables such as roughness to be considered in the CBL model. Both physical 

experiments and molecular dynamics simulations could contribute to increasing the 

predictive accuracy of the CBL model in the future by reducing the simplifications of this 

model.  

 

4.6.3 Concluding Remarks 

 The proposed CBL model is based upon simplified protein denaturation, adsorption 

and boundary lubrication theory, with constants which have been derived from physical 

tests that were available in the literature. To verify the complete CBL wear model, the 

model must be corroborated with a broad range of experiments to evaluate the models 

predictive capabilities.  
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4.7 Verification of the CBL Computational Wear 

Model 

The accuracy of the CBL model was verified by comparing the wear predictions of 

the model to a broad range of wear tests including POD and knee simulator wear tests. 

Computational simulations were performed to replicate the experimental conditions of 

each experiment for the direct comparison of results. 

 

4.7.1 Results 

First, the material parameter Mmc was represented using a symmetric sigmoid 

function to relate crosslinking radiation to the material parameters of the CBL model. The 

sigmoid approach was selected based on the wear results of hip wear simulator 

experiments conducted under a broad range of crosslink densities [61]. The material 

parameter Rw was also initially modeled using the symmetric sigmoid function. However, 

a simple exponential function was discovered to provide equivalent results to the sigmoid 

function for the material parameter Rw, and an exponential function was therefore 

selected for the sake of simplicity.  The constants of the functions were determined based 

on previous ED wear simulation results (Sections 4.4 - 4.5), and the functions were 

specified as: 

 

𝑀𝑚𝑐 = 0.018  + 0.037 (1+(𝑀𝑅𝑎𝑑 3.12⁄ )14.8)⁄    (33) 
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𝑅𝑤 = (1.25 ∙ 10−6) + [(2.75 ∙ 10−6) ∙ (𝑒−𝑀𝑅𝑎𝑑)]    (34) 

 

Following the establishment of the relationships between the CBL material 

parameters, wear could be predicted for any POD or TKR test utilizing CoCr alloy and 

PE or XPE lubricated using any calf serum or synovial fluid. 

 

 

4.7.1.1. Model Corroboration with Pin-on-Disk Wear Tests 

Computational wear simulations using the CBL model were performed to predict the 

results of five sets of POD tests (POD 1 – POD 5). The CBL wear simulations predicted 

the POD test results with an overall coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.85 (Table 17) 

(Figure 54 - Figure 61).   
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Table 17: Correlations of the CBL computational wear simulation for POD experiments. 

    Experiments 

    POD 1 POD 2 POD 3 POD 4 POD 5 

PE Pin Conditions           

  Pin Diameter (mm) 9 5-10 5-8 9 9.5 

  Sliding Velocity (mm/s) 32 20-76 20-76 20 64 

  PE Crosslink Radiation (MRad) 2.5-4 0 6, 10 0 4, 5 

  Contact Pressure (MPa) 0.25-20 1,3,6,10 1, 3 3 4.7 

  Cross Shear (%) 1 0-0.25 0-0.25 1 1 

Lubrication Conditions           

  Lubricant Volume (ml) 12 40 40 NA* NA* 

  Lubricant Type ACS BCS BCS BCS BCS 

  Protein Concentration (g/l) 21 15.4 15.4 23 65 

  β & γ Fraction (%) 0.16 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 

  Sodium Azide Concentration (%) 0 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002 

  Lubricant Replacement (hours) 24 92 92 56 50 

CBL Results 
     

Coefficient of Determination (R2) 0.75 0.92 0.83 0.84 0.97 

Average Coefficient of 

Determination (R2) 
0.85 

* Not Specified 

ACS and BCS represent Alpha Calf Serum and Bovine Calf Serum, respectively 

Units in % range from 0 (minimum) to 1 (maximum) 
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The first set of POD tests (POD 1) investigated the effects of contact pressure on 

wear [222]. The POD tests demonstrate the controversial trend of initially increasing and 

then decreasing wear under increasing contact pressure. The ED model predicts the trend 

of initially increasing wear, followed by a plateau for high contact pressures (Figure 54). 

Meanwhile, the CBL model accurately predicts both the ascending and descending wear 

behaviour under increasing contact pressure through accounting for the increasing 

denaturation of proteins at higher contact pressures (R2=0.75). 

 

 

 

Figure 54: XPE wear predictions compared to POD results under varying contact 

pressure conditions (POD 1). 
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The second set of POD tests [210, 216, 318] (POD 2) considered the effects of 

varying cross shear, sliding distance and contact pressure on PE wear. The ED wear 

model provided accurate wear predictions for the tests in which the energy dissipation 

was low (Figure 55), but provided decreasing levels of accuracy as the energy dissipation 

was increased through increased contact pressures (Figure 56 and Figure 57). Meanwhile 

the CBL model more accurately predicted wear across the broad range of contact 

pressure values through accounting for the increasing denaturation of proteins for high 

contact pressures (Figure 55 – Figure 57). The CBL model provided a coefficient of 

determination of R2=0.92. 

 

 

Figure 55: PE wear predictions compared to POD results under varying cross shear 

conditions at 1 MPa of contact pressure (POD 2). 
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Figure 56: PE wear predictions compared to POD results under varying cross shear 

conditions at 3 MPa of contact pressure (POD 2). 

 

 

Figure 57: PE wear predictions compared to POD results under varying cross shear 

conditions at 6 MPa and 8 MPa of contact pressure (POD 2). 
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The third set of POD tests [216, 318] (POD 3) used some of the same experimental 

conditions as the second set of POD tests, but utilized XPE instead of the PE used in the 

second set of POD tests. The altered crosslink density of the material caused a decrease in 

wear rates relative to the second set of POD tests (Figure 58 and Figure 59). The CBL 

model once again demonstrated a strong correlation for the prediction of POD wear rates 

(R2=0.83).  

 

 

Figure 58: XPE wear predictions compared to POD results under varying cross shear 

conditions at 1 MPa of contact pressure (POD 3). 
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Figure 59: XPE wear predictions compared to POD results under varying cross shear 

conditions at 3 MPa of contact pressure (POD 3). 
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The fourth set of POD tests [60] (POD 4), utilized rectangular slide paths for PE pins 

with varying aspect ratios of the rectangular sliding path. The CBL model not only 

accurately predicted the general trend of increasing wear with increasing aspect ratio, but 

also predicted the nonlinear behaviour of this trend (Figure 60), providing a coefficient of 

determination of R2=0.84.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 60: PE wear predictions compared to POD results under varying sliding distance 

aspect ratios for POD tests with rectangular slide patterns (POD 4). 
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The final set of POD tests [59] (POD 5), utilized square slide paths for XPE pins with 

varying slide lengths. These tests demonstrated the importance of a time dependent cross 

shear wear model. The ED model accurately predicts the trends of these tests (Figure 61). 

The CBL model accounted for protein denaturation in addition to the time dependent 

cross shear directional strain hardening of the material, providing a coefficient of 

determination of R2=0.97.   

 

 

 
Figure 61: XPE wear predictions compared to POD results with varying slide distances 

between each 90o direction change (POD 5). 
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4.7.1.2. Model Corroboration with Knee Simulator Tests 

The wear rates of 20 knee simulator wear test experiments were predicted using the 

ED and CBL wear models. The results of the experiments were compared to analyze the 

wear models abilities to accurately predict wear under varying kinematics (Figure 62 -

Figure 63), loading (Figure 64), TKR conformity (Figure 65), XPE crosslinking radiation 

(Figure 66), tibial modularity (Figure 67), lubrication volume (Figure 68), lubricant 

concentration (Figure 69) and finally lubricant composition (Figure 70). 
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The first knee simulator wear test comparison involved the comparison of TKR wear 

rates under various kinematic motions to analyze the effects of these kinematics on wear 

[354]. The tests included flexion only; flexion and internal-external rotation; flexion, 

internal-external rotation and positive anterior-posterior displacement; and finally 

flexion, internal-external rotation and negative anterior-posterior displacement. Since the 

majority of the relative sliding was due to the flexion of the TKR, the protein 

denaturation of each of the four tests remained similar, resulting in similar predictions 

between the ED and CBL models (Figure 62). Both the ED and CBL models predicted 

results which fell within the standard deviation of the knee simulator wear test results.  

 

 
Figure 62: TKR wear prediction under varying kinematic conditions (decoupled 

kinematics) (+ or - AP represents positive or negative Anterior-Posterior displacement 

direction). 
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The second kinematic comparison investigated the effects both high and intermediate 

kinematics (reduced anterior-posterior displacement) on the wear of two different TKR 

designs [254]. Similar trends were predicted by the ED and CBL wear models and the 

predictions of the CBL model fell within the standard deviation of the knee simulator 

wear tests (Figure 63). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 63: TKR wear prediction under varying kinematic conditions (high and 

intermediate). 
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The influence of load on TKR wear was also investigated through the analysis of 

wear under the ISO standard 14243-3 and for an increased loading case which included a 

1.7 fold increase in load [264]. The knee simulator wear rates were calculated using 

linear regression over the last 3 wear intervals (0.5MC) for each loading condition. The 

comparison between ED and CBL models reveals the increased denaturation of proteins 

to have occurred for the increased loading case (Figure 64). The CBL model resulted in 

predicted wear rates which fell within the standard deviation of the knee simulator wear 

test results. 

 

 

 

Figure 64: TKR wear prediction under standard and increased loading conditions. 
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The influence of TKR articular conformity on wear was analyzed by comparing the 

wear rates of the PFC-Sigma TKR and a flat version of the PFC-Sigma in which the 

articular surface of the XPE tibial insert had been machined flat [254]. The changes in 

conformity resulted in alterations to the contact pressure and contact area. As a 

consequence of the altered contact areas and location of contact on the XPE insert, cross 

shear and sliding distances were also altered. These changes led to greatly reduced wear 

rates, predicted by both the ED and CBL models (Figure 65). The CBL model predicted 

wear rates fell within the standard deviation of the knee simulator wear tests. 

 

 

Figure 65: TKR wear prediction under varying levels of conformity. 
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The influence of increased crosslink density was investigated through comparing the 

wear rates of two TKRs under the same conditions but with XPE inserts of different 

crosslink densities (PFC-Sigma: 2.5-4 MRad and modified-PFC-Sigma: 5 MRad) [16, 

254]. The difference between the ED and CBL models was the same for both TKRs, and 

the CBL model once again predicted results which fell within the standard deviation of 

the knee simulator wear test results (Figure 66). 

 

 

 

Figure 66: TKR wear prediction for XPE subjected to different levels of crosslinking 

radiation. 
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The effect of including a modular tibial interface was analyzed through the 

comparison of TKRs of the same design [11] but which either included or did not include 

a modular interface. The difference between the ED and CBL model predicted wear rates 

was very similar between the two designs, as the backside interface made a much smaller 

contribution to protein denaturation in comparison to the articular surface. The CBL 

predicted wear rates fell within the standard deviation of the knee simulator wear rates, 

indicating the accurate prediction of backside wear magnitudes (Figure 67). 

 

 

 

Figure 67: TKR wear prediction of modular and non-modular designs. 
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The influence of lubricant volume and its effects on protein denaturation and XPE wear 

was considered through varying the volume of the lubricant surrounding the TKR 

components [265]. The ED model predicted consistent wear rates regardless of lubricant 

volume (Figure 68). Meanwhile, the CBL model predicted the trend of decreasing wear 

with decreasing lubricant volume due to increasing fractions of the proteins becoming 

denatured. The CBL model predicted wear rates which fell within the standard deviation 

of the knee simulator wear test results apart from the wear rate at 75 ml. The CBL model 

provided a strong correlation for the prediction of the knee simulator wear rates, with a 

coefficient of determination of R2=0.84. 

 

 

Figure 68: TKR wear prediction under varying lubricant volumes. 
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The influence of the lubricant on wear was further investigated through the 

comparison of wear rates for the same TKR design (AMK) under the ISO standard 

14243-3 with a bovine calf serum protein concentration of 17 g/l, compared with a 

bovine calf serum protein concentration of 62 g/l and reduced anterior-posterior 

translation. The ED model predicted a relative decrease in wear associated with the 

decrease in anterior posterior displacement (Figure 69). The CBL model predicted a 

decrease in wear rate associated with the increase in protein concentration as well as 

altered kinematics, and predicted wear rates which fell within the standard deviation of 

the knee simulator wear test results. 

 

Figure 69: TKR wear prediction using bovine calf serum diluted to different protein 

concentrations. 
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The final comparison investigated the effects of different calf serum types (alpha, 

newborn and bovine) on TKR wear [164]. The ED model predicted the same wear rate 

for all tests, since the ED model does not provide consideration for the lubrication of 

TKRs (Figure 70). The CBL model accurately predicted wear rates within the standard 

deviation of the knee simulator wear test results. 

 

 

 

Figure 70: TKR wear prediction using three different lubricants; alpha calf serum (ACS), 

newborn calf serum (NCS) and bovine calf serum (BCS). 
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4.7.2 Discussion 

4.7.2.1. Model Corroboration with Pin-on-Disk Wear Tests 

The first POD experiment (POD 1, Figure 54) demonstrated the capability of the CBL 

wear model to predict the trend of initially increasing, then decreasing wear under 

increasing contact pressure. Previously available computational wear models have either 

predicted continually increasing wear with increasing contact pressure or have been 

developed to be contact pressure independent and would have predicted a consistent wear 

rate for all contact pressure values. Furthermore, any time independent cross shear wear 

model would also have been unable to predict the results of a POD test such as POD 1, 

since this experiment requires the continuous reorientation of the crystalline lamellae to 

be predicted in order to match the experimental conditions of the POD. Not only have 

previously available computational wear models been unable to predict the trends 

demonstrated by POD tests under varying contact pressure conditions, but an explanation 

for this observed trend has previously not been available. However, through the protein 

denaturation, boundary lubrication and energy dissipation research of this thesis, this 

trend can finally be explained and predicted. Through accounting for the time dependent 

directional strain hardening of the material (according to the ED wear model), an initially 

increasing wear rate was predicted by the ED wear model for low contact pressures. Once 

contact pressures of approximately 3 MPa are reached, the increase in wear rate under 

increasing contact pressure becomes much less appreciable according to the ED wear 

model. This is because the increased energy dissipation, corresponding to the increased 
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contact pressure, causes the more rapid alignment of the crystalline lamellae molecular 

orientation. Therefore, the cross shear angles become less severe and there is not a great 

increase in wear under increasing contact pressure in the high contact pressure range. The 

trend predicted by the ED wear model is consistent with what could be expected if the 

POD experiment utilized a continuous changeover of the lubricant in order to limit the 

potential for denatured proteins to remain in the system. However, to fully predict the 

trend of this POD experiment, the denaturation of proteins must also be predicted. The 

CBL wear model predicted the increasing denaturation of proteins under increasing 

contact pressure as a result of the additional dissipation of protein denaturing energy. 

Therefore, the CBL wear model was able to successfully predict the decreasing wear with 

increasing contact pressure trends for contact pressures above 3 MPa as a result of the 

improved wear protection offered by denatured proteins relative to native proteins. The 

computational simulations provided a coefficient of determination of 0.75 compared to 

the POD experiments and provided greatly improved predictive accuracy over the 

continually increasing wear with increasing contact pressure, or contact pressure 

independent predictions which would be provided by previously existing computational 

wear models. 

The ability of the CBL wear model to predict the trend of initially increasing, then 

decreasing, wear under increasing contact pressure is very significant. The author is not 

aware of any previously existing TKR computational wear model which can predict this 

trend. Not only have previously available computational wear models been unable to 

predict this complex behaviour, but the mechanism for this behaviour was also previously 

unknown [210, 216, 222, 254, 318]. This complex trend has previously been used to 
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advocate that PE and XPE wear is contact pressure independent [39, 254, 261], due to the 

lack of available explanation for the mechanism which might cause this complex trend. 

However, through accounting for the energy dissipation, time dependent cross shear, 

protein denaturation and boundary lubrication, the CBL model provides an explanation 

for this trend. Understanding this trend is very important not only for the prediction of 

TKR wear, but also for making fundamental TKR design decisions. This trend has also 

previously been referred to as a reason to design non-conforming designs with high 

contact pressure and low contact area, as an approach to reduce wear [254]. Although 

reducing contact area would tend to reduce wear, increasing contact pressure alone would 

not have the effect of reducing wear if denatured proteins did not remain in the 

articulation. In a human knee synovial fluid is continually being regenerated and 

therefore this same trend may not occur. 

The second experiment (POD 2, Figure 55 - Figure 57) investigated PE wear under 

various contact pressures, cross shear ratios and sliding distances using a linearly 

reciprocating and continuously rotating PE pin [318]. The wear rates predicted by the ED 

wear model were generally similar in trend but inaccurate in terms of wear magnitude 

since the ED wear model did not account for changes in boundary lubrication associated 

with increasing protein denaturation. The greatest amount of protein denaturation not 

only occurred for tests completed at higher contact pressures, but also for tests with 

greater sliding distances and cross shear ratios, since these tests also generally had 

increased sliding velocities. Overall, the CBL model accurately predicted the trends of 

decreasing wear for tests of high contact pressure and high energy dissipation rates. The 

tests performed at 3, 6 and 10 MPa contact pressures included multiple tests at cross 
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shear values of 0.038, with the second of these values having decreased sliding distances. 

Both the ED and CBL wear models were able to accurately predict the decrease in wear 

associated with decreased sliding distances for these tests. Overall for the second 

experiment (POD 2), the computational simulations well matched the trends of the POD 

experiments and provided a coefficient of determination of 0.92. 

The third experiment (POD 3, Figure 58 and Figure 59) investigated the wear of 

highly crosslinked XPE under various contact pressures, cross shear ratios and sliding 

distances using the same linearly reciprocating POD apparatus as in the second 

experiment. Due to the lower contact pressures and sliding velocities, the denaturation of 

proteins played a smaller role in the results of this experiment, compared to the previous 

experiment. Once again the CBL wear model provided good agreement with the POD 

experiment, providing a coefficient of determination of 0.83. 

The forth experiment (POD 4, Figure 60) investigated the influence of sliding 

distance aspect ratio during rectangular path POD experiments. Unlike the fifth 

experiment (POD 5), this experiment used non-square rectangular sliding paths, in which 

the aspect ratio (rectangle length / width) was varied. As a result, this experiment also 

included some sliding lengths in which the crystalline lamellae had become fully aligned, 

as well as section slide lengths in which it had not become fully aligned. The CBL wear 

model provided good agreement with the POD experiment results once again, providing a 

coefficient of determination of 0.84. 

The fifth and final experiment (POD 5, Figure 61) investigated the wear of XPE using 

a POD apparatus with square sliding paths and varying slide distances between each 

change in direction. This experimental approach was very useful for verifying the ED 
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wear models prediction of the reorientation of the crystalline lamellae. For small sliding 

distances, less than 5mm in this experiment, the crystalline lamellae did not become fully 

aligned with the direction of sliding before the change in direction was encountered. This 

resulted in the trend of increasing wear with increasing sliding distances for sliding 

distances of less than approximately 5mm. Since the crystalline lamellae became fully 

aligned with the direction of sliding after approximately 5mm, additional sliding did not 

generally result in an appreciable increase in wear. The importance of implementing a 

computational wear model which includes time dependent cross shear is clearly 

demonstrated by this experiment, since a time independent cross shear wear model would 

predict continually increasing wear with increasing sliding distances. The CBL wear 

model provided outstanding agreement with the POD experiment results, providing a 

coefficient of determination of 0.97. 

Overall, the CBL wear model demonstrated excellent predictability (R2=0.85) across 

the wide range of POD experiments utilized in this research. The POD tests varied 

material properties (crosslink density and GUR resin type), lubricants (alpha calf serum 

and bovine calf serum under a range of protein concentrations), loading (1-20 MPa) and 

kinematics (continuous and discrete cross shear across the full range of cross shear 

values).  

 

4.7.2.2. Model Corroboration with Knee Simulator Wear Tests 

Following the completion of the POD experiments, the wear rates of 20 knee 

simulator wear test experiments were predicted using the ED and CBL wear models. The 
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results of the experiments were compared to analyze the wear models abilities to 

accurately predict wear under varying kinematics, loading, TKR conformity, XPE 

crosslink density, design modularity, lubrication volume, lubricant concentration and 

lubricant composition (Table 9). 

The first kinematic comparison (Figure 62) reproduced the tests of Kawanabe et al. 

[354]. The first test investigated flexion motion only, resulting in pure sliding with 

minimal CS. The second test introduced internal-external rotation, in addition to the 

flexion of test 1, resulting in sliding with cross shear. The third test included the anterior 

displacement of the femoral component relative to the PE insert in addition to the 

conditions of test 2, which resulted in increased sliding distances relative to test 2. The 

fourth test replaced the anterior displacement of test 3 with posterior displacement, which 

resulted in the introduction of rolling/sliding motion (tractive rolling) and decreased 

sliding distances relative to test 3. Since the computational simulations utilized a different 

TKR design (AMK) than the TKR design which was implemented in the published knee 

simulator wear test results (AGC, Biomet Inc. Warsaw, IN), the relative wear rate 

increases relative to the first test were compared. The CBL model was able to predict the 

results to within the standard deviation of the knee simulator wear tests for each test, 

demonstrating the models ability to accurately predict the influence of each kinematic 

motion on wear. 

The second kinematic comparison involved the comparison of high kinematics to 

intermediate kinematics, which included reduced anterior-posterior displacement (Figure 

63). Once again the CBL model was able to accurately predict the effect of anterior-
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posterior displacement on wear for both the PFC-Sigma TKR and a modified version of 

the PFC-Sigma which included a flat tibial insert.  

The loading comparison (Figure 64) involved the prediction of wear for the PFC-

Sigma TKR under the standard (ISO 14243-3) loading and under increased loading 

conditions in which the load was increased 1.7 fold beyond the standard loading 

conditions. The CBL wear model was able to accurately predict the increase in wear 

associated with the increase in loading. The ED wear model prediction would have over-

predicted the increase in wear due to the increased load, however, the CBL model also 

accounted for the increased protein denaturation due to the increased energy dissipation 

resulting from the 1.7 fold increased load, leading to an accurate prediction for the CBL 

wear model. 

The conformity comparison (Figure 65) involved the prediction of wear for the PFC-

Sigma TKR and the wear of a modified version of the PFC-Sigma which had the articular 

surface of the tibial insert machined to provide a flat surface. As a result of the reduced 

conformity, contact areas generally decreased and contact pressures generally increased. 

Due to the greatly changed conformity, the regions of contact throughout the gait cycle 

also changed, leading to greatly changed wear rates which the CBL wear model was able 

to accurately predict under both high and intermediate kinematics.  

It is very important to note that the CBL model was able to predict both the increase 

in wear associated with the increased load of the loading comparison, as well as the 

decreased wear through decreased conformity of the conformity comparison. Decreasing 

conformity and increasing load each led to increasing contact pressure, yet in each set of 

experiments the wear rate has an opposite response. In these cases it is not enough to 
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consider contact pressure alone, but the effects of the changes in conformity and load on 

the regions of contact are of key importance. With an increase in load, the general regions 

of contact remain very similar, but the contact area increases slightly. However, the 

decrease in conformity leads to greatly reduced contact areas as well as major changes to 

the regions in contact. The reduced conformity generally resulted in each area of the 

tibial insert being contacted during a smaller time period of the gait cycle. As a result, the 

crystalline lamella at each location on the tibial insert experienced greatly reduced cross 

shear over the gait cycle in comparison to the highly conforming TKR design. The time 

dependent representation of cross shear in the CBL model accounted for these differences 

in cross shear and as a result the CBL wear model was able to accurately predict the 

results of both the loading and conformity comparisons. 

Wear was predicted for a TKR (PFC-Sigma) using XPE tibial inserts which had been 

subjected to different levels of crosslinking radiation (Figure 66). The CBL wear model 

accurately predicted the knee simulator wear test results to within one standard deviation. 

The CBL wear model also provided accurate wear predictions for the TKRs with non-

crosslinked PE tibial inserts (Figure 67). This demonstrates the ED and CBL wear models 

abilities to accurately predict wear under a very broad range of crosslink densities.  

The decision of tibial modularity is another important design consideration, along 

with the previously discussed decisions of conformity and the level of material 

crosslinking. Although including a modular interface between the tibial insert and the 

tibial tray can enable the easy revision of the insert at a later time, it also creates another 

interface to which wear occurs. Despite the complexity of predicting wear for the 

backside surface, the CBL wear model was able to accurately predict the wear of both 
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surfaces, leading to results within the standard deviation of the knee simulator wear test 

results (Figure 67). 

The final three experimental comparisons all evaluated the ability of the CBL model 

to accurately predict wear despite changing lubrication conditions. Knee simulator wear 

tests [265] and hip simulator wear tests [61] have both demonstrated the trends of 

decreasing wear with decreasing lubricant volume. The CBL model accurately predicted 

the trend of the increasing proportion of proteins which became denatured as lubricant 

volume decreased, which resulted in reduced wear rates for smaller lubricant values 

(Figure 68). The predicted magnitudes fell within the standard deviation of the knee 

simulator wear test results for all of the tests, apart from the test at 75ml which was 

underpredicted. However, since these tests involved only three wear stations [265], it is 

possible that a greater sample size would lead to improved agreement.  

A comparison was performed to predict the wear of the AMK under the ISO standard 

compared to under reduced anterior-posterior translation and greatly increased protein 

concentration (Figure 69). The ED wear model predicted a decrease in wear associated 

with the decrease in anterior-posterior translation, but this decrease fell far short of the 

decrease shown by the knee simulator wear tests. The CBL wear model was able to 

accurately predict the decrease in wear associated with increased protein concentration 

and predicted results which once again fell within the standard deviation of the knee 

simulator wear tests. 

Finally, the wear rates of the AMK under the ISO standard for alpha calf, newborn 

calf and bovine calf sera were compared (Figure 70). The CBL model accurately 
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predicted the increasing wear rate that resulted from the decreasing relative fraction of 

albumin and α-globulin proteins to the total protein composition.  

The validation metric, proposed by Oberkampf and Trucano [362], was calculated for 

the prediction of the broad range of 20 knee simulator wear test results using the CBL 

model. The CBL model demonstrated a validation metric of VM=0.85 for the prediction 

of knee simulator wear test results. This high validation metric demonstrates the strong 

agreement between the CBL computational wear model and the experimental knee 

simulator wear test results. This validation metric of Oberkampf and Trucano [362] 

provides an extremely sensitive measure of the agreement in both magnitude and trend, 

as well as ensures that positive and negative errors cannot cancel each other out. This 

strong validation metric confirms that the CBL computational wear model can be 

implemented for the prediction of knee simulator wear test results and is sufficiently 

accurate to be utilized for the wear optimization of TKRs. 

 

4.7.2.3. Model Performance and Simplifications 

The accuracy of the CBL model was evaluated through the prediction of five sets of 

POD experiments and 20 different knee simulator wear tests. The experiments included a 

large variety of PE or XPE material crosslink densities, contact conformity, kinematics, 

loading, and lubrication conditions. The CBL model resulted in a coefficient of 

determination of 0.85 compared to the broad range of POD results and predicted wear 

rates which fell within the standard deviation of the knee simulator wear test values (with 

one slight exception; R2=0.96). The CBL model demonstrated a validation metric of 0.85 
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for the prediction of TKR knee simulator wear test results, indicating the great strength of 

the CBL model for the prediction of knee simulator wear test results. 

However, the CBL model does include several simplifications and its predictive 

accuracy could be further improved through reducing the simplifications of the model (as 

discussed in Section 4.6.2). Through conducting molecular dynamics simulations and 

conducting experiments for each protein type, the interactions of each protein with the 

surfaces as well as other proteins could be further explored. Currently, the CBL model 

groups proteins into two categories (albumin and α-globulin or β-globulin and γ-globulin) 

for the prediction of denaturation and to predict the effects of the protein on the boundary 

lubrication of the surfaces. Furthermore, although the competitive adsorption of native 

and denatured proteins are considered for the adsorption of proteins onto the surfaces, the 

relative composition of protein types adsorbed are assumed to be the same as the bulk 

lubricant and all protein types are assumed to have the same Langmuir constants as 

albumin. This simplification was implemented due to a lack of experimental data 

availability to determine the Langmuir constants for other protein types. However, the 

accuracy of the model may be improved through providing greater consideration for the 

differences between proteins. Some of the constants of the CBL model were determined 

using a limited range of experimental data and it may therefore also be possible to further 

improve the predictive accuracy of the model through the refinement of the constants 

utilized in the CBL model.  
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4.7.2.4. Clinical Relevance of the CBL Model 

The CBL computational wear model developed and verified in this thesis has 

demonstrated a high level of agreement compared to the in vitro wear testing methods of 

POD (R2=0.85) and knee simulator wear tests (R2=0.96; VM=0.85). Both of these in vitro 

wear testing methods enable the conditions of the test to be carefully controlled, thereby 

providing an excellent means of verifying the computational wear model [3, 38-40]. 

Since knee simulator wear tests are also the current standard for evaluating TKR designs 

[3, 250], this also makes knee simulator wear tests an excellent method by which to 

verify the accuracy of computational wear models. However, the simplifications of knee 

simulator wear tests, relative to in vivo wear, may limit the clinical relevance of knee 

simulator wear tests. Since the intended application of the CBL wear model would be as a 

design tool for TKRs, it is important to consider the differences between in vivo 

conditions and the conditions of the knee simulator wear tests against which the model 

has been verified. Additionally, the abilities of the CBL model to predict the clinical wear 

performance of TKRs in vivo, rather than in a knee simulator wear test, must be 

discussed. Unfortunately, the direct verification of the model by comparison to in vivo 

wear results is not possible due to the limitations of assessing in vivo wear and 

accounting for patient variability (as discussed in Section 2.4.1). 

Although knee simulator wear testing has been developed to simulate in vivo 

conditions in the laboratory setting, the simplifications of knee simulator wear testing 

may somewhat limit its clinical relevance. Knee simulator wear tests have been 

developed to utilize calf serum to represent synovial fluid [250], as obtaining synovial 
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fluid in the necessary quantities for knee simulator wear testing would be impractical. 

Calf serum is derived from blood (bovine calf, newborn calf, or alpha calf). As a result, 

the composition of calf serum is not identical to that of the human knee [164] (as 

discussed in Section 2.3.2).  Although the protein concentration is typically controlled 

through dilution for knee simulator wear tests, the protein composition of the calf sera 

typically used in knee simulator wear tests is not identical to that of the human knee 

[164]. Furthermore, lubricin is typically absent from knee simulator wear tests because it 

is not found in calf sera, however lubricin does exist in human synovial fluid [241, 242]. 

Currently, the CBL model groups proteins into two groups (albumin and α-globulin, or β-

globulin and γ-globulin). This protein grouping simplification may affect the accuracy of 

the CBL model for both the prediction of knee simulator wear tests and in vivo wear. Yet 

despite this simplification, a high level of accuracy (VM=0.85) has been demonstrated 

between the CBL model predictions and knee simulator wear test results. The CBL model 

enables any relative fraction between the two protein groups to be specified and can be 

made to match in vivo conditions, rather than being limited to the compositions of the 

available calf sera typically used in knee simulator wear tests. In the future, the model 

could also be further developed to provide consideration for each protein type 

individually (including lubricin), which may still further increase the clinical relevance of 

the CBL model.  

Knee simulator wear tests typically utilize increased lubricant volumes, as well as 

include the replacement of the lubricant at regular intervals (Section 3.5.1), as an attempt 

to approximate the effects of the continual renewal of proteins which occurs in vivo 

[265]. This approximation of protein renewal may also limit the clinical relevance of 
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knee simulator wear tests [265]. Conversely, the continual renewal of proteins can be 

conveniently specified for the CBL model (Section 3.6) to directly replicate the 

conditions of the human body. 

The ionic strength of the calf serum used in knee simulator wear tests is not typically 

controlled to match that of human synovial fluid [250]. However, lubricant ionic strength 

may have an effect on protein stability and adsorption [34, 72]. Further research should 

be conducted to quantify the effects of lubricant ionic strength on protein stability and 

adsorption. Consideration for the effects of ionic strength on protein stability, protein 

adsorption and wear could be added to the CBL model in the future, but is not currently 

included in the CBL model. 

Human synovial fluid includes hyaluronic acid, however, the calf sera used in knee 

simulator wear tests have not typically included hyaluronic acid [34, 250]. Very few knee 

simulator wear tests have been reported in the literature which have utilized a lubricant 

which included hyaluronic acid [213, 252]. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, hyaluronic acid 

may interact with proteins to alter their tribological behaviour [34, 73, 213, 246-249, 

370]. As with knee simulator wear tests, which are typically performed without 

hyaluronic acid [34, 250], the CBL model does not currently include consideration for the 

influence of hyaluronic acid on the behaviour of the proteins. However, consideration for 

the influence of hyaluronic acid could be added to this computational wear model in the 

future. 

The lubricant of knee simulator wear tests typically also includes sodium azide or 

antibiotics, to inhibit microbial growth [34, 250, 252]. Microbial growth has been found 

to influence wear rates and reduce clinical relevance [252]. However, the addition of 
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sodium azide or antibiotics may also have an effect on TKR lubrication and wear [252]. 

The CBL wear model currently assumes the presence of sodium azide in the lubricant in 

order to match the typical conditions of most knee simulator wear tests. Yet further 

developing the model to provide consideration for the presence or absence of sodium 

azide or antibiotics may further improve the clinical relevance of the CBL model.  

The loading and kinematics of knee simulator wear tests may also differ from those 

experienced in vivo. Firstly, the simple walking cycle of the ISO 14243 standards is not 

the only activity performed by the knee [250]. Activities such as turning corners while 

walking, stair climbing, chair rising/descending, running and many other activities, may 

also be a part of daily life for TKR patients [371]. Additionally, conditions such as 

stationary periods and the momentary separation of contacting components may affect 

TKR wear. Not only are the activities utilized by knee simulator wear tests highly 

simplified, but the removal of patient variability to create standardized conditions may 

have caused many of the possible worst case scenarios to be excluded from consideration. 

The surgical alignment of TKR components can vary greatly between patients and can 

affect kinematics and wear rates [372]. Furthermore, patient anatomy is highly variable 

and can also affect kinematics and wear rates [373-376]. Since knee simulator wear tests 

may not be able to accommodate this variability in a cost and time efficient manner, it 

may limit the clinical relevance of such tests [3, 38]. However, the improved cost and 

time efficiency of computational wear simulations, relative to knee simulator wear tests, 

may enable a greater range of variability and conditions to be considered [38]. 

Computational simulations can be used to simultaneously predict kinematics and wear in 

a cost and time effective manner, thereby allowing probabilistic studies to be conducted 
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across a wider range of clinical conditions than would be practical using knee simulator 

wear tests alone.  

Due to hardware limitations, knee simulators may have difficulty simulating the wear 

of posterior stabilized TKRs (Section 2.4.2.2). Additionally, displacement controlled 

knee simulators have difficulty simulating the wear of high conforming designs, while 

force controlled knee simulators have difficulty simulating the wear of low conforming 

designs (Section 2.4.2.2). Meanwhile, the CBL wear model could predict wear for any 

TKR design, enabling the model to be used for exploration of TKR designs prior to any 

costly and time consuming knee simulator wear testing. 

Overall, the CBL model presented in the present thesis has demonstrated excellent 

predictive capabilities in comparison to knee simulator wear tests (R2=0.96; VM=0.85), 

which are the current standard for TKR wear analyses prior to FDA or Health Canada 

approval and large scale implementation. Despite the excellent current success of the 

CBL model, further development still has the potential to further increase the clinical 

relevance of the CBL model. The CBL model is not affected by some of the practical 

limitations of knee simulator wear tests, which limit the clinical relevance of knee 

simulator wear tests. The efficiency, clinical relevance and predictive accuracy of the 

CBL model may enable the model to be utilized to explore a wider range of design 

variables and clinical conditions in comparison to knee simulator wear testing alone. As a 

result, the CBL model may have the potential to improve the design of TKRs prior to 

conducting expensive and time consuming knee simulator wear tests, thereby potentially 

improving TKR designs while also reducing development costs. Additionally, although 

the focus of this thesis has been on TKRs, the computational wear model could also be 
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applied and further developed for total hip replacements, total shoulder replacements and 

total disk replacements.  

 

4.7.3 Concluding Remarks 

The CBL model demonstrated excellent predictability compared to the POD and knee 

simulator wear test results. To the author’s best knowledge, this is the first TKR 

computational wear model to provide consideration for the lubricant. Although this 

model could still benefit from further development, the CBL model has demonstrated the 

high level of accuracy necessary for utilization in the TKR design process.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Conclusions 

TKRs are essential to alleviating pain and restoring mobility to patients suffering 

from disorders and diseases such as arthritis. However, the long-term success of TKRs 

can be limited by the wear of the PE or XPE tibial insert. The cost and time requirements 

of current TKR design and testing methods may limit the range of design variables which 

can be considered, preventing the optimization of TKRs for the reduction of wear. 

Therefore, the development of an accurate and efficient computational wear simulation 

method may enable a greater range of TKR design variables to be considered and may 

enable the optimization of TKRs for the reduction of wear.  

The computational wear simulation process requires the prediction of contact pressure 

and sliding displacement vectors at each wear surface, which includes both the articular 

and backside surfaces of modular cruciate retaining PE and XPE tibial inserts. FE 

simulation with the J2-plasticity constitutive model has previously been demonstrated to 
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provide accurate results for both the articular and backside surfaces. However, a more 

computationally efficient method would still be of great benefit. For this reason, MBD 

simulations have been considered for the articular surface in the present thesis. 

Simulations were conducted to develop an optimized PO relationship for MBD contact 

mechanics simulations. The optimized PO relationship was then evaluated through static 

and dynamic TKR simulations. The results demonstrated the MBD simulation method to 

be unable to provide the desired level of correlation strength for the prediction of contact 

pressure and contact area. Therefore, the implementation of deformable FE simulations 

using the J2-plasticity model was recommended for the prediction of contact mechanics in 

all future research. 

Secondly, a previously existing computational wear model was implemented to 

predict the influence of insert thickness on PE and XPE wear. Increasing insert thickness 

was found to decrease articular wear and increase backside wear. Although insert 

thickness was demonstrated to affect wear rates, the change in overall wear rate remained 

small for the range of insert thicknesses considered. These computational wear simulation 

results suggest that the wear performance of modern bearing materials may be less 

sensitive to changes in insert thickness compared to historical materials such as heat 

pressing formed PE and PE (or XPE) with high oxidization potential. However, insert 

thicknesses beyond the range investigated in this study (5mm to 25mm) may still present 

a risk, as decreased insert thickness has been demonstrated to increase stress and contact 

pressures, while increasing insert thickness has been demonstrated to increase backside 

micromotion and wear. 
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Due to the limited accuracy of computational wear models in the literature, the 

development of a new computational wear model was undertaken. The objectives were to 

develop a computational wear model capable of improved predictive accuracy with 

improved agreement to basic polymer wear theory. The TD-ED-TR wear model was 

developed, which incorporated consideration for the time dependent molecular behaviour 

of polyethylene, aspects of tractive rolling and contact pressure. The TD-ED-TR wear 

model was demonstrated to result in an increase in accuracy over several previously 

developed wear models compared to POD and knee simulator wear test results. 

Therefore, the development of this new computational wear model has made a substantial 

contribution towards the improvement of the predictive accuracy of computational wear 

models. 

The effect of contact pressure on the wear of TKRs remained a subject of great 

controversy in the literature prior to the research of this thesis. Many of the most recently 

developed computational wear models have been developed as contact pressure 

independent due to the complex trends demonstrated by POD tests. To evaluate the true 

influence of this controversial parameter directly on a TKR, knee simulator wear tests 

were conducted along with corresponding computational simulations. The knee simulator 

wear test demonstrated the 1.7 fold increase in load to result in a 4.37 fold increase in 

wear. This increase in wear was greater than the increase predicted by any of the 

considered computational wear models. The contribution of this research is very 

substantial, as it provides direct evidence that PE and XPE wear can increase with 

increasing load in a TKR, which is crucial information that was previously unknown. 

This research also indicated that a mechanism which has not been accounted for may be 
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causing entirely different behaviours under increasing load for POD tests compared to 

knee simulator wear tests. The author of this thesis developed the hypothesis that the 

lubrication may be responsible for these previously unexplained trends of contact 

pressure’s effect on wear. Therefore, a lubrication model was developed in the present 

thesis in order to evaluate this hypothesis.  

Previous computational wear simulation methods in the literature have omitted the 

simulation of the lubricant. However, the omission of the lubricant in the simulation 

methods may be one of the greatest sources of error in current TKR computational wear 

simulations. Therefore, a colloidal protein mediated boundary lubrication model was 

developed to predict the protein denaturation, protein adsorption and boundary 

lubrication of TKRs. The model enabled the prediction and explanation of previously 

unexplained POD and knee simulator wear test trends results with regard to contact 

pressure. The model also was able to predict the wear results of 75 POD tests (R2=0.85) 

as well as predict the results of 20 knee simulator wear tests (R2=0.96; VM=0.85) to 

within the standard deviation of the knee simulator wear tests (with the slight exception 

of one sublevel experiment). The development of this new time dependent cross shear, 

energy dissipation and colloid mediated boundary lubrication model represents a great 

contribution to both computational wear simulation methods as well as TKR research. 

The CBL wear model developed within the research of this thesis has been demonstrated 

to have the greatest agreement compared to POD and knee simulator wear testing results 

in comparison to the other computational wear models available in the literature (Table 

18).  
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Table 18: Comparison of the predictive correlations for various computational wear 

models. 

Wear 

Model 

Wear 

Formulation 

Reported TKR 

Correlation (R2) 
Reference 

Archard W = k·P·S 0.12 [40, 111] 

Turell W = k·P·S·CS 0.60 [40, 60] 

Strickland W = k·f(S)·f(CS) 0.65 [39] 

O'Brien Sections 3.5 -3.6 0.96 Present Thesis 

Table Abbreviations: TKR -Total Knee Replacement; W-Wear Volume; k-Wear Factor;  

P-Contact Pressure; S-Sliding Distance; CS-Cross Shear; f()-Function of 

 

Despite the great success of the CBL model, further work could still be undertaken to 

provide consideration for additional variables affecting wear and reduce the number of 

simplifications of the CBL model. The CBL model grouped proteins into two main 

categories (albumin, α-1-globulin and α-2-globulin in one group, with β-globulin and γ-

globulin in the second group). By conducting further experimentation and molecular 

dynamics simulations, the CBL model could be developed to address each protein type 

individually for denaturation, adsorption and boundary lubrication. Additionally, 

addressing asperity adhesion and asperity deformations independently, rather than 

through predicting their combined contribution to wear, would reduce the simplifications 

of the CBL model and may also enable the consideration of additional variables such as 

surface roughness. Lastly, accounting for the changes in lubricant composition beyond 

the protein composition, such as changes to hyaluronic acid concentration, ionic strength 

and antimicrobial inhibitors would also reduce the simplifications of the CBL model. 

However despite the simplifications of the CBL model, the model has demonstrated a 

strong correlation for the prediction of TKR wear (R2=0.96; VM=0.85) across a broad 

range of experimental conditions. Therefore, the CBL model may enable the wear 
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optimization of TKRs for the reduction of wear. Future work which implements this 

computational wear model for the optimization of TKRs would be of great benefit. The 

CBL model could also be easily combined with other computational processes for the 

multiobjective optimization of TKRs, such as the simultaneous optimization of 

kinematics and wear performance. Future work implementing the CBL wear model has 

the potential to greatly improve the long term wear performance of TKRs for the 

reduction of wear. The improvement in TKR wear performance may lead to the reduction 

in risk of wear particle induced osteolysis and improve the long term performance of 

TKRs, thereby reducing health care costs and improving patient care.  

The accuracy of the CBL model was evaluated through the prediction of five sets of 

POD experiments and 20 different knee simulator wear tests. The experiments included a 

large variety of PE or XPE material crosslink densities, contact conformity, kinematics, 

loading, and lubrication conditions. The CBL model resulted in a coefficient of 

determination (R2) of 0.85 compared to the broad range of POD results and predicted 

wear rates which fell within the standard deviation of the knee simulator wear test values 

(R2=0.96; VM=0.85). The computational wear simulation models developed in this thesis 

have demonstrated sufficient accuracy to enable the optimization of TKRs for the 

reduction of wear, which may improve the long term success of these necessary clinical 

devices. 
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